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Customer Engineers use this manual to service the 5292 
Display Station. Customer Engineers using this manual 
should have completed the IBM 5292 Color Display 
Station education course. 

This manual has four major parts: maintenance analysis 
procedures (MAPs), maintenance information, parts 
cetalog, and I/PAR code guide and CE log. An index at 
the back of the manual supplies a key word reference to 
all the information contained in this manual. 

A definition of terms and abbreviations that are not 
common, but are used in this manual, are in the 
Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations. 

There are several DANGER and CAUTION notices in this 
manual. You can use the blank lines below each notice 
to translate the notice into your own words. The 
locations of these notices are listed in the Safety 
section. 

Related Publications 

Related information can be found in the following 
manuals: 

• ISM 5250 Information Display System P/annin, and 
Site Preparation Guide, GA21-9337 

• ISM 5250 Information Display System Reference Card, 
GX21-9249 

• ISM 5292 Color Display Station Setup Procedure, 
GA21-9415 

• ISM 5292 Color Display Station Operator's Guide, 
GA21-9416 
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Specific DANGER and CAUTION notices are preHnt on 
pages 2-17,2-18,2-48,2-50,2-54,2-56,2-114, and 
3-2. If you desire, trenalate theae notice. into your own 
words and write them on the lin .. provided. 

The IBM 5292 Color Display Station he. the following 
specific DANGERs: 

• Line voltage is pntlMlnt at the power supply unit. 

• High voltage is present at the anode of the 
cathode-ray tube and the analog card. 

• The cathode-ray tube could implode if it is hit or if it 
falls. 

Safety 

Safety ix 
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CE SAFETY PRACTICES 
All Custom.r Engineers .r ••• p.cted to take .v.ry saf.ty 
pr.caution possibl. and obs.rve the following safety practices 
while maintaining IBM equipment: 

1. You should not work alon. und.r hazardous conditions 
or around equipment with dang.rous voltag.. Always 
advise your manager if you MUST work alone. 

2. Remove all pow.r, ac and dc, when removing or 
assembling major componants, working in imm.diate 
areas of power supplies, performing mechanical 
inspection of power supplies, or installing changes in 
machina circuitry. 

3. Aftar turning off wall bo. pow.r switch, lock it in the Off 
position or tag it with a "Do Not Operate" tag, Form 
229-1266. Pull power supply cord whenever possible. 

4. When it is absolutely necessary to work on equipmant 
having e.posed operating mechanical parts or e.posed 
live electrical circuitry anywhere in the m.chine, observe 
the following pr.cautions: 
a. Another person familiar with power off controls must 

be in immediate vicinity. 
b. Do not wear rings, wrist watch.s, chains. bracelets. 

or metal cuff links. 
c. Use only insulated pliers and screwdrivers. 
d. Keep one hand in pocket. 
e. Wh.n using test instruments, be certain that controls 

are set correctly and that insulated probes of proper 
capacity are used. 

f. Avoid contacting ground potential (metal floor strips, 
machine frames, etc.). Use suitable rubber mats, 
purchased locally if necessary. 

5. Wear safety glasses when: 
a. Using a hammer to drive pins, riv.ting, staking, atc. 
b. Power or hand drilling, reaming, grinding, etc. 
c. Using spring hooks, attaching springs. 
d. Soldering, wire cutting, removing steel bends. 
e. Cleaning parts with solvents, sprays, cleaners, 

chemic. Is, etc. 
f. Parforming any other work th.t may be hazardous to 

your eyes. REMEMBER-THEY ARE YOUR EYES. 
6. Follow special •• fety instructions when performing 

specialized tasks, such as handling c.thoda ray tubes 
and •• tremely high voltages. These instructions ara 
outlined in CEMs and the .. fety portion of the 
maintenance manuals. 

7. Do not use solvents, chemicals, greases, or oils that 
have not been approved by IBM. 

B. Avoid using tools or test equipment that have not been 
approved by IBM. 

9. Replace worn or broken tools and test equipment. 
10. lift by standing or pushing up with stronger leg 

muscles-this takes strain off back muscles. Do not lift 
any equipment or perts weighing over 60 pounds. 

11. After maintenance, restora all safaty devices, such as 
guards, shields, signs, .nd grounding wires. 

12. Each Customer Engineer is r.sponsible to be certain that 
no action on his part r.nders product. unsef. or .xposes 
custom.r p .... onn.1 to hazards. 

13. Place removed mechine cov.rs in a safe out-of-the-way 
place where no one can trip over tham. 

, 4. Ensure that all machine covers are in place before 
returning machine to customer. 

15. Always pl.ce CE tool kit away from walk areas where no 
one can trip over it; for e.ample, under desk or table. 

16. Avoid touching moving mechanical parts when 
lubricating, checking for play, etc. 

17. When using stroboscope, do not touch ANYTHING-it 
may be moving. 

18. Avoid wearing loose clothing that may be caught in 
machinery. Shirt sleeves must be left buttoned or rolled 
above the elbow. 

19. Ties must be tucked in shirt or have a tie clasp 
(prefer.bly nonconductive) approximately 3 inches from 
end. Tie chains are not recommended. 

20. Before starting equipment, make certain fellow CEs and 
customer personnel are not in a hazardous position. 

21. Maintain good housekeeping in area of machine while 
parforming and after completing maintenance. 

Knowing saf.ty rules is not enough. 
An unsafe .ct will inevitably lead to an accidant. 
UN good judgmant .... limin.ta unsafe acts. 

ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION 
Ganaral Considarations 

1. Start Imm.diately-S.conds Count 
Do not move victim unless absolutely necessary to 
remove from danger. Do not wait or look for help or 
stop to loosen clothing, warm tha victim, or apply 
stimulants. 

2. Check Mouth for Obstructions 
Remove foreign objects. Pull tongue forward. 

3. loosen Clothing-Keep Victim Warm 
Take care of these items after victim IS breathing by 
himself or when help is available. 

4. Remain in Position 
After victim revives, be ready to resume respiratIon if 
necessary. 

5. Call a Doctor 
Have someone summon medical aid. 

6. Don't Give Up 
Continue without interruption until victim is breathing 
without help or is certainly dead. 

Ra.cua Braathing for Adults 

1. Place victim on his back immediately. 
2. Clear throat of water, food. or foreign matter. 
3. Tilt head back to open air passage. 
4. lift jaw up to keep tongue out of air passage. 
5. Pinch nostrils to prevent air leakage when you blow. 
6. Blow until you see chest rise. 
7. Ramove your lips and allow lungs to empty. 
8. listen for snoring and gurglings-signs of throat 

obstruction. 
9. Repeat mouth to mouth breathing 10-20 times a minute. 

Continue rescue breathing until victim breathes for 
himself. 

Thumb and 
finger positions 

Final mouth-to
mouth position 



.Iph.: Alphebetic. 

• mpllfi.r: A device thet increases e voltage or I signll 
to I u .. ble level. 

Inod.: The high voltage connector on the cathode-rlY 
tube. 

.nalog: A method of controlling electricity by vlrying 
the current or voltage. 

•• teri.k: The cheracter •. 

• ttribute: A method thlt controls how date is displlyed 
on the displlY screen. For eXlmple, the Ittributes of e 
displlY field include blinking, color, end reverae imlge. 

battery: A dc power storlge device. 

bleed.r .... mbly: An Issembly thet provides I pIth 
for dischlrging high voltlges efter the power is turned 
off. 

blink .ttribute: An Ittribute of I displey field thlt 
causes the chlrectera to flesh. 

blink or blinking: Fllshing. 

brlghtne •• control (operator): A potentiometer for 
edjusting the brightne .. of the dlta on the displlY 
screen. This control is Iccessible to the operator. 

buff.r: A temporary storlge erel. 

burst: An intervll of sound mlde by the displlY stetion 
ellrm. In the single burst mode, one burst is emitted in 
one time intervll. In the double burst mode, two bursts 
Ire emitted in one time intervll. 

buzzer: An ludible Illrm in the Mlgnetic Slot Reeder. 

Cabl. Thru: A function thlt permits multiple displlY 
stations or printers to be Ittached serielly to I system 
cable. 

capec:ltlv.: Heving capacitance. 

Glossary of Tenns and Abbreviations 

cathod.: A negetive terminll of I diode or cathode-rlY 
tube thlt emits electrons . 

ch.racter m.trix: A pert of the displey screen 
cherleter window. The cherecter mltrix is 9 dots high 
by 7 dots wide. 

Cmd k.y: The com mInd key on the keyboerd thet is 
used to select commlnd functions. 

column .. perstor: A dot thet seplretes III the 
cherecters in e field of deta . 

commend function k.ys: The 14 keys in the top row 
of the displey station keyboard thlt Ire used with the 
Cmd (com mInd) key to request functions. 

controll.r: A device thlt controls the operetion of one 
or more input or output devices. 

conv.rg.nce: The process of pointing the three 
electron belms in e cathode-rlY tube et the seme color 
dot of I color displey screen. 

CRT: Cethode-rly tube. 

D/R: Driver/receiver. 

deg.u .. : The process of removing I megnetic field 
from In object. 

di.gram: Figure or illustrltion. 

di.play.bl.: Something thet can be shown on e displey 
scraen or printer. 

drlv.r: A source thet sends (drives) I signel from one 
location to Inother. 

dynamic converg.nce: The process of converging the 
thr .. electron belms of the cathode-rlY tube It vlriouS 
points over the displlY screen. 

.nd-of-queu. (EOo) d.llmlter: A specill code mlrking 
the end of the com mInd queue. 

.nd-of-m .... g. (EOM): A specill code mlrking the 
end of I messlge. 

Glossary xi 



ERAP: Error recording analysis procedure. 

field attribute: The control characters that describe a 
displayed field. For example. a displayed field can be 
reversed. made to blink. or change color. 

fragile: Easily broken. 

FRU: Field-replaceable unit. 

Gnd: Ground. An electrical return. 

hex: Hexadecimal or hexagonal. 

I/O: Input/output. 

10: Identification. 

implode: To break inward suddenly. 

interactive: A system that continuously communicates 
between the system controller and the work station. 

IPL: Initial program load. The first machine program 
operation after power on. 

Keylock: An RPQ consisting of a lock and key that 
prevents the use of the display station. 

keystroke: The action of pressing a key on the 
keyboard. 

LC: Line check. A check for errors that occur during the 
transmission of data from the system controller to the 
display station. 

LOPT: Line output transformer. 

LRC: Longitudinal redundancy check. A type of parity 
check. 

LSIO: Logical station identification. 

make/break key: A key that generates a scan code 
when the key is pressed and when it is released. 

mandatory: Something that must be done or must be 
present. 

menu: A list of options that can be selected. 

metric: A decimal system of measurement based on 
the meter as a standard of measurement. 

xii 

microprocessing: Operations performed by the MPU. 

microprocessing unit IMPU): A processing unit that is 
microprogram controlled and performs internal machine 
operations. The MPU receives data. controls the display 
of data. and controls the flow of information to and 
from the controller. 

MPU: Microprocessing unit. 

MSR: Magnetic Slot Reader; an RPQ that can read 
magnetically encoded data from an identification card. 

multiframe response: More than one frame of data 
being sent. 

N/C: Pertains to a switch sening; normally closed. 

N/O: Pertains to a switch setting; normally open. 

null: A hexadecimal character code made up of all 
zeros; this character fills a position in the buffer and is 
displayed as a blank. 

online tests: A series of tests that can be requested 
from the system after power on and before sign on. 

option: One of the items listed on a display screen 
menu. 

overview: A short description which is general in 
scope. 

pc: Printed circuit. 

phosphor: A matenal that emits light when activated by 
an electron beam. 

planar: A printed circuit electronic board used in the 
display station. 

poll: A method the controller uses to determine if a 
display station is ready to send or receive data. 

POR: Power on reset. 

port: The place where a cable is connected to a 
controller. 

protector: A device that aids in preventing injuries to 
persons or damage to machines. 



protocol: A specific sequence of rules and the relative 
timing for exchanging information between 
communicating persons or machines. 

PRT: Printer. 

pur. (purity): A display screen that is the same shade 
of one color over all the screen. 

PWR: Power. 

RAM: Random access memory (storage). 

r.ster: All the area on the display screen that can be 
lighted. 

r .. d-only storage (ROS): A storage area in the MPU 
that stores information for later use. The information 
cannot be changed by the MPU. 

receivers: Those parts that receive data or voltages. 

r.fresh: The continuous displaying of the same data on 
the display screen to prevent the data from fading out_ 
Refresh is a function of the display adapter. 

reg.n.ration buffar: An area in read/write storage 
where data is stored before it is displayed. 

r.gist.r: A storage device or circuit that stores those 
limited parts of data needed by the system to execute 
input/output. storage. processing. and control 
operations. 

r.lated: Having a common use. 

r.place: To exchange something; for example. replace a 
failed part with a new one. 

requir.d: See mandatory. 

retrace lin.s: The lines that appear on the display 
screen when the display adapter returns the trace to the 
upper left corner of the display screen. Retrace lines are 
normally not displayed. 

retry: To repeatedly send frames of information until 
the frames are received without an error by the display 
station; the controller sends the frames. 

rolling: Pertains to movement on a display screen; the 
movement can be horizontal. vertical. or a combination 
of both. 

ROS: Read-only storage. 

RPQ: Request for price quotation. 

Rtn: Return. An electrically zero reference. 

SA: System available. 

s.t up: To prepare a device for operation. 

shad.: Color variation. 

shadow: A secondary image visibla around or near a 
primary image. 

shorting: Making an electrical short circuit. 

sign-on: A logon procedure performed at a display 
station; the procedure cen include entering the sign-on 
command. a password. or other user-specified security 
information. 

slot: A narrow opening or groove. 

SlP: Selector Light Pen; an RPQ that allows the 
operator to salect desired fields on the CRT without the 
use of a keyboard. 

socket: The connectors on the display station to which 
cables are connected. 

.peaker: A device that converts electrical signals to 
audible signals. 

.tart·of·m .... g.ISOM): A special code marking the 
start of a message. 

static conv.rg.nc.: The process of converging the 
three electron beams on 0118 dot in the center of the 
screen. 

.torm: Electrical discharges in the air. 

stuck key: A key on a keyboard that is jammed. 
thereby keeping the circuit closed. 

Sys Req key: The key that is used to send a request 
diractly to the system. 

teper: Increasing in size toward one end. 

target: A specific place or character .pace on a display 
screen at which a light pen (wand reader) is pointed. 



terminator switch: The switch used to terminate the 
customer system cable at the last display station or 
printer in a series. 

TP: Test point. 

transfer: To move from one person, place, or thing to 
another. 

twinaxial cable: A shielded, twisted-pair cable that 
connects a display station or printer to a controller. 

typamatic key: A repeat action key on the keyboard. 

U.S.: United States. 

undefined: The meaning is not known or described. 

underscore: A line under all positions of a field. 
Underscore is controlled by an attribute. 

undisplayable character: A valid hexadecimal character 
code, but the character cannot be displayed on the CRT. 

Vac: Volts alternating current. 

Vdc: Volts direct current. 

verification: Testing an operation or machine. 

video: Pertains to the data displayed on the screen. 

yoke assembly: The assembly on the back of the CRT, 
that contains the horizontal and vertical deflection coils. 

xiv 



The following symbols are used in flowcharts and 
figures throughout this manual. 

CJ Display Screen 

) ( Start and End 
of Flowchart 

CJ Off-Page 
Connector 

0 On-Page 
Connector 

<> Decision 
Block 

C Comment 
Block 

0 Information 
Block 

Legend 

-~ N/O }~i~' 
~ N/e Contacts 
___ N/O 

~ Resistor 

i'1 ~ Earth Ground 

JII[ Transformer 

1 Capacitor 
T 

Diod .. 

L...-nd xv 
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Using the MAPs I 
0100 Display Entry I 
0200 Power I 
0300 Video I 
0400 Analog I 
0500 Keyboard I 

Maintenance 0600 Convergence I 
Analysis 0700 Planar I Procedures (MAPs) 

0800 Feature/RPQ I 
0900 Intermittent I 

MAPs 0000-1 
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When using the MAPs, you must: 

READ CAREFULLY. The MAPs can aid you in finding 
the failure only if you follow instructions and answer 
questions accurately. 

FOLLOW THE SEQUENCE. Always do the procedure 
one step at a time. 

READ THE COMMENTS. Some steps have additional 
information that pertains to them. This information, 
which precedes the question, describes why questions 
or actions are needed to determine the correct failing 
part. 

FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS. Instructions must be 
carried out exactly and in the order given. do not 
change the conditions prepared by the instructions 
before you answer the questions. 

MAP FLOW. Always start with the Display Entry MAP. 
This MAP will aid you in problem determination and 
direct you to the correct functional MAP for further 
repair action. For example, the Power MAP further 
isolates AC and DC power problems. The Video and 
Analog MAPs identify display problems. The Keyboard 
MAP isolates keyboard interface errors. The 
Convergence MAP finds problems in the converge,lce 
control circuits. Errors found during power-on 
diagnostics are isolated in the Planar MAP. Problems 
occurring with feature or RPQ circuits are found using 
the Feature MAP. The Intermittent MAP aids in isolating 
problems that occur once in a while. 

MAINTENANCE CHECKS. Before replacing a part, 
ensure that all cables to the part are tight. Check all 
voltages to the part to ensure that it has the correct 
operating power. 

Record all error codes and symptoms in the CE log. 

REFERENCES. Three-digit MIM reference numbers in 
parentheses identify the area in the Maintenance 
Information section of this manual where the repair 
action is described. 

Using the MAPs 

CONDITIONS AFTER POWER ON 

A description of the operational display screens is 
supplied at MIM 410, 412, and 413. 

Ualnll the MAPI 0000·3 
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DISPLAY ENTRY MAP 0100 

ENTRY POINTS EXIT POINTS 

FROM ENTER THIS MAP EXIT THIS MAP TO 

MAP ENTRY PAGE STEP PAGE STEP MAP ENTRY 
NUMBER POINT NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER POINT 

0200 A 001 3 006 0200 A 
0500 A 001 3 020 0300 A 
0800 A 001 13 141 0300 A 
0900 A 001 9 081 0300 A 

13 144 0300 B 
8 069 0300 B 

12 129 0300 C 
9 077 0300 G 

10 094 0300 J 
9 076 0300 L 
8 072 0300 N 
3 022 0400 A 
4 025 0400 A 
8 070 0400 A 
9 080 0600 A 
9 082 0600 A 

11 106 0600 A 
3 012 0700 B 
3 008 0700 0 
4 024 0800 C 

12 125 0800 c 
13 147 0900 A 

001 
IEntry Point AI 

This is the common entry point for all the MAPs. 

Do you MYe an Intermittent problem on the 
dlaplay terminal7 
Y N 

Dilplav Entrv MAP 0100·1 



B 
1 

L 
MAP 0100 

ENTRY MAP 

SYMPTOM INDEX I ACTION 
I 

Error code on status line IGo to page 5, step 040, Entry Point C 
----------------------------1-----------------------------
Screen ti lted IReplace CRT and yoke assembly (MIM 355) 
----------------------------1-----------------------------
Keylock problem IGO TO MAP 0800, ENTRY POINT A 
----------------------------I-------------~---------------
SLP or MSR problem IGO TO MAP 0800, ENTRY POINT A 
----------------------------1-----------------------------
Did you find the symptom in the SYMPTOM 
INDEX7 
Y N 

003 
- Power off. 
- Set the Brightness control near the center of 
its range (MIM 127). 

- Wait 20 seconds. 

Normal Power on sequence is as follows; 
- Power on. 

1) Audible alarm sounds for approximately 
.5 seconds indicating that the power is 
OK. 

2) Alarm sounds again for a short burst after 
approximately 12 seconds indicating that 
the planar diagnostics completed OK. 

3) No video should appear on the screen 
BEFORE 20 seconds after power on. 

4) Approximately 30 seconds after power 
on, video should appear on the status 
line. 

Does this sequence occur7 
V N 

004 
Is an error code displayed on the status 
line (MIM 41817 
V N 

0100-2 



F 
2 

MAP 0100 

ENTRY MAP 

005 
Did the power OK alarm sound7 
Y N 

006 
Go To Map 0200. Entry Point A. 

007 
Did the power OK alarm stop sounding after 
approximately .5 seconds7 
Y N 

008 
Go To Map 0700. Entry Point D. 

009 
Did the alarm sound indicating that the 
planar diagnostics completed OK7 
Y N 

010 
Is the alarm sounding repeatedly in either 
single or double burst mode (diagnostic 
error conditionl(MIM 41717 
Y N 

011 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Display planar (I\.;;M 361). 

012 
Go To Map 0700. Entry Point B. 

013 
Did any video appear on the screen BEFORE 
20 seconds after power on 7 
Y N 

014 
Is any video displayed on the screen 
approximately 30 seconds after power on 7 
Y N 

4 4 
G H J 

J 

015 
- Turn the Brightness control to maximum. 

Is the screen blank 7 
Y N 

016 
- Power off. 
- Check the continuity of line from J 11-8 to 
J17A-3 (MIM 433). 

Is the continuity OK7 
Y N 

017 
Isolate to the cable or Analog card (MIM 
433). Repair/replace as necessary. 

018 
- Perform the Fine Color balance (MIM 236). 
If the Fine Color balance can not be made; 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 

019 
- Turn the Brightness control fully minimum 
(MIM 127) to engage the Intensity override 
switch. 

Is the screen blank7 
Y N 

020 
- Set the Brightness control near the center of 
its range. 

Go To Map 0300. Entry Point A. 

021 
- Set the Brightness control near the center of its 
range. 

Is the Selector Light Pen (SLPI or Magnetic 
Slot Reader (MSRI RPQ installed? 
Y N 

4 
K 

022 
Go To Map 0400. Entry Point A. 

Display Entry MAP 0100·3 



G H K 
333 

MAP 0100 

ENTRY MAP 

023 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect the cable at A 7 and A 14 on 
the Display planar (MIM 121). 

- Power on. 

Is the screen blank? 
V N 

024 
Go To Map 0800, Entry Point C. 

025 
Go To Map 0400, Entry Point A. 

026 
Go to Page 1, Step 001, Entry Point A. 

027 
- Power off. 

- Connect the probe to J4-33 (-Display Rdy) at 
the front of the Analog card (MIM 434). Use 
J4-11 as ground. 

- Observe the probe. 

Does the DOWN light appear on, inside of 5 
seconds after powering on, and remain on? 
V N 

028 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 

Error Reset key. 
- Release the keys. 
- Press the 0 key on the top row. 
- Press the Enter key. 
- Wait 5 seconds. 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the D 

key to display the color bar screen (MIM 
415). 

Does the Brightness control change the 
brightness of the screen? 
V N 

5 5 
L M N 

01004 

N 

029 
Are ALL the color bars displayed? 
V N 

030 

- Measure the voltages at the following Video 
card TP's (MIM 123) to the ground strap at 
the upper left of the Amplifier card bracket. 

- The TP voltages should be between -20 and 
-80 Vdc. 

Green grid TP=GG 
Blue grid TP=BG 
Red grid TP=RG 

Is each TP voltage inside the limits? 
V N 

031 
Is only blue displayed on the screen? 
V N 

032 
(Entry Point B) 

- Check the cable from J 15 on the Video 
card to J17A and J17B on the 
Amplifier card for a grounded or an 
open condition (MIM 437). 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 

033 
- Power off. 

- Check J4- 20 for a grounded condition 
(MIM 114). 

Is J4·20 grounded? 
V N 

555 
P Q R 

034 
Go to Step 032, 
Entry Point B. 
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035 
- Isolate to the cable, Analog card 
or Amplifier card (MIM 437). 
Repair/replace as necessary. 

036 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke 
assembly (MIM 355). 

037 
- Replug all the Amplifier and Video card 

cables. 

038 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

039 
- Check the cable from A5-1 to J4-33 at the 
front of the Analog card for a grounded or 
open condition. Repair/replace as 
necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

040 
(Entry Point C) 

STATUS LINE ERROR CODE CHART 

ERROR 1 DEFINITION ACTION 
-----1---------------------------- -----------------------------

Bl RAM error Replace Base planar 

B2 

B3 

B4 

B5 

B6 

Al 

ROS error 

Twinaxial controller error 

Station address not valid 

Twinaxial adapter error 

Keyboard interface error 

Station address error 

(Step 040 continues) 

Replace Base planar 

Replace Base planar 

Replace Base planar. 

Replace Base planar. 

GO TO MAP 0500, ENTRY POINT A 

Enter station address again. 
If error continues, 

I 

.Qilpl8Y Entry MAP 0100-5 
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(Step 040 continued) 
I I replace Display planar. 
----------------------------1-----------------------------

C I 

01 

02 

03 

04 

CMOS parity error 

CRT interrupt error 

Video wrap test error 

Convergence RAM error 

FBI parity error 

Reconverge. If error 
continues, replace 
Display planar. 

GO TO MAP 0700, ENTRY POINT A 

GO TO MAP 0700, ENTRY POINT A 

GO TO MAP 0700, ENTRY POINT A 

GO TO MAP 0700, ENTRY POINT A 

05 IBad parity not detected FBO GO TO MAP 0700, ENTRY POINT A 
-----1---------------------------- -----------------------------

06 INo response by convergence GO TO MAP 0700, ENTRY POINT A 
-----1---------------------------- -----------------------------

07 IFBO parity error IGO TO MAP 0700, ENTRY POINT A 
-----1----------------------------1-----------------------------

KI IKeyboard uninstalled error IGO TO MAP 0500, ENTRY POINT A 
-----1----------------------------1-----------------------------

K2 IKeyboard cable wrap error IGO TO MAP 0500, ENTRY POINT A 
-----1----------------------------1-----------------------------

K3 IKey stuck error IGO TO MAP 0500, ENTRY POINT A 
-----1----------------------------1-----------------------------

xx IANY error not covered above IGO TO MAP 0700, ENTRY POINT A 

041 
Is an error code displayed on the status line 
(MIM 41317 
Y N 

042 
- Verify that thEl fan is running by checking for 
air movement at the slots on the left rear 
side of the terminal. 

. Is the fan turning7 
Y N 

1 
377 
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043 
- Measure the ac voltage at J3-11 (115 or 230 
Vac) to J3-14 (neutral) (MIM 432). 

Is the voltage OK? 
Y N 

044 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 

341) 

045 
- Power off. 

- Check the cable from .Jl0 (fan) to J3 (front 
of power supply) (MIM 432). Repair/replace 

as necessary. 
If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Fan (MIM 345). 

046 
Is the screen filled with bars of red, green, 
blue or white color? 
Y N 

1 
3 

047 
15 the screen stable? 
Y N 

048 
- Probe A5-11 (- Horiz sync) and A 13-3 

(-Vert sync) on the Display planar (MIM 
121). 

Are BOTH the UP and the DOWN lights 
on constant for each probe point? 
Y N 

049 
Is only the DOWN light on for either 
of the probe points? 
Y N 

I' 050 

- Replace the Displav planar (MIM 
361). 

V W X y 

w X y 

051 
The IIne(s) are grounded. 

- Use MIM 434 to Isolate the grounded 
condition to either the cable, the Display 

planar or the Analog card. 

052 
- Probe J4-1 (-HoflZ sync) and J4-28 (-Vert 

sync) on the front of the Analog card. Use 

J4-11 as gnd for the probe. 

Are BOTH the UP and the DOWN lights on 
constant for each probe point? 
Y N 

053 
- Check the cable from A5-11 to J4-1 

(Horizontal). or A13-3 to J4-28 (Vertical) 

for continuity. 

necessary. 

Repair / replace as 

064 
- The screen may be unstable if the display 

station is too close to electromagnetic 

interferance such as pnnters, certain lighting 
devices, etc. For more Information, see the 

IBM 5250 Information Display System 
Planning and Site Preperation GUide, 

GA21-9337. 

- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 341). 

055 
Is the SA indicator on solid? 
Y N 

056 
The display station is not communicating with 

the host system. 

Do you want to diagnose this problem at 
this time? 
Y N 

8 8 
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057 

MAP 0100 

ENTRY MAP 

Go to Step 059. Entry Point O. 

058 
Go to Page 11. Step 115. Entry Point E. 

059 
(Entry Point 01 

- Press and hold the Cmd key and press t •• e Error 
Reset key. 

- Release the keys. 
- Press the 0 key on the top row. 
- Press the Enter key. 
The alarm should sound for a short burst after 
approximately 6 seconds. 

Oid the alarm sound OK? 
Y N 

060 
Is Keylock RPQ installed on the terminal? 
Y N 

061 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 3621. 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 3611. 

062 
Is the Keylock unlocked? 
Y N 

063 
- Unlock the Keylock. 

064 
- Do NOT power off. 
- Disconnect connector B5 at the Base planar 
(MIM 1221. 

- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 
Error Reset key. 

Is the SELECT indicator on? 
Y N 

A A A 
C 0 E 

OHlO-8 

A A A 
C 0 E 

065 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 3621. 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 3611. 

068 
- Replace the Keylock assembly. 

067 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the D 
key to display the color bar screen (MIM 4151. 

Is the color bar scr .. n displayed (MIM 416)? 
(The colors may be wrong. blurred. 
misconverged. and so on) 
Y N 

068 
Is the screen completely blank? 
Y N 

089 
Go To Map 0300. Entry Point B. 

070 
Go To Map 0400. Entry Point A. 

071 
Are the three primary colors (red. blue. greenl 
present? 
Y N 

072 
Go To Map 0300. Entry Point N. 

073 
- Turn the Brightness control from limit to limit 
(MIM 1271. Do not engage the Intensity 
override switch. 
At the upper limit the colors should be bright 
and the correct color (name on the color barl. 
At the lower limit the color bars should be just 
visible. 

Is the above correct? 
Y N 

A A 
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L 
Do.. the Brightness control change the 
brightn.ss of ALL the color bars? 

V N 

075 
Do.s the brightness of the RED and 
GREEN color bars change? 
V N 

076 
Go To Map 0300. Entry Point l. 

077 
Go To Map 0300. Entry Point G. 

078 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 6 
key on the top row of keys. 

Ar. there more than 7 distinct bars on the 
scr.en? 
V N 

079 
Ar. the right and left margins of the color 
bar screen aligned? 
V N 

080 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press 
the 6 key on the top row. 

Go To Map 0600. Entry Point A. 

081 
- Perform the Fine Color Balance adjustment 
(MIM 236). 

If the adjustment does not solve the problem. 
Go To Mep 0300. Entry Point A. 

082 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 6 

key on the top row. 
Go To Map 0600. Entry Point A. 

A 
F 
8 

I 
083 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the J 

key. 

Are there dark horizontal bars through the 
green purity screen (MIM 415)? 
V N 

084 
Skip is suppressed. 

- Probe J4-26 (-Skip) at the front of the 
Analog card (MIM 125). Use J4-11 as gnd 
for the probe. 

Are the UP and DOWN lights on7 
V N 

085 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect the cable A5 at the Display 

planar (MIM 121). 

- Check A5- 7 on the cable for a grounded 
condition. 

Is the line grounded? 
Y N 

086 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

087 

- Repair/replace cable from A5-7 to J4-26. 
If no problem IS found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

088 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

089 

- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 6 
key on the top row to make the bars disappear. 

Do the dark horizontal bars disappear? (The 
bottom line of the screen should move up.) 
Y N 

II 
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- Probe J4-26 (- Skip) at the front of the 
Analog card (MIM 125). Use J4-11 as 

ground for the probe lead. 

Are the UP and DOWN lights on 7 
V N 

091 

- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

092 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

093 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 6 

key on the top row to get the dark horizontal 
bars back. 

- Use this screen and the red purity screen (Cmd 
H) and the blue purity screen (Cmd K) to check 

color purity. 

Is the shade of color constant over the enti' 
screen for each color (purity)? 
V N 

094 
Go To Map 0300, Entry Point J. 

095 
- Press and hold the Cme; key and press the G 
key to display the red fr 'us screen. 

Is focus OK? 
V N 

096 
- Perform the Fne Focus adjustment (MIM 
235). 

Does the focus ad:~Jstment correct the 
problem? 
V N 

A A A 
K L M 
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097 
Can you see any change on the screen 
while the adjustment is made? 
V N 

r 

098 
- Check P26 (large white inline 
connector betweel' .' ,d Video card and 
Analog card-III':"il 125), 

If no problelT'. ,ound: 
- Replace !Le Analog card (MIM 352). 

- Repl" .he Video card (MIM 353). 
- Re _"t) the CRT and Yoke assembly 

t· 1M 355). 

,."place the Analog card (MIM 352), 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly 
(MIM 355). 

1 100 
Problem fixed. 

101 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 7 

key on the top row of keys, 

Does the red focus screen become a flashing 

green 0 screen 7 
Y N 

102 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

103 
- Set the color mode back to 7 color mode by 

holding the Cmd key and pressing the 7 key on 
the top row. 

- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the F 
key to get the alignment screen, 

Is the size, centering, and straightness of the 
outline correct (MIM 231)7 

V N 

1 1 
1 1 
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ENTRY MAP 

104 
- Perform the Fine Raste: adjustment (MIM 

231). 
If the adjustment cannot be made, 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

105 
- Press and hold the Cmd ke'{ arvj press the += 

key on the top row to get the "';;Jl,:,ergence 
screen. 

Is convergence good IMIM 23411 
Y N 

106 
Go To Map 0800, Entry Point A. 

107 
..' Press the C key to cancel the convergence 
screen. 

Has the customer stated that the character 
definition is not correct Imissing dots, wrong 
characters, and so onl? 
Y N 

108 
- Loop the Bring Up Diagnostics by holding 
the Cmd key down and pressing the M key. 

Do the Bring Up Diegnostics loop? 
Y N 

109 
Is an error code displayed on the status 
line IMIM 41311 
Y N 

110 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

111 
Go to Page 5, Step 040, Entry Point C. 

A 
R 

112 
- Press and hold the Cmd and Error Reset key 
until the alarm sounds. 

- Wait 5 seconds and then press the Error Re$et 
key again to get out of select mode. 

Does the SA indicator appear on the status 
line and remain on"1 
Y N 

113 
Are the Bring Up Diagnostics looping? 
Y N 

I ;;4"0 SELECT Ind-" dl.ployed D. 

, the status line? 
.." N 

'15 
IEntry Point El 

Iff the MSR or SLP RPQ installed? 
Y N 

116 
(Entry "'omr. F) 

- Check that tn"re are no other 
displays on your ,. , that have the 

same address "iI ,ur display 
terminal. 

- Check that all the displa'l' <.-on your 
line have their terminator ~".Jitches 
properly set. 

- Check the system cable and its 
connectors. 

- Check that the system is confiij,.red 
to include your terminal. 

- Verify that the system is oper",ing 
correctly. 

Are the above items corr~ct? 
Y N 

1 1 1 111 
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117 
- Take the correct action. 

118 
- Measure the -5 Vdc TP to the GND TP on 
the Base planar (MIM 1221. 

Is the voltage between -4.1i end -li.1i Vdc1 
Y N 

119 
- Measure B6-1 (-5 Vdcl to B6-3 (gndl on 
the Base planar (MIM 1221. 

Is the voltage between -4.11 .nd -li.1i 
Vdc7 
Y N 

120 
- Check the continuity of the DC 

distribution cable from B6 to J34 (MIM 
4311. Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Junction block (MIM 3481. 

121 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 3621. 

122 
- Use MIM 439 to check the Cable Thru 

assembly on the I/O panel. Repair/replace 
as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 3821. 
- Replace the Display pl.n.r (MIM 3811. 

123 
- Power oft. 
- Disconnect cables connected to A7 and A14 on 
the Display planar (MIM 1211. 

- Power on. 

Does the SA indicator appear on the status 
line and remain on 7 
Y N 

A A 
y Z 

0100·12 
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124 
- Power oft. 
- Reconnect the cables removed from 
A7 and A14 on the Displ.y pl.nar. 

- Power on. 
Go to P •• e", Step "1, 
Entry Point F. 

1211 
Go To Map 0100, Entry Point C. 

121 
- Replace the B ... planar (MIM 3821. 

127 
- Replace the Base plan.r (MIM 3821. 

121 
- Engage the Intensity override switch by turning 
the Brightne .. control tow.rd minimum until a 
click is felt (MIM 1271. 

Doea the screen fill with • white raster. 
Y N 

121 
Go To M.p 0300, Entry Point C. 

130 
- Sat the Brightn.ss control near the canter of its 
r.nge. 

- Attempt to sign on to the system. 

Could you do s07 
Y N 

131 
Are thera 2 twinaxial cable. attechecI to 
the Cable Thru 7 
YN 

132 
Is the terminator .witch on the I/O 
.... mbly Nt to '1' (MIM 112)7 

Ii 
l i ~ ~ 
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133 
- Set the terminator switch to '1'. 

134 
- Use MIM 439 to check the Cable Thru 

assembly on the I/O panel. 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

135 

- Check that the last work station on your 
twinaxial line is terminated correctly. 

- Check that the address of your terminal 
(MIM 415) is not used by another 
terminal. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

136 

A C S V 
126 7 

140 
Are the bars white or gray? 

Y N 

141 
Go To Map 0300, Entry Point A. 

142 
Is the Brightness control set near the 
center of its range? 
Y N 

143 
Go to Page 1, Step 001, 

Entry Point A. 

144 
Go To Map 0300, Entry Point B. 

145 
Go to Page 5, Step 040, Entry Point C. 

Check out is complete. No problems were 146 
found. 

137 

- Measure the +8.5 Vdc at TP '8.5' on the Video 
card, to the ground strap on the ur:Jer left of 
the Amplifier card bracket (MIM 123). 

Is the voltage between +7.5 and +9.5 Vdc? 
Y N 

138 

- Check the continuity of the cable from J14-3 
on the back of the Video card to J35-1 0 on 
the Junction block (MIM 434). 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 

139 

- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

Follow directions. 

147 
Go To Map 0900, Entry Point A. 

Display Entry MAP 0100·13 
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ENTRY POINTS 

FROM ENTER THIS MAP 

MAP 
NUMBER 

0100 

001 

ENTRY 
POINT 

A 

(Entry Point AI 

PAGE 
NUMBER 

STEP 
NUMBER 

001 

- Verify that the fan is running by checking for air 
movement at the slots on the left rear side of 
the terminal. 

Is the fan turning? 
Y N 

002 
Is the power cord plugged into an active 
outlet and into the back of the terminal? 
Y N 

003 
- Plug power eord in. 

004 
- Power off. 
- Check the main line fuse (F1) (MIM 112). 

Is the fuse blown? 
Y N 

005 
- Power on. 
- Measure the ae Voltage J3-10 (115 or 
230 Vae input) to J3-15 (neutral) at the 
front of the Power supply (MIM 432). 

Is the voltage OK? 
Y N 

2 2 2 2 
ABC 0 

EXIT POINTS 

EXIT THIS MAP 

PAGE 
NUMBER 

9 

STEP 
NUMBER 

097 

TO 

MAP 
NUMBER 

0100 

ENTRY 
POINT 

A 

I 
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- Check the continuity of the ON/OFF 
switch. power cord. and AC cable 
assembly (MIM 432). Repair/replace the 
failing FRU. 

007 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 341). 

008 
- Replace the fuse. 
- Power on. 

Did the fuse blow again 7 
Y N 

009 
- Wait approximately 10 minutes. 

Did the fuse blow 7 
Y N 

010 
Problem fixed. 

011 
Go to Step 012. Entry Point B. 

012 
(Entry Point B) 

- Power off. 
- Disconnect the Power supply card from the J3 
connector (MIM 112). 

- Replace the fuse again. 
... Power on. 

Did the fuse blow 7 
Y N 

E F 
0200-2 

A E F 
1 

013 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect the Power supply card. 
- Disconnect J10 (fan-MIM 112). 
- Disconnect J27 (degauss coil-MIM 113). 
- Power on. 

Did the fuse blow7 
Y N 

014 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect J27 (degauss coil). 
- Power on. 

Did the fuse blow 7 
Y N 

015 
- Replace the Fan (MIM 345). 

016 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect J 1 0 (fan). 
- Replace the Degauss coil (MIM 357). 

017 
- Power off. 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 
341). 

018 
- Power off. 
- Remove the line cord from the AC outlet. 
- Repair/replace the AC cable assembly (MIM 
432) . 

019 
- Power off. 
- Wait 20 seconds. 
- Power on. 

Does the alarm sound for approximately .5 
seconds 7 
Y N 

9 3 
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020 
Did the alarm sound at all7 
Y N 

021 
Is any video displayed on the screen 
approximately 30 seconds after power on 7 
Y N 

022 
- Power off. 
- Measure the +8.5 Vdc TP to the Gnd TP 
on the Display planar (MIM 121). 

- Observe the meter while powering up. 

Did the voltage pulse once or several 
times and then fall to zero 7 (The voltage 
pulse may be very small. Turn the 
meter down a range if necessary. 1 
Y N 

974 

023 
Is the voltage constant between +7.6 
and +9.4 Vdc7 
Y N 

024 
- Power off. 
- Remove the line cord from the AC 

outlet. 
- Remove the Power supply card 

(MIM 341). 
- Remove the plastic shield on the 

Power supply to check fuse F2 
(MIM 126). 

Is the fuse blown7 
Y N 

J K L M N P 

M N P 

025 
- Check the continuity of the lOPT sense 
winding in the Analog card by measuring 
the resistance between pins J3-8 and 9 
(MIM 432). Ensure that the Power supply 
card is not plugged into J3. 

Is the resistance less than 50hms7 
Y N 

026 
- Check the continuity of the cable from 
J3 to P7 and repair if necessary (MIM 
432). 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 3521. 

027 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 
341). 

028 
- Do NOT replace the fuse. 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 341). 

029 
- Measure the +5 Vdc TP on the Base planar to 
the Gnd TP (MIM 122). 

Is the voltage between +4.5 and +5.5 Vdc7 
Y N 

030 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 341). 

031 
- Measure the +5 Vdc TP on the Display planar to 
the Gnd TP (MIM 121). 

Is the voltage between +4.5 and +5.5 Vdc7 
Y N 

4 
Q 

032 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 341). 

Po_ MAP 0200-3 
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- Measure the -5 Vdc TP on the Display planar 
to the Gnd TP. 

Is the voltage between -4.5 and -5.5 Vdcl 
V N 

034 
- Measure the -5 Vdc at A6-4 on the 

Display planar. 

Is the voltage between -4.5 and -5.5 
Vdcl 
V N 

035 
- Check continuity of the cable from A6 
to J34 (MIM 431). Repair/replace as 
necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 
341). 

- Replace the Junction block (MIM 348). 

038 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

037 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

038 
One of the dc voltages is probably grounded. 

The following procedures disconnect and 
reconnect FRUs to find the fililing FRU. 

- Power off. 
- Disconnect the Keyboard cable from the back 
of the terminal. 

- Power on. 

Does the alarm sound at alll 
V N 

7 
R S 

0200-4 

S 

039 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect the Keyboard cable. 
- Disconnect connectors J14 and J16 on the 
back side of the Video card (MIM 123). 

- Power on. 

Doe. the alarm sound at alll 
V N 

040 
- Power oft. 
- Reconnect the Video card connectors J 14 
and J16. 

- Disconnect Amplifier card connectors J 17 A. 
J17B. and J18 (MIM 210). 

- Power on. 

Doe. the alarm .ound at alll 
V N 

041 
- Power oft. 
- Reconnect the Amplifier card connectors 
J17A. J17B. and J18. 

I. there a cable at location P36 of the 
Junction block (MIM 435)1 
V N 

042 
(E"try Point C) 

- Disconnect J34 from the Junction 
block (MIM 435). 

- Power on. 
- Measure the voltage between P36-10 
(+8.5 Vdc) and P36-19 (gnd). 

I. the voltage between +7.8 and +9.4 
Vdc and constantl 
V N 

7 766 5 
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043 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect the J34 cable (and J36 cable if 
removed). 

- Disconnect the A5 cable at the Display planar 
(MIM 120). 

- Power on. 

Does the alarm sound at all? 
V N 

044 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect A5. 
- Remove the CRT Hi-voltage cable from the 
Analog card (MIM 125) by loosening the 
retaining cap and pulling the cable out. The 
free end of the Hi-voltage cable is safe - let it 
.remain in the bottom of the box. 

- Power on. 

Does the alarm sound at all? 
V N 

045 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect the CRT Hi-voltage cable. 
- Disconnect J 11 at the Brightness control. 
- Power on. 

Does the alarm sound at all? 
V N 

046 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect J11. 
- Disconnect P6 on the side of the 
Analog card (MIM 125). 

- Power on. 

Does the alarm sound at all? 
V N 

6 A A A 
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047 
- Power off. 
- Check cable continuity from J4 

(Analog card) to J35 (Junction block) 
(MIM 434). Repair/replace cable as 
necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 
341). 

048 
- Check both yoke coils for a short to frame 

ground (MIM 436). 

Are either of the coils shorted to 
ground? 
V N 

049 
- Check the cable from A5-9 to J4-31 
for a grounded condition. 
Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

050 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly 
(MIM 355). 

051 
- Check the Brightness control/intensity 
override switch assembly for a grounded 
condition (MIM 433). Repair/replace as 
necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

052 
- Measure the resistance of the Hi-voltage cable 

(Bleeder assembly) to ground. 

Is the resistance equal to or more than 240 M 
ohms? 
V N 

6 6 
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- Replace the Bleeder assembly (MIM 
354). 

054 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly 
(MIM 355). 

055 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

056 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect J34. 
- Leave the meter connected between P36-10 

and P36-19. 
- Disconnect B6 on the Base planar (MIM 122). 
- Power on. 

Is the voltage between +7.6 Vdc and +9.4 Vdc 
and constant? 
Y N 

057 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect B6. 
- Disconnect B5A on the Base planar. 
- Power on. 

Is the voltage between +7.6 Vdc and +9.4 
Vdc and constant? 
Y N 

058 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect the crossover cable at B4 on 

the Base planar (MIM 122). 
- Power on. 

Is the voltage between +7.6 Vdc and 
+9.4 Vdc and constant? 
Y N 

A A A A 
F G H J 
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059 
- Reconnect B5A (and J36 cable if 
removed). 

- Check/replace the cable from J34 
to the planars (MIM 431). 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 

361). 

060 
- Reconnect J36. 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

061 
- Reconnect J36. 
- Replace the Alarm assembly (MIM 331). 

062 
- Reconnect J36. 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

063 
- Disconnect J36 from the Junction block. 
- Power on. 

Does the alarm sound at all? 
Y N 

064 
- Power off. 
Go to Page 4. Step 042. Entry Point C. 

065 
(Entry Point D) 

- Check the voltage lines of the MSR/SLP cable 
from J36 to C3. C4. and D3 (MIM 452) for a 
grounded condition. 
necessary. 

If no problem is found: 

Repair / replace as 

- Replace the MSR adapter card (MIM 363). 
- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363). 
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066 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect ONLY J17A and J17B. 
- Power on. 

Does the alarm sound at all7 
Y N 

067 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 341). 

068 
15 there a cable in location P36 of the 
Junction block (MIM 452)7 
Y N 

069 
- Check the cable from J 18-14 to J35-4 and 
J 18-15 to J35-6 for a grounded condition 
(MIM 434). Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 341). 

070 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect J 18. 

- Disconnect J36 from the Junction block. 
- Power on. 

Does the alarm sound at all7 
Y N 

071 
Is SLP installed7 
Y N 

A A 
\( L 

072 
- Check the cable from J 18-14 to J35-4 

and J 18-15 to J35-6 for a grounded 
conditIon. Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 

341). 

K R T A A 
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073 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect the SLP cable from the 

PTR/SLP location on the Junction 
block (MIM 435). 

- Power on. 

Does the alarm sound at all7 
Y N 

074 
- Check the cable from J 18-14 to 
J35-4 and J 18-15 to J35-6 for a 
grounded condition. 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 
351 ). 

- Replace the Power Supply card 
(MIM 341). 

075 
- Replace the Selector Light Pen. 

076 
Go to Page 6, Step 065, 
Entry Point D. 

077 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 

078 
- Check the Keyboard cables from B7 on the 

Base planar to the Keyboard (MIM 440). 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 

- Replace the Keyboard logIC card and key 
assembly (MIM 311). 

079 
Is the screen stable 7 
Y N 

8 8 
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080 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect the cable at A5 .on the Display 
planar (MIM 121). 

- Power on. 

Did the Power OK alarm sound? 
Y N 

081 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect the A5 cable on the Display 
planar. 

- Power on. 
Go to Step 088.·Entry Point G. 

082 
- Check the cable from A5- 1 1 to J4- 1 for a 

grounded condition (MIM 434). 
Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

083 
- Press and hold the Cmd key. 
- Press the Error Reset key. 
- Release the keys. 
- Press the 0 key on the top row of keys. 
- Press the Enter key. 
The dispiay is now in offline Select mode. 

Did the alarm sound? 
Y N 

9 

084 
- Measure the voltage at B5A-2 (+8.5 Vdc) on 
the Base planar to the ground TP (MIM 122). 

Is the voltage between +7.5 Vdc and +9.5 
Vdc? 
Y N 

A A A 
P Q R 

0200-8 
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085 
- Power off. 
- Check the continuity of the crossover cable 
from B4- 1 1 on the Base planar to A4- 1 1 on 
the Display planar. Repair / replace as 

necessary. 
If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

086 
- Probe B5A-1 (-Alarm) on the Base planar (MIM 

122). 
- Observe the probe as you press and hold the 
space bar key down. 

Did the DOWN light appear on. off. then 
remain on? 
Y N 

087 
Is the DOWN light on all the time? 
Y N 

088 
(Entry Point GI 

- Measure the voltages on the Base planar 
TPs (MIM 122). 

Are the voltages OK? 
Y N 

089 
- Check the + and -5 Vdc on B6 of the 

Base planar (MIM 431). 

Are the voltages OK? 
Y N 

999 9 
A A A A 
5 T U V 

090 
- Use MIM 431 to check the DC 

distribution cable from B6 to J34. 
Repair / replace as necessary. 
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091 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 
362). 

092 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 
361). 

093 
- Replace the Alarm assembly (MIM 
331). 

- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

094 
- Replace the Alarm assembly (MIM 331). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

095 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

096 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). . 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 341). 

G 
2 

097 
Go To Map 0100. Entry Point A. 

I 
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VIDEO MAP 0300 

ENTRY POINTS 

FROM ENTER THIS MAP 

MAP ENTRY PAGE STEP 
NUMBER POINT NUMBER NUMBER 

0100 A 1 001 
0100 B 1 002 
0100 C 1 003 
0100 G 5 052 
0100 J 4 043 
0100 L 4 041 
0100 N 8 088 
0400 0 2 020 

001 
IEntry Point AI 

- Power off. 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and the Error Reset 
key during power on to force offline select 
mode. Release the keys after the second alarm. 

- Wait 20 seconds. 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the D 
key to display the color bar screen IMIM 415). 

Is the color bar screen displayed? 
Y N 

002 
IEntry Point BI 

- Turn the Brightness control fully minimum 
(MIM 127) to engage the Intensity override 
switch. 

Can you see a raster on the screen? 
Y N 

8 2 
ABC 

C 

003 
(Entry Point C) 

- Probe J4-13 (-Force Video) on the front of the 
Analog card (MIM 434). Use J4-11 as gnd for 
the probe. 

Is the DOWN light on? 
Y N 

004 
- Measure the voltage at J4-42 (-Override 

N / 0). Use J4-11 as ground. 

Is the voltage approximately ·150 Vdc? 
Y N 

005 
- Measure the voltage at J4-43 (-150 Vdc). 

Use J4-11 as ground. 

Is the voltage approximately ·150 Vdc? 
Y N 

006 
- Power off. 
- Set the Brightness control near the 
center of its range. 

- Disconnect J 11 connector near the 
Brightness control (MIM 127). 

- Check J11-3 for a short to gnd. 

Is the line shorted to gnd? 
Y N 

007 
- Replace the Brightness 

222 2 
o E F G 

control/Intensity Override switch 
assembly (MIM 330). 

Video MAP 0300·1 
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008 
- Pull the Analog card from its socket J4 

(see the pictures of MIM 352). 

Is the line still shorted to ground? 
Y N 

009 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

010 
- Repair/replace the cable from J 11-3 to 
J4-42. 

011 
- Measure the voltage on Pll-5 (-150 Vdc) at 

the Brightness control (MIM 433). Use 
J4-11 as gnd. 

Is the voltage approximately -150 Vdc? 
Y N 

012 
- Repair / replace the cable from J4-43 to 
Fll-5. 

013 
- Measure the voltage at Pll-3 (-Override 

N/C). 

Is the voltage approximately -150 Vdc? 
Y N 

014 
- Replace the Brightness control/Intensity 

Override switch assembly (MIM 330). 

015 
- Repair / replace the cable from J4-42 to 
Pll-3. 

016 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

0300-2 

B 0 
1 1 

017 
- Measure the +5 Vdc at TP '5' on the Video 
card (MIM 123) to the ground strap at the 

upper left of the Amplifier card bracket. 

Is the voltage between +4.5 and +5,5 Vdc? 
Y N 

018 
- Check continuity from J 14-1 to J35- 23 
(MIM 434). Repair/replace cable as 
necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 

019 
- Check for grounds and continuity of the 

Intensity override switch on the Brightness 
control and its cable to J4 (MIM 433). 

- Check continuity from J4-13 to J16-5 (MIM 
434). 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

020 
(Entry Point OJ 

All 3 primary colors (red, green, and blue) should 
be visible somewhere on the screen. 

Are the 3 primary colors visible? 

Y N 

021 
Are only one or two of the primary colors 

visible? 

Y N 

443 
H J K 
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022 
- Probe TP 'GT' (-Force Video) on the Video card 

(MIM 123). Use the ground strap at the upper 

left of the Amplifier card bracket as ground for 
the probe. 

Is the signal normally UP and then go DOWN 
when the Intensity override switch is 
engaged? 
Y N 

023 
Do NOT engage the Intensity override switch. 
- Probe J4-13 (- Force Video). Use J4-11 as 

ground for the probe. 

Is the UP light ON and the DOWN light 
OFF? 
Y N 

024 
Is the DOWN light ON? 
Y N 

025 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

026 
(Entry Point K) 

- Measure J4-42 (-Override N/O) on the 
front of the Analog card to J4-11 (gnd) 
IMIM 434) 

Is the voltage approximately -150 Vdc? 
Y N 

L M N P 

L M N P 

027 
- Power off. 

- Remove the Video card from the end 
of the CRT. 

- Disconnect J 16 from the Video card 
(MIM 123). 

- Check P16-5 on the Video card for a 
grounded condition. 

Is the line grounded? 

Y N 

028 
- Check the cable from J4-13 to 
J 16-5 for a grounded condition. 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

029 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 

030 
- Replace the Brightness control/Intensity 

Override switch assembly (MIM 330). 

031 
- Engage the Intensity override switch. 

Is the DOWN light ON and the UP light 
OFF? 

Y N 

032 
- Check for continuity of the Intensity 
override switch and the cable to J4 (MIM 
433). Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem IS found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

033 
- Repair/replace the cable from P4-13 to 
P16-5. 

034 
- Replace the Video card 1M 1M 353). 

Video MAP 0300-3 
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Turn the Brightness control towards 
maximum. 

Go to Page 5. Step 052. Entry Point G. 

036 
- Turn the Brightness control toward maximum. 

Does the screen still seem to be in the 
Intensity override condition although the 
brightness may be adjustable7 
V N 

037 
Is ONE RASTER permanently on7 
(That is. there is a solid RED. GREEN. or 
BLUE background which may be dim or 
bright.) 
Y N 

038 
Is the Select indicator displayed on the 
status line (MIM 411)7 
Y N 

039 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

040 
Is the problem that ONE of the 3 
primary colors (red. green. blue) is never 
displayed on the screen 7 
Y N 

776 
Q R S T 

0300-4 

T 

041 
(Entry Point L) 

- Do NOT engage the Intensity override switch. 
- You may have: 

a) screen too DIM or BRIGHT. 
b) brightness not variable. 

c) limited or unstable brightness variation when 
the Brightness control is turned from 
minimum to maximum. 

d) screen BLANK. 

Do you have any of the above problems 7 
Y N 

042 
- Press and hold the Cmd key. 
- Press the H key to get the red purity screen. 

Is the red color the same shade of red over 
the entire screen (purity)? 
Y N 

043 
(Entry Point J) 

- Power off. 
- Disconnect J27 (Degauss coil MIM 113). 
- Measure the resistance of the Degauss 
coil (MIM 432). 

Does the coil measure 15-20 ohms? 
Y N 

044 
- Replace the Degauss coil (MIM 357). 

045 
- Reconnect J27. 
- Power on. 
- Do the Fine Purity adjustment (MIM 233). 

Can the color purity be adjusted 
correctly? 
Y N 

6 5 5 5 
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046 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect J 19 from the Amplifier card. 
- Check the purity coils by measuring the 

resistance between J19-1 and 4, and J19-3 
and 4 (MIM 436). 

Are the resistances 130-170 ohms? 
Y N 

047 
- Replace the Convergence assembly (MIM 
356). 

048 
- Reconnect J 19. 
- Check the fuse F3 on the Amplifier card by 

measuring the resistance from TP . K' to TP 
'M' on the Amplifier card (MIM 124). 

Is the resistance 0 ohms? 
Y N 

049 
- Replace the fuse. If the fuse blows again, 
replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 

050 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM :51). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 

355). 

051 
End of MAP. 

V 
4 

052 
(Entry Point G) 

- Measure the voltages at the 3 Video card TPs 
listed below (MIM 123) to the ground strap at 
the upper left of the Amplifier card bracket. 

- With the Brightness control set to minimum, 
the TP voltages should be between -50 and -80 

Vdc. 
- With the control set to maximum, the TP 
voltages should be between -20 and -50 Vdc. 

GREEN GRID Tp: GG 
BLUE GRID Tp: BG 
RED GRID Tp: RG 

Are all 3 TP voltages OK? 

Y N 

053 
Is only the blue grid voltage bad? 
Y N 

054 
(Entry Point F) 

- Adjust the color balance potentiometers 
on the Amplifier card for the bad color 
(MIM 124). 

Can the bad grid voltage be corrected? 

Y N 

6 
6 6 A 
Y Z A 

055 
- Check continuity of the cable from J 15 

(Video card). to J17A and J17B 
(Amplifier card) (MIM 437). 

Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 

- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly 
(MIM 355). 

Video MAP 0300-5 
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- Perform the Fine Color balance (MIM 
236) 

057 
Is the blue grid voltage constant and 
between -10 and -20 Vdc as the Brightness 
control is varied? 
Y N 

058 
Go to Page 5, Step 054, Entry Point F. 

059 
- Measure the voltage at TP . J. of the 

Amplifier card (MIM 124) to the ground strap 
at the upper left of the Amplifier card 
bracket. 

Is the voltage less than +.5 Vdc? 
Y N 

060 
Is the SlP RPQ installed? 
Y N 

061 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

062 
- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363). 
- Replace the Selector light pen. 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

063 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 

064 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 
355). 

0300-6 
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065 
- Measure J4-43 (-150 Vdc) at the front of the 
Analog card (MIM 434). Use J4-11 as gnd. 

Is the voltage OK? 
Y N 

066 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

067 
- Power off. 
- Check continuity of the Brightness 
control/intensity override switch assembly 
and its cable to the Analog and Amplifier 
cards (MIM 433). Repair/ replace as 
necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 

068 
(Entry Point EI 

- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the F 
key. 

- Ground each video signal on the Video card 
(MIM 123), one at a time, to the ground strap at 
the upper left of the Amplifier card bracket. 

GREEN VIDEO TP 
RED VIDEO TP 
BLUE VIDEO TP 

GI 
RI 
BI 

Does the color of the grounded signal appear 
on the screen? 
Y N 

7 
A 
B 

069 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 
355). 
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070 
- Ground each video signal on the Display 
Planar, one at a time, to the planar GND TP 
(MIM 121). 

GREEN VIDEO 
RED VIDEO 
BLUE VIDEO 

A13-5 
A13-7 
A 13-9 

Does the color of the grounded signal 
appear on the screen? 
Y N 

071 
- Check the continuity of the lines below 
(MIM 434). Repair/replace as necessary. 

VIDEOIDISPLAVlvlDEO 
1 PLANAR 1 Wi re 

-----1-------1------
GreenlAl3-5 IJ14-5 
Red IA13-7 IJ14-7 
Blue IA13-9 IJ14-9 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 

072 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

073 
(Entry Point HI 

- Probe the 3 video signals at the Display Planar 
(MIM 121); 

GREEN" A13-5 
RED' .. A13-7 
BLUE .. A13-9 

Are both the UP and DOWN lights on for 
each probe point? 
YN 

A A 
C 0 

o A A 
4 C 0 

074 
Is only the DOWN light on for any of 
the probe points? 
Y N 

075 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

076 
- Power off. 
- Measure the resistance to ground of the 

suspect signal. 

Is it shorted to ground? 
Y N 

077 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

078 
- Use MIM 434 to isolate the grounded 

signal to either the cable, the Display 
planar, or the Video card. 

079 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 
355). 

080 
- Probe J4-13 (- Force video) at the front of the 
Analog card (MIM 434). Use J4-11 as gnd for 
the probe. 

Is the DOWN light ON? 
Y N 

081 
- Measure the +70 Vdc at TP '70' on the Video 
card (MIM 123). 

Is the voltage between +63 and +77 Vdc? 
Y N 

888 
A A A 
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082 

- Measure the voltage at J4- 23 (+70 

Vdcl to J4-11 (gndl at the front of the 
Analog card. 

Is the voltage between +63 and +77 
Vdc? 

Y N 

083 

- Replace the Analog card (MIM 3521. 

084 

- Check the cable from J 16-1 at the 

Video card to J4-23 at the front of the 
Analog card (MIM 4371. 

Repair / replace as necessary. 
If no problem is found: 

- Replace the Video card (MIM 3531. 

085 

- Replace the Video card (MIM 3531. 

086 
Go to Page 3. Step 026. Entry Point K. 

087 
(Entry Point Ml 

Are the 7 color bars the correct colors? 
Y N 

088 
(Entry Point N) 

Are the only colors displayed white and 
green? 
Y N 

089 
Is only ONE of the primary colors (red. 
blue. or green) missing? 
Y N 

999 
A A A A 
H J K L 
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090 
Does one of the rasters (red. blue. or green) 
appear to be on all the time? 
Y N 

091 
- Attempt to do the Fine Color Balance 
adjustment (MIM 236). 

Are the 7 colors now correct? 

Y N 

092 
Go to Page 6. Step 068. Entry Point E. 

093 
Problem fixed. 

094 
Is the blue raster on all the time? 

Y N 

095 
Go to Page 7. Step 073. Entry Point H. 

096 
- Varay the Brightness control from limit to limit 

(do not engage the Intensity override switch). 

Does the brightness of the raster change 

from bright to dim? 

Y N 

097 
- Measure the voltage at J4- 20 to ground 
(MIM 114) 

Is the voltage between -120 Vdc and -180 
Vdc? 
Y N 

999 
A A A 
M N P 
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098 
- Check the wire from J4-20 to 
J 17 A-5 for a grounded condition 
(MIM 434). Repair/replace as 
nessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 

352). 

- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 
351). 

099 
Go to Page 7. Step 073. 
Entry Point H. 

100 
Go to Page 7. Step 073. 
Entry Point H. 

101 
Go to Page 6. Step 068. Entry Point E. 

102 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 7 
key on the top row. 

Are the only colors displayed white and 
green? 
Y N 

103 
Go to Page 8. Step 087. 
Entry Point M. 

104 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

105 
Go to Page 4. Step 041. Entry Point L. 

I 
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ENTRY POINTS 

FROM ENTER THIS MAP 

MAP 
NUMBER 

0100 

001 

ENTRY 
POINT 

A 

(Entry Point AI 

PAGE 
NUMBER 

STEP 
NUMBER 

001 

- Measure the voltages shown in the table below 
using J4-11 as ground (MIM 125). 

ANALOG CAROl 
SOCKET (J4) I 

PIN I 

VOLTAGES 
AND 

TOLERANCES 

34 
35 
29 

+5.0 Vdc 
+8.5 Vdc 
-5.0 Vdc 

Are all the voltages correct? 
Y N 

002 

+- 0.8 V 
+- 1.0 V 
+- 0.8 V 

Was any voltage less than 1 Vdc7 
Y N 

003 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect the J34 cable at the Junction 
block (MIM 112). 

- Power on. 
- Measure the voltage from J3-5 (+103 
Vdc) to J3-5 (103 Vdc return) at the front 
of the Power supply card (MIM 112). 

Is the voltage between +110 and +140 
Vdc? 
Y N 

2 2 2 2 
ABC 0 

EXIT POINTS 

EXIT THIS MAP 

PAGE 
NUMBER 

6 

STEP 
NUMBER 

053 

TO 

MAP 
NUMBER 

0300 

ENTRY 
POINT 

o 

I 
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004 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 
341), 

005 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

006 
Was only the ·5 Vdc wrong7 
Y N 

001 
- Check continuity of the cable from J4 
(Analog card) to J35 (Junction block) 
using the following chart. Repair / replace 
as necessary. 

J4 I J35 

+5 Vdc 34 1 
+8.5 Vdc 35 9 
-5 Vdc 29 5 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Junction block (MIM 348). 

008 
-Check continuity of cable from J3-29 to 
J35-5. Repair/replace as necessary. 

ALSO: 
- The Analog card may have to be replaced 
(MIM 352). 

009 
- Measure the "oltage between J4-15 (+103 Vdc) 

and J4-14 (103 Vdc Rtn) at the front of the 
Analog card. 

Is the voltage between +95 and +111 Vdc7 
Y N 

3 
E F 

0400·2 

F 

010 
- Measure the voltage between J3-5 (+103 Vdc) 

and J3-4 (103 Vdc Rtn) at the front of the 
Power supply. 

Is the voltage more than + 111 Vdc 7 
Y N 

011 
- Leave the meter connected to J3. 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect J3A Online connector between 
the Power Supply card and the Analog card 
and underneath the CRT). 

- Power on. 

Is the voltage more than +111 Vdc7 
Y N 

012 
- Check the cable from J3A-5 to J3-5 for a 
grounded condition (MIM 432). 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 
341). 

013 
- Check the cable from P3A·5 to J4·15 for a 

grounded condition (MIM 432). 
Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

014 
Is the voltage the same as it was at J47 
Y N 

015 
There is a problem in the 103 Vdc lines from 
the Power supply to the Analog card. 

- Use MIM 432 to isolate and repair. 

016 
Go to Page 3. Step 021. Entry Point B. 
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- Probe A5-1 (-Display Rdy) on the Display planar 
(MIM 121). 

Is the DOWN light ON? 
Y N 

\ ~': '0 "eo 02'. Eo"y Po;o' •. 

019 
- Measure the following voltages at the Analog 
card socket J4 (MIM 125). Use J4-11 as 
ground. 

PIN 

VOLTAGES 
AND 

TOLERANCES 
-------------------------
J4-25 /+6.3 Vdc 
J4-23 / +70 Vdc 
J4-43 /-150 Vdc 

Are All the voltages OK? 
Y N 

020 

+- .8 V 
+10 V, 
+- 20 V 

-5 

Is J4-43 between -70 and -170 Vdc? 
Y N 

5 5 
G H J 

V 

J 

021 
(Entry Point B) 

- Power off. 
- Disconnect P6 (yoke connector near the center 
of the Analog card with 4 colored wires) (MIM 
125). 
The horizontal yoke coil is connected to the 
RED and BLUE wires. 
The vertical yoke coil is connected to the 
YELLOW and GREEN (or BLACK) wires. 

- Measure the resistance of each coil. The 
resistance should be between 1 and 2 ohms 
(MIM 436). 

- Inspect the short wire jumper on the plug and 
verify its continuity. 

Are both the coils and the jumper OK? 
Y N 

022 
- Repair the wiring or the connector if 
possible. 

If it is not possible, 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 

355). 

023 
- Check each coil for a short to frame ground. 

Is either coil shorted to ground? 
Y N 

024 
- Reconnect P6 
- Power on. 
- Measure the +400 Vdc between TP '400' on 
the Video card and the ground strap at the 
upper left corner of the Amplifier card 
bracket (MIM 123). 

Is the voltage between +280 and +500 Vdc? 
Y N 

444 
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025 
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- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 

026 
- Measure the +5 Vdc between TP '5' on the 
Video card and the ground strap at the upper 
left of the Amplifier card bracket (MIM 123). 

Is the voltage between +4,5 and +5,5 Vdc? 
Y N 

027 
- Check continuity of the cable from J14-1 
(Video card) to J35-23 (Junction block) (MIM 
434). Repair/replace as nece ... ry. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 

028 
- Verify the connections to the Brightness control 
(MIM 433). 

Was the problem found? 
Y N 

N P 

K N P 
3 

L 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect P21 (CRT Hi-voltage cable) 
from the side of the Analog card (MIM 
125) by loosening the retaining nut and 
pulling the wire out. 

- Touch this end of the Hi-voltage cable to 
ground. 

- Ground the CRT Hi-voltage by holding a 
screwdriver against the large metal frame 
around the CRT, and sliding the 
screwdriver tip under the CRT anode 
cover (MIM 129). 

- Disconnect the CRT Hi-voltage cable from 
the CRT. 

- Measure the resistance of the Hi-Voltage 
cable from end to end (Bleeder assembly) 
(18 K- 25 K ohm) and the resistance to 
ground (greater than 240 M ohm). 

Is the resistance correct? 
Y N 

030 
- Replace the Bleeder assembly (MIM 
354). 

031 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly 
(MIM 355). 

032 
The trouble is fixed. 

033 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 
355). 

ALSO 
- The Analog card may have to be replaced (MIM 
352). 
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034 
Is the voltage at J4-25 (+6.3 Vdcl incorrect 
and the voltages at J4·23 (+70 Vdcl and 43 
(·150 Vdcl correct? 
Y N 

035 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

036 
NOTE: The heater voltage will rise to +12 Vdc or 
more if there is an open in the CRT heater 
circuit. 

- Measure the voltage between the Analog card 
J4-50 (+6.3 Vdc TP) and J4-47 (return TP). 

Is the voltage +12 Vdc or more? 
Y N 

037 
Is the voltage less than +5.5 Vdc? 
Y N 

038 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

039 
- Measure the voltage between J4-31 (+12 
Vdc LOPT) and J4-11 (gnd). 

Is the voltage approximately +12 Vdc? 
Y N 

040 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

Q R 

G Q R 
3 

041 
- Power off. 
- Remove the Video card from the end of 
the CRT. 

- Disconnect J16 from the Video card. 
- Check for a grounded condition from 
J16-3 on the cable to the ground strap at 
the upper left corner of the Amplifier card 
bracket. 

Is the line grounded? 
Y N 

042 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly 
(MIM 355). 

043 
- Check wire from J4-25 to J16-3 for a 
grounded condition. Repair / replace as 
necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

044 
There is an open circuit in the +6.3 Vdc heater 
supply or return from the CRT heaters. 
- Power off. 
- Check the continuity of the CRT heaters 
(MIM 437). 

The CRT heater resistance is approximately 
1.5 ohms. 
- Isolate to one of the following: 

a) Wiring or connectors 
b) CRT and yoke assembly 
c) Video card 
d) Analog card 

045 
- Turn the Brightness control fully minimum to 
engage the Intensity override switch (MIM 127). 

Can you see a raster on the screen 1 
Y N 

AnelOlJ MAP 0400~ 
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046 
- Turn the Brightness control toward 
maximum to turn off the Intensity override 
switch. 

Go to Page 3. Step 021. Entry Point B. 

047 
- Check the shape of the raster image. There 

should be ... 
a) ... raster(s) of lines so closely spaced that they 

nearly merge. (Look closely at the left and 
right hand margins). 

b) ... an image filling most of the screen. 
c) ... a blank margin on one side. at least. 

Is the SHAPE cQrrect? 
Y N 

048 
- Turn the Brightness control toward 
maximum to turn off the Intensity override 
switch. 

- Perform the HEIGHT. WIDTH. H.CENT. 
FOCUS 1 and FOC2 adjustments (MIM 231 
and 235). 

Is the problem corrected? 
Y N 

049 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect P6 (yoke connector near the 

center of the analog card with 4 colored 
wires) (MIM 125). 
The horizontal yoke coil is connected to 
the RED and BLUE wires. 

The vertical yoke coil is onnected to the 
YELLOW and GREEN (or BLACK) wires. 

- With P6 disconnected. measure the 
resistance of each coil (MIM 436). 

Does each coil measure between 1 and 
2 ohms? 
Y N 

u V W X 
0400-6 

u V W X 

050 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly 
(MIM 355). 

051 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

052 
The trouble is fixed. 

053 
Go To Map 0300. Entry Point D. 



KEYBOARD MAP 0500 

ENTRV POINTS 

FROM 

MAP 
NUMBER 

ENTER TH I S MAP 

ENTRY 
POINT 

PAGE 
NUMBER 

STEP 
NUMBER 

No entries in this table 

001 
(Entry Point Al 

Did you enter this MAP because of an error 
code on the status line? 
V N 

002 
- Check the Keyboard cables from B7 on the 

Base planar to the Keyboard (MIM 440). 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Keyboard logic card and key 
assembly (MIM 311). 

- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

003 
Is the error code K1? 
V N 

004 
Is the error code K2? 
V N 

005 
Is the error code K3? 
V N 

006 
Is the error code B6? 
V N 

3 2 2 2 
ABC D 

007 
Go To Map 0100. Entry Point A. 

EXIT POINTS 

EXIT THIS MAP 

PAGE 
NUMBER 

STEP 
NUMBER 

007 

TO 

MAP 
NUMBER 

0100 

ENTRY 
POINT 

A 

I 
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008 
- Power off. 

MAP 0500 

KEYBOARD MAP 

- Disconnect the Keyboard cable from the 
back of the terminal. 

- Power on. 

Does a B6 error appear on the status line 
again? 
Y N 

009 
- Check the Keyboard cables from B7 on 
the Base planar to the Keyboard (MIM 
440). Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Keyboard logic card and key 

assembly (MIM 311). 

010 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect the cable from B7 (Base planar) 

(MIM 122). 
- Power on. 

Does the terminal stop with a B6 error on 
the status line? 
Y N 

011 
- Repair/replace the cable from B7 (Base 
planar) to the keyboard connector at the 
rear of the terminal. 

012 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

013 
Key stuck error 

Is something resting on or jamming the keys 
on the keyboard? 
Y N 

E F 

0600-2 

B E F 
1 

014 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect the cable at B7 (Base planar) 
(MIM 122). 

- Power on. 
Go to Step 018. Entry Point B. 

015 
- Remove the item from the keyboard. 

OR 
- Check the Keyboard cables from B7 on the 

Base planar to the Keyboard (MIM 440). 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Keyboard logic card and key 
assembly (MIM 311). 

016 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect the cable at B7 (Base planar) (M· 

122). 
- Power on. 

Is error code K1 now displayed on the status 
line? 
Y N 

017 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

018 
(Entry Point BI 

- Probe on the Base planar (MIM 122); 
B7 -6 (+CNT01) 
B7-7 (+CNT02) 
B7-8 (+CNT04) 
B7 -9 (+CNT08) 
B7-10 (+CNT16) 
B7-11 (+CNT32) 
B7-12 (+CNT64) 
B7 -13 (- Matrix strobe) 

(Step 018 continues) 
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(Step 018 continued) 
Are both the lights OFF at any of the probe 
points? 

Y N 

019 
- Check the Keyboard cables from B7 on 

the Base planar to the Keyboard (MIM 
440). Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Keyboard logic card and key 
assembly (MIM 311). 

020 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

021 
Is the Keyboard cable connected to the I/O 
panel at the rear of the terminal? 
Y N 

022 
- Plug the Keyboard cable to the I/O panel. 

023 
- Measure the voltage at B7-5 (+5 Vdc) on the 

Base planar to the Gnd TP on the planar (MIM 
122). 

Is the voltage OK? 

1 ;""""" B", pl'o" (MIM 3621. 

025 
- Probe B7-14 (+Key depressed) on the Base 
planar. 

- Press a key on the keyboard. 

Does the line pulse? 
Y N 

G H 

G H 

026 
- Check the Keyboard cables from B7 on the 

Base planar to the Keyboard (MIM 440). 

Repair / replace as necessary. 
If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Keyboard logiC card and key 
assemblv (MIM 311). 

- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

027 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

Keyboard MAP 0500-3 
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CONVERGENCE MAP 0600 

ENTRY POINTS 

FROM ENTER THIS MAP 

MAP ENTRY PAGE STEP 
NUMBER POINT NUMBER NUMBER 

0100 A 001 
0800 B 008 
0900 B 008 

001 
(Entry Point Al 

- Select the Dynamic convergence procedure 
(MIM 234). and attempt to converge all 13 
positions. 

Was the convergence successful? 
Y N 

002 
Did the convergence patterns appear in 
the correct colors Igreen, red, and yellow -
or blue, red, and pink)? 
Y N 

003 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361 I. 

004 
The convergence pattern should have moved 
fairly smoothly when you attempted to 
reconverge. 

Was there any movement? 
Y N 

005 
Go to Step 008, Entry Point B. 

006 
Was the movement fairly smooth? 
Y N 

4 
ABC 

B C 

007 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 3611. 

008 
IEntry Point BI 

- Measure the Amplifier card TPs in the table 
below using J17B-4 as ground 1M 1M 1241. 

AMPLIFIER I VOLTAGE 
CARD TP I AND 

I TOLERANCE 
I 

K (fused) I 
M I 
N I 

Are the voltages OK? 
Y N 

009 

+12 Vdc +-1.5V 
+12 Vdc +-1.5V 
-12 Vdc +-1.5V 

Is the voltage only wrong at TP 'K'? 
Y N 

010 
- Measure the following voltages at the 

front of the Power supply to gnd (J3-21. 

J3-1 +12Vdc 
J3-3 -12 Vdc 

Are the voltages OK? 
Y N 

011 
- Power off. 
- Replace the Power Supply card IMIM 

222 o E F 

3411. 
ALSO; 
- Check/replace the fuse on the 
Amplifier card (MIM 351 I. 

COn .. r .... c:e MAP 0100-1 
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012 
There may be a broken connection in the +-
12 Vdc supplies or the return to the 
Amplifier card. 

- See MIM 438 to trace the wiring and 
isolate the failure. 

NOTE; check/replace the fuse on the 
Amplifier card (MIM 351) If the wiring or 
the fuse was the problem, convergence 
may have to be performed. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 

013 
- Power off. 
- Replace the fuse on the Amplifier card (MIM 

351). If the fuse fails again, replace the 
Amplifier card (MIM 351). 

014 
- Measure the voltage at A5-9 (+12 Vdc LOPT) to 
A5-10 (-LOPT rtn) on the Display planar (MIM 
121 ). 

Is the voltage between + 10 and + 14 Vdc7 

Y N 

015 
- Power off. 
- Check the 12 Vdc LOPT back to the Analog 

card (MIM 434). 
- Verify the continuity of the cables and 

connectors. 
If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 

G 

OBQO.2 

G 

016 
- Select the Dynamic convergence procedure 

(MIM 234). All 13 positions should show on the 
screen at the same time. 

Is the convergence good (or nearly good) at 
the center of the screen, but gets worse near 
the edges and corners? 
Y N 

017 
- Check the positioning of the Convergence 
assembly on the CRT (MIM 356). 

Is the Convergence assembly positioned 
correctly? 
Y N 

018 
- Power off. 
- Position the Convergence assembly 

correctly (MIM 356). 

- Power on. 
- Select the Dynamic convergence 

procedure (MIM 234). All 13 positions 

should show. 
Go to Step 020, Entry Point C. 

019 
Go to Step 020, Entry Point C. 

020 
(Entry Point C) 

- Press the space bar slowly, 11 times. 
- Press and hold the cursor UP key for 10 

seconds. 
- Place a small piece of tape near the green 

panern to use as a reference guide. 
- Observe the green pattern carefully. 
- Press and hold the cursor DOWN key. 

Does the green pattern move down? 
Y N 

3 3 
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021 
Go to Step 023. Entry Point D. 

022 
- Press the space bar one time. 
- Press and hold the cursor UP key for 10 

seconds. 
- Observe the blue pattern carefully. 
- Press and hold the cursor DOWN key. 

Does the blue pattern move down 7 
Y N 

K 

023 
(Entry Point DI 

- Power off. 
- Remove the tape. 
- Disconnect the J 1 9 connector from the 

Amplifier card (MIM 1241. 
- Check the resistance of the Convergence 

coils from the plug on the end of the cable 
(J19). 

COIL IJ19 pins IRES I STANCE 
I I 

RED I 11 12 I < 1 ohm 
GREEN I 9 10 I <1 ohm 
BLUE I 7 8 I <1 ohm 
BLUE LAT I 5 6 I 1-5 ohm 

Are all the resistances correct7 
Y N 

024 
- Replace the Convergence assembly (MIM 
356). 

025 
- Check the cable from A5 on the Display 
planar to J1S on the Amplifier card (MIM 
434). Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

K 

026 
- Remove the tape. 
- Press and hold the space bar until all 13 

convergence patterns are again displayed. 
- Press the C key to exit the procedure. 

Is the Convergence assembly positioned 
properly on the CRT (MIM 356)7 
Y N 

027 
- Adjust the Convergence assembly (MIM 

356). 
- Perform the Fine Static convergence 

adjustment (MIM 232) and Dynamic 
convergence (MIM 234). 

028 
- Perform the Fine Static Convergence 

adjustment (MIM 232). 

Could the Fine Static Convergence 
adjustment be made7 
Y N 

029 
Go to Step 023. Entry Point D. 

030 
- Perform the Dynamic convergence procedure 
(MIM 234). 

Is convergence now correct? 
Y N 

031 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect J19 from the Amplifier card 
(MIM 436). 

- Check the resistance of the red radial 
convergence coil: J19-11 to J19-12 (MIM 
436). 

ill the resistance less than 1 ohm 7 
Y N 

444 
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032 

MAP 0600 

CONVERGENCE MAP 

- Replace the Convergence assembly 
(MIM 3561. 

033 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361 I. 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 3621. 

034 
End of MAP. 

035 
End of MAP. 
- Press the C key to exit the convergence 

procedure. 
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PLANAR MAP 0700 

ENTRY POINTS 

FROM ENTER TH I S MAP 

MAP ENTRY PAGE STEP 
NUMBER POINT NUMBER NUMBER 

0100 B 1 002 
0100 0 3 024 

001 
(Entry Point AI 

Does the error code start with a'S'? 
Y N 

002 
(Entry Point SI 

Is either the MSR or SLP RPQ installed? 
Y N 

003 
(Entry Point CI 

Did the alarm sound repeatedly in either 
single or double burst mode (diagnostic 
error conditionl? 
Y N 

004 
- Check for continuity and shorted lines 

on crossover cables A2, A3. and A4 
(MIM 121). 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

005 
Did the alarm sound in single burst 
mode? 
YN 

3 2 2 2 
ABC 0 

EXIT POINTS 

EXIT THIS MAP TO 

PAGE 
NUMBER 

2 

STEP 
NUMBER 

012 

MAP 
NUMBER 

0800 

ENTRY 
POINT 

c 

I 
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006 
- Check for continuity and shorted lines on 
crossover cables A2. A3. and A4 (MIM 
121 ). 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

007 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect the A2 and A3 crossover cables 
from the Display planar (MIM 121). 

- Power on. 

Is the alarm sounding in single burst 
mode? 
Y N 

008 
- Check for continuity and shorted lines on 
the crossover cables A2 and A3. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

009 
- Check for continuity and shorted lines on the 

crossover cable A4. 
If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

010 
Does the failure occur only when attempting 
to use the MSR or SLP? 
Y N 

011 
- Power off. 
- Disconnect the cables attached to A7 and 

A14 on the Display planar (MIM 121). 
- Power on. 

Does the terminal still fail? 
Y N 

E F G 

0700-2 

E F G 

012 
Go To Map 0800. Entry Point C. 

013 
Go to Page 1. Step 003. Entry Point C. 

014 
Is the MSR RPQ installed on the terminal? 
Y N 

015 
- Check the cable from A7 and A 14 on the 

Display planar and J36 on the Junction block 
to C3. C4. and D3 on the Feature gate for 
continuity and grounded lines (MIM 452). 
Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
. - Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363). 

016 
Is the SLP RPQ installed on the terminal? 
Y N 

3 
H 

017 
- Check the cable from A 7 and A 14 on the 
Display planar and J36 on the Junction block 
to C3. C4. and D3 on the Feature gate for 
continuity and grounded lines (MIM 452). 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the MSR adapter card (MIM 363). 
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- Try to isolate the problem to one of the 

RPO's by disconnecting the RPO adaptor 

cards one at a time and using the MSR/SLP 
Test (MIM 415). attempt to exercise the 

other RPO. 

- If the test works OK on the RPO that is stoll 

Installed. replace the disconnected R PO 
adaptor card (MIM 363). 

- If the terminal fails with one of the RPO 
cards disconnected, replace the installed 

RPO adaptor card (MIM 363), or the Display 

planar (MIM 361) or cable from A7 and A14 

to C3, C4, and 03 on the Feature gate. 

019 
Is the error code a 84 (station address not 
valid)? 

Y N 

020 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

021 
- Check the display station address (MIM 415) 

Is the address other than 0 through 6? 
Y N 

022 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

023 

- Attempt to correct the terminal address (MIM 
415) 

If not able to correct the address, 

- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

024 
(Entry Point D) 

No POR. 

- Power off. 

- Disconnect the A2 and A3 crossover cables 

from the Display planar (MIM 121). 

- Power on. 

Did tha Power OK alarm stop sounding after 

approximately .5 seconds 7 

Y N 

025 
- Measure the voltages at the Base planar 
TP's (MIM 122). 

Are the voltages OK? 
Y N 

026 
- Measure the voltages at B6 on the Base 

planar (MIM 122). 

Are the voltages OK 7 
Y N 

027 
- Trace the missing voltage (MIM 431). 

Repair / replace the taoling part. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Junction block (MIM 348). 

028 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

029 
- Measure the voltages at the Display planar 

TPs (MIM 121). 

Are the voltages OK? 
Y N 

444 
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L 
- Measure the voltages at A6 and A9 on 
the Display planar (MIM 121 and 4311. 

Are the voltages OK"1 
Y N 

031 
- Trace the missing voltage (MIM 4311. 

Repair I replace the failing part. 
If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Junction block (MIM 3481. 

032 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 3611. 

033 
- Check for continuity on the A4 crossover 

cable (MIM 1211. 
If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 3621. 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 3611. 

034 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 3611. 

07~ 



FEATURE/RPQ MAP 0800 

ENTRY POINTS 

FROM ENTER THIS MAP 

MAP ENTRY PAGE STEP 
NUMBER POINT NUMBER NUMBER 

0100 C 6 054 
0700 C 6 054 

001 
\Entry Point A) 

If an error code appears on the status line while 
using these MAPs. Go To Map 0700. Entry Point 
A. 

Is the Selector light Pen RPQ (SlP) fllillng'1 
Y N 

002 
Is the Magnetic Stripe R .. der RPQ (MSRI 
failing? 
Y N 

003 
Is the Keylock RPQ failing? 
Y N 

004 
These MAPs do not address any other 
RPOs. 
Go To Map 0100. Entry Point A. 

006 
Keylock problem. 

Can you sign on the system '1 
Y N 

3 2 2 2 
ABC D 

EXIT POINTS 

EXIT THIS MAP TO 

PAGE STEP MAP ENTRY 
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER POINT 

1 004 0100 A 
4 035 0600 B 
5 043 0600 B 

I 
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- Remove the c.ble .t B5 on the baae pl.n.r 
(MIM 106). 

C.n you now .ign on the .ystem? 
Y N 

007 
- Repl.ce the B.se pl.n.r (MIM 362). 

008 
- Repl.ce keylock .nd c.ble .ssembly. 

008 
- Remove the key from the Keylock. 

Can you now .ign on the .y.tem? 
Y N 

010 
Keylock works OK. 

011 
- Do NOT power off. 
- Disconnect B5 on the Base pl.n.r (MIM 122). 
- Short the cont.cts of connector B5 on the B.se 
pl.n.r together. 

Can you now .Ign on the Iy.tam? 
Y N 

012 
- Repl.ce the Keylock ... embly. 

013 
- Repl.ce the B.se plan.r (MIM 362). 

0800·2 

L 
- Enter OFFLINE SELECT mode (MIM 415). 
- Press .nd hold the CMD key .nd press the N 
key to displ.y the SLP / MSR test screen. 

Doe. the following m •••• g •• pp •• r n •• r the 
bottom of the screen: MSR INSTALLED? 
Y N 

015 
- Check the c.ble from A7 and A14 on the 
Displ.y planar and J36 on the Junction block 
to C3. C4. and 03 on the Feature gate for 
continuity .nd grounded lines (MIM 452). 
Rep.ir/repl.ce as necess.ry. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the MSR adapter c.rd (MIM 363). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

018 
Ha. the cu.tom.r u •• d the Customer 
Replacement Procedur.s Manual (shipped 
with the MSR unit) and d.termined that the 
probl.m is not in th.ir MSR unit? 
Y N 

017 
- Do the tests recommended in the Customer 
Repl.cement Procedures Manual (Form No 
GA24-3663). 

Did you find the probl.m'" 
Y N 

018 
Go to Page 3, St.p 020. Entry Point D. 

019 
End of MAP. 
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020 
(Entry Point 01 

- Check the cable from the Junction block 
(MSR) to the inline MSR connector (MIM 
4511. Repair/replace as necessary. 

- Check the cable from A 7 and A 14 on the 
Display planar and J36 on the Junction block 
to C3, C4, and 03 on the Feature gate for 
continuity and grounded lines (MIM 452). 
Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Junction block (MIM 348). 
- Replace the MSR adapter card (MIM 3631. 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 3611, 

021 
(Entry Point BI 

Selector Light Pen problem 
- Enter OFFLINE SELECT mode (MIM 415). 
- Press and hold the Cmd key and press the N 
key to display the SLP/MSR test screen. 

- Turn the Brightness control to mid-range (MIM 
127). 

Does the message 'SLP INSTALLED' appear 
near the bottom of the screen 7 
V N 

F 

022 
- Check the cable from A 7 and A 14 on the 

Display planar and J36 on the Junction block 
to C3, C4, and D3 on the Feature gate for 
continuity and grounded lines (MIM 452). 
Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

F 

023 
- Press the light pen tip (do not point it at the 

screen). 

Do white dashes appear on the screen? 
V N 

024 
- Measure the voltage at TP 'J' on the 

Amplifier card (MIM 124) to the ground strap 
at the upper left corner of the Amplifier card 
bracket. 

- Check using table below. 

PEN TIP 1 VOLTAGE 

RELEASEDI+O.o - 0.5 Vdc 
PRESSED 1+1.0 - 2.0 Vdc 

Are the voltages correct? 
V N 

025 
- Measure the light pen switch voltages 
(MIM 453) to E3- 7 (gnd) uSing the 
following table. 

PEN TIP 1 E3-20 1 E3-5 

RELEASEDI+2- 3 V 1 0 V 
PRESSED 1 0 V 1+2- 3 V 

Are the voltages correct? 
V N 

544 
G H J 

026 
- Check the cable from 03-4 to J36-15 

and from D3-21 to J36-11 (MIM 453) 
for an open or grounded condition. 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Selector Light Pen. 
- Replace the Junction block (MIM 348). 

F •• turetRPO MAP 0800·3 
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- Probe E3-17 (-Gate SLP) on the Feature gate 
(MIM 453). Use E3-7 as gnd for the probe. 

Does the DOWN light come on and stay on 
as long as the light pen tip is pressed (do 
not point the tip at the screen)? 
Y N 

028 
- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 3631. 

029 
- Probe A 14-7 (-Gate SLP) on the Display 

planar. 

Does the DOWN light come on and stay on 
as long as the light pen tip is pressed (do 
not point the tip at the screen)? 
Y N 

030 
- Check the cable from A 14-7 to 03-16 for 
continuity. Repair/replace as necessary. 

031 
- Check cable from A5-5 to J18-3 on the 

Amplifier card (MIM 434) for a grounded 
condition. Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

032 
- Observe the select indicator on the status line. 

Does the blue select indicator vary in 
brightness as the brightness control is 
rotated from maximum to minimum? 
Y N 

K L 

K L 

033 
- Measure the voltage at TP 'BG' (Blue Grid) 
on the Video card (MIM 123) to the ground 
strap at the upper left of the Amplifier card 
bracket. 

- Turn the brightness control from minimum to 
maximum. 

The voltage measured should vary from 
approximately - 70 to - 20 Vdc. 

Does this occur? 
Y N 

034 
- Measure the voltage at TP 'K' on the 
Amplifier card (MIM 124) to the ground 
strap at the upper left of the Amplifier 
card bracket. 

Is the voltage approximately +12 Vdc7 
Y N 

035 
Go To Map 0600, Entry Point B, 

036 
- Power off. 
- Check the continuity of the Blue Grid 

supply: P17B-1 to P15-3 to TP 'BG' to 
P13-12. 

- Check for short to ground. 
- Isolate to one of: 

(a) Wiring 
(b) Video card 
(c) Amplifier card. 

037 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 

355). 

038 
• Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
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039 
- Press the pen tip against the green • in the 

lower right corner of the screen. 

Does the cursor move to within one position 
of the *? 

Y N 

040 
Does the cursor move at all? 
Y N 

6 6 

041 
- Measure the voltages at the following 
pinS to E3- 7 (gnd): 

E3-16 (+12 Vdc) 

E3-19 (-12 Vdc) 

MIM 450 

Are both voltages present? 
Y N 

042 
- Measure the Amplif,er card test pOInts 

M (+12 Vdc) and N (-12 Vdc) (MIM 

124) to the ground strap at the upper 
left of the Amplifier card bracket. 

Are both voltages present? 

Y N 

043 
- There WIll also be a convergence 

problem. 

Go To Map 0600, Entry Point B. 

044 
- Measure the voltage at J35-4 (+12 

Vdc) and J35-6 (-12 Vdc) to the ground 

strap at the upper left corner of the 
Amplifier card bracket. 

Are both voltages present? 
Y N 

M N P Q R 

P Q R 

045 
- Check the cable from J35-4 to J 18-14 

(+12 Vdc) and J35-6 to J18-15 (-12 Vdc). 

Repair / replace as necessary. 
If no problem is found: 

- Replace the AmplifIer card (MIM 351). 

046 
- Check cable from J36-16 to 03-15 (+12 Vdc) 

and J36-6 to 03-20 (-12 Vdc) for continuity. 

Repair / replace as necessary. 
If no problem is found: 
- Replace the JunctIon block (MIM 348). 

047 
- Measure the voltage on E3-6 (-6 Vdc) at the 

Feature gate (MIM 450) to E3-7 (gnd). 

Is the voltage between -5 and -7 Vdc? 
Y N 

048 
- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363). 

- Replace the Selector LIght Pen. 

049 
- Probe E3-21 (-SLP sIgnal). It should be UP. 

- Set the Brightness control to maximum. 

Does the DOWN light come on when the pen 

tip is pointed at any character on the screen? 
Y N 

6 
S 

050 
- Check that the selector pen lens IS clean. 

- Check the cable from J36-4 to D3-22 for 
continuIty. Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem IS found. 

- Replace the Selector LIght Pen. 

- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363). 

- Replace the Junction block (MIM 348). 

Feature/RPQ MAP 0800-5 
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051 
- Check the cable from A7 and A 14 on the 

Display planar and J36 on the Junction 
block to C3. C4. and 03 on the Feature 
gate for continuity and grounded lines 
(MIM 452). Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 

- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

052 
- Check the cable from A 7 and A 14 on the 
Display planar and J36 on the Junction block 
to C3. C4. and 03 on the Feature gate for 
continuity and grounded lines (MIM 452). 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363). 
- Replace the Selector Light Pen. 

053 
NO TROUBLE FOUND. 
- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363). 
- Replace the Selector Light Pen. 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

0800-6 

054 
(Entry Point C) 

- Power off. 
- Reconnect the cables to A7 and A14. 
- Disconnect the cable at C3, 03, and C4 on the 

Feature gate (MIM 452). 
- Power on. 

Does the failure reappear] 
Y N 

065 
Is there a card in C3 and C4 position (MSR) 
on the Feature gate] 
Y N 

056 
- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363). 

057 
Is there a card in 03 and 04 position 
ISLP)] 

Y N 

058 
- Replace the MSR adapter card (MIM 
363). 

059 
- Power off. 
- Reconnect cable C3, 03, and C4. 
- Remove the SLP adaptor card .. 
- Power on. 

Does the failure reappear] 

Y N 

7 7 
T U 

060 
- Check the cable from J~6 to C3, C4, and 
03 for opens and shorts to ground. 
Repair/replace as necessary. 

If no problem is found: 
- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363). 
- Replace the Selector Light Pen. 
- Replace the Junction block (MIM 348). 
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- Replace the MSR adapter card (MIM 363). 

062 
- Check the cable from A 7 and A 14 on the 

Display planar and J36 on the Junction block to 
C3. C4. and 03 on the Feature gate for 
continuity and grounded lines (MIM 452). 
Repair / replace as necessary. 

I 

Future/RPQ MAP 0800-7 
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INTERMITTENT MAPs 0900 

ENTRY POINTS 

FROM ENTER THIS MAP 

MAP 
NUMBER 

0100 

001 

ENTRY 
POINT 

A 

(Entry Point Al 

PAGE 
NUMBER 

STEP 
NUMBER 

001 

The following index contains general problem 
areas. Find the area that your problem most 
nearly compares with. 

Error codes (System or 
display station) 

Alarm problems 

Color problem 

Size, shape, etc. problem 

Keyboard problems 

Blank screen problem 

Convergence problem 

System avai lable problem 

Focus or brightness problems 

RPQ problems 

Go to page 2, step 002, 
----------------------------
Go to page 7, step 017, 
----------------------------
Go to page 8, step 030, 
----------------------------
Go to page <3, step 031, 
----------------------------
Go to page 9, step 032, 
----------------------------
Go to page 10, step 033, 
----------------------------
Go to page 10, step 036, 
----------------------------
Go to page 11, step 037, 
----------------------------
Go to page 11, step 038, 
----------------------------
Go to page 12, step 041, 
----------------------------

Entry Point B I 
Entry Point C 

Entry Point D 

Entry Point E 

Entry Point F 

Entry Point G 

Entry Point H 

Entry Point J 

Entry Point L 

Entry Point M 

Intermittent MAP 0900·' 
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002 
(Entry Point B) 

System or display station error codes 

Was there a display station error code on the 
status line? 

Y N 

6 
A 

003 
.. Find the last system error code from the 

error log in column 1 of the chart below. 

- (The latest error code can be determined by 

noting the date in the error log.) 
- Find the other error code if there is one in 

column 4. 

- Column 5 lists the probable causes. 

See MIM 427 Error History Table for sense 

information for the error codes. 

2 3 

Last 
Errorl 
Code I Name Error Description 

I ----------- -----------------------
I 

0100 I No response This error is reported 
I when a display station 
I is in use and no 
I response to a po 11 
I occurs. 
I 

0101 I Transmit This error is reported 
I operation by a controller during 
I check po 11 or command being 
I executed by the 
I contro ller. 
I 

0103 I Receive This error is reported , parity by the controller when 
I error frame is received and , parity is bad in , response to a po 11 , command. 
I 

(Step 003 continues) 

0900·2 

a 

a 

4 , 5 
I 

Other' 
Errorl Probable 
Code I Cause 

, -------------, 
I System cable 
, Base planar 
I 
I 
I , 
I Controller 
I 
I , 
I 
I 
, Con t r 01 1 e r 
, Base planar 

0104 , System cable 
I , 
I , 
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lStep 003 ~ontinued) 
I 0104 I Line parity 
I check 

This error is sent in 
the poll response status 

I from the display 0103 

0106 

0107 

0108 

0109 

0111 

0120 

Receive 
length check 

Wrong 
station 
responded 

Power on 

Activate 
conmand 
failure 

Scan code 
not va lid 

Conmand not 
va lid 

0121 Register 
value not 

(Step 003 continues) 

station. 

A line parity check must 
be reset with a poll 
conmand and the reset 
bit on. 

The wrong number of 
bytes was received by 
the controller as a 
result of a poll or 
conmand. 

Incorrect station 
address returned in 
responses to a poll 

The condition is 
determined in the 
exception status sent by 
the display station. It 
is reported as an error 
only if the station was 
in use. 

Busy bit was not on 
after an activate 
conmand had been sent 

The 7-bit code sent 
in the keyboard response 
frame does not translate 
to a character or 
function. 

This indicates that the 
poll command sent to the 
display is not a valid 
command or the device 
identification is wrong. 

This indicates that the 
address counter value is 

0103 
0104 

0103 
0104 

0103 
0104 

0103 

Base planar 
Controller 
System cable 

Base planar 

Base planar 
System cable 
System Cable 

Base planar 

System Cable 

Keyboard 
System cab!e 
System cable 

Base planar 
System cable 
System cable 

Base planar 
System cable 

Intermittent MAP 0900·3 
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(Step 003 rrontinued) 
I I va 1 i d not inside the user 

accessible limits. I 

0122 

0123 

0124 

0125 

0149 

0181 

0182 

0183 

0184 

0185 

Storage or 
input queue 
overrun 

Null or 
attribute 

Activate not 
va lid 

Undefined 
exception 
status 

This condition occurs 
when more than 16 
commands and associated 
data frames have been 
sent, or when an attempt 
is made to store data 
beyond the limit of user 
accessible storage. 

Nuil or attribute not 
found or address 
counter points to 
attribute. 

This condition indicates 
a wrong or not valid 
activate command was 
sent to the display 
station. 

Controller determined 
undefined status 
returned by station 

Undefined Incorrect status 
error status returned 

Mag Stripe 
Rdr. Error 

Device type 
Error 

Wrong size 
display 

Incorrect 
keyboard 10 

Keyboard 10 

No device status 
avai lable 

Unsupported device type 
responded to poll 

Image size 10 incorrect 

Keyboard 10 received 
incorrect 

Controller and station 
(Step 003 continues) 

0900-4 

0104 

0103 
0104 

0125 
0103 
0104 

0103 

System cable 

Base planar 
Controller 

System 
application 
program 
Base planar 

Controller 
Base planar 
System cable 
System cable 

Power 
Base planar 
System Cable' 

Base planar 
Power 
System Cable 

MSR 
MSR Card 
Display planar 

Base planar 
System Cable 

Configuration 
not correct 

Keyboard 10 
controller 

Controller 
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lStep 003 ~ontinued) 
I I mi smatch do not match keyboard 10 
I I 

0189 I I nva lid OS 
I status 
I 
I 

0190 I Even/Odd 
I change in 
I status 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0191 I Busy 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

No device status 
avai lable 

Status sent to the 
controller has not 
changed in 200 
milliseconds after the 
work station has 
received a poll command 
with a positive response 
and a not-busy response. 

The controller has found 
that the busy bit has 
been on for a time 
longer than 400 
mi Iliseconds. 

Do you have a common FRU7 
Y N 

6 
B 

004 
- Use Error History Table (MIM 427) end 

tabulate the errors in the following area. 

Error History Table Analysis 
0100 System MSG--2 stations with same 
address if 0104 also occurs in logout. 
No errors--system has varied station off. 

0181 
0181 

keyboard 

SLP 
MSR 
SLP 

Base planar 

Base planar 

I 

Intermittent MAP Q9OO.6 
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RECORD REPLACEMENT FRU'S 

DATE SYMPTOM(S) 

006 

FRU REPLACED 

- If you do not know what the error code on the 
status line was, disfjlay the diagnostic error log 
(MIM 415) 

Was the error code a B1 through B5 error? 
Y N 

007 
Was the error code a B6 error? 
Y N 

008 
Was the error code an A1 or C1 error? 
Y N 

009 
Was the error code a 01 through 07 
error? 
Y N 

010 
Was the error a K1 through K3 
error? 
Y N 

7 7 7 777 
C D E F G H 
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011 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 
361) 

- Replace the Base planar (MIM 
362). 

- Replace the SLP adapter card 

(MIM 363). 
- Replace the MSR adapter card 
(MIM 363). 

012 
- Replace the Keyboard logic card 

and key assembly (MIM 311). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

013 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the JunctIon block (MIM 348). 
- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 

363). 
- Replace the MSR adapter card (MIM 
363) 

014 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

015 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Keyboard logic card and key 

assembly (MIM 311). 

016 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

017 
(Entry Point CI 

Alarm problems 

Did the alarm sound at all? 
Y N 

018 
Was the screen blank? 
Y N 

019 
- Replace the Alarm assembly (MIM 331). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

020 
(Entry Point K) 

- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 341). 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353) 
- Replace the Brightness control/Intensity 

Override switch assembly (MIM 3301. 
- Replace the Alarm assembly (MIM 331). 
- Replace the Junction block (MIM 348). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 
355). 

- Replace the MSR adapter card (MIM 363). 
- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 363) 

021 
Did the alarm stay on steady? 
Y N 

022 
Did the alarm sound in single or double 
burst mode (Diagnostic error condition)? 
Y N 

8 8 
J K 

023 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

Interminent MAP 0900-7 
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024 
Was an error code present on the status 
line (if you do not know. take the N leg)? 

Y N 

025 
Did the alarm sound in single burst 

mode? 

Y N 

026 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the MSR adapter card (MIM 

363). 
- Replace the SLP adapter card (MIM 

363). 

027 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Keyboard logic card and key 

assembly (MIM 311). 

028 
Go to Page 2. Step 002. Entry Point B. 

029 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

0900-8 

030 
(Entry Point D) 

Color problems 

- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 
- Replace the Convergence assembly (MIM 356). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 

355). 
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(Entry Point EI 
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Size, centering, etc. problems 

- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 351). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 
355). 

032 
(Entry Point F) 

Keyboard problems 

- Replace the Keyboard logic card and key 
assembly (MIM 311). 

- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 

Intermittent MAP 0900-9 
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Blank screen problems 

Did the alarm sound at all7 
V N 

034 
Go to Page 7. Step 020. Entry Point K. 

03& 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 3611. 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 3621. 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 3531. 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 3521. 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 3411. 
- Replace the Bleeder assembly (MIM 3541. 
- Raplace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 

3551. 

036 
(Entry Point HI 

Convergence problems 

- Replace the Display planar (MIM 3611. 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 3621. 
- Replace the Amplifier card (MIM 3511. 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 3521. 
- Replace the Convergence assembly (MIM 3561. 
- Replace the Power Supply card (MIM 3411. 
- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 
3551. 
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(Entry Point J) 
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System available problems 
- Replace the Base planar (MIM 362). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

- Replace the I/O assembly (MIM 370), 
- Replace the Keylock assembly. 

038 
(Entry Point l) 

Focus or brightness problems. 

Did the Brightness control change the 
brightness of the screen 7 

Y N 

039 
- Replace the Brightness control/Intensity 

Override switch assembly (MIM 330) 

- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352) 

040 
- Replace the Analog card (MIM 352). 
- Replace the Video card (MIM 353). 

- Replace the CRT and Yoke assembly (MIM 
355), 

Intermittent MAP 

I 
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(Entry Point MI 

RPQ problems. 

Is the Keylock failing? 
Y N 

042 
Is the MSR failing? 
Y N 

043 
Is the SlP failing? 
Y N 

044 
These are the only RPQs checked out by 
these MAPs. 

045 
- Replace the SlP adapter card (MIM 3631. 
- Replace the Selector light pen. 
- Replace the Junction block (MIM 3481. 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

046 
- Replace the MSR adapter card (MIM 363). 
- Replace the Junction block (MIM 348). 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

047 
- Replace the Keylock assembly. 
- Replace the Display planar (MIM 361). 

0900-12 
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The maintenance information helps you to service and 

repair the IBM 5292 Color Display Station. It should be 

used with the maintenance analysIs procedures IMAPs). 

The MAPs help you to isolate a problem to a field 

replaceable unit (FRU). The maintenance information 

helps you correct the problem once It IS Identified. 

The MAPs and the maintenance information contain 

3-diglt reference numbers to Index specific maintenance 

procedures. For example, 1110) refers to GeneraJ 

Locations under 100 Locations. The major divISions that 

are indexed are 100 Locations, 200 Adjustments, 300 

Removal and Rep!acement Procedures, and 400 Service 

Aids. 

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES SECTION 

This section contains location drawings, adjustments, 

removal and replacement procedures, and serVice aids, 

Including wiring diagrams and desc"ptlons of the 
diagnostiCS. 

The location figures start with an overview to Identify 

the major assemblies. Then each of the major 

assemblies is shown in detail to identify replaceable 

parts, test points, and adjustments. 

The adjustments are presented in the order that ensures 

the correction of any adjustment, alignment. or 

convergence problems. 

Removal and replacement procedures are supplied for 
major field replaceable parts. 

Service aids consist of a general description of 

indicators, switches and controls, and a detailed 

description of the diagnostics available. 

The diagnostics Include power-on, offline, and online 
tests, and the free key mode of operation. 

Using The Maintenance Information 

\,y,,,ng diagrams of power distribution, display signal 

dlst"butlon, and cables are supplied. 

No scheduled preventive maintenance IS required for this 

display station. 

TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT 

The TooJs and Test Equipment section describes the tools 

needed to service the display station, including the CE 

prohe 

THEORY 

The Theory section describes the function of the major 

field replaceable units (FRUs) of the display station. An 

overview of the system IS Included that gives you a 

general Idea of the complete operation of the display 

station and how the major units relate to each other. 

FEATURES AND RPQs 

The Features and RPQs section describes the features 

and request for quotation (RPQs) items that are available 

with the IBM 5292 Color Display Station. 

Maintenance Information 1-5 
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100 lOCATIONS 

1 10 General locations 

1 1 1 Front Views 

Rear 
Cover 

Base 

Top 
Cover 

Displav 
Screen 
(CRT) 

Maintenance Procedures 

Front 
Cover 

~~::::::::::::::::::::::::t::::::~~'=- Brightness Control I • ","";'V 0,"";'" &N;,<h 
(under front edge) 

I 

Kev board 

Serial Number and 
power SupplV Rating 

Labels 

Locations 2-' 



112 Rear View with Logic Gate Open 

Analog 
Card 
(125) 

Terminator 
Switch 

2-2 

I/O 
Assembly 

Video Card 
(123) 

Power 
Supply 
Card 
(126) 

Fan 
Assembly 

Junction 
Block 

Fuse F1 
(4A SB, 110 Vee) 
(2A SB, 220 Vee) 



113 Top View 

1/0 Assembly 
(112,370) 

Junction 
Block (435) 

Fan 
Assembly 
(345) 

Feature 
Gate (363) Analog Card 

(125) 

Power 
Assembly 
(126) 

Bleeder Assembly 
(354) 

CRT and Yoke 
(355) 

Degauss Coil 
(357) 

Locations 2-3 
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114 Front View with Cover Removed 

P/J3 
Connector 
(inside) 

Alarm 
Speaker 
(127) 

Power 
Switch 

Front 
Cover 

P/J4 
Connector 
(inside) 

Connector 
P/J11 

Brightness Controll 
Intensity Override 
Switch (127) 



115 Connector Location Chart 

Connector (J/PI 

1 

3 

3A 

4 

5 

6 

7 

10 

11 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17A 

17B 

18 

19 

21 

26 

27 

34 

35 
36 

A2 through A 15 

B1 through B7 

C3 and C4 

03 and 04 

E3 and E4 

MSR 

PTR/SlP 

PWR 

Approximate Location 

I Power switch cable 

Front of the power supply card 

Between the power supply card and the analog card 

Front of the analog card 

Side of the analog card 

Side of the analog card 

Side of the analog card 

Fan 

Brightness control 

Video card 

Video card 

Video card 

Video card 

Amplifier card 

Amplifier card 

Amplifier card 

Amplifier card (convergence coil) 

Analog card (high voltage) 

Analog card (focus to video card) 

Degauss coil 

Junction block (Vdc to planars) 

Junction block (Vdc to analog card) 

Junction block (Vdc MSR/SlP) 

Display planar 

Base planar 

MSR feature card 

SlP felJture card 

Test points on the MSR and SlP interposers 

Junction block (to the MSR) 

Junction block (to the SlP) 

Junction block (from the power supply card) 

I 



120 Locations on FRUs 

121 Display Planar 

(See 113 for location within the display station) 

Hinge 

Side 

2-6 

SLP/MSR 
Cable Connector 

A2 

m_JA3 
A4 

-

D 
o 

SLP/MSR 
Cable Connector 

\ 
---------------------------1~16 o A14 

o 
o 

A!,Q, 
A12 A15 

- _____ A11M_l'-'2'---___ 1~ 



122 Base Planar 

(See 113 for location within the display station) 

Logic Gate 
(open) 

00 
D 

DO 
o 

Cable 
(Internal) 

Feature 
Gate 
(open) 

Alarm 
Cable 

Keylock 
Cable 
(RPC) 

Locations 2-7 
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123 Video Card 

(See 112 for location within the display station) 

Gray 

Ground 
Strap 

CRT 

Ground Wire 
to I/O Auambly 

CRT 

~ P14 
\ (434) 

Test 
Point Description 

5 
8.5 
70 

6 
RI 
GI 
BI 
400 
GT 
RG 
GG 
BG 

+5 V de 
+8.5 V de 
+70 V de 
Return 0 V de 
+6.3 V de (Heater) 

Red } Video Amp. 
Green Inputs from Display Planar 
Blue (0-5 V de) _ 
Grid Voltage (400 Vdc) 
Force Video (0-5 Vde) 

Red } Grid 
Green Voltages from Amplifier Card 
Blue (0 to -150 V de) 

P26 
(437, 

To "1/0 Assembly 

2-8 



124 Amplifier Card 

(See 112 for ,ocation within the display station) 

Test Points P19 (436) 

A Blue lateral 1 V Purity 

B Blue } Convergence 2 
C Green Coil 3 H Purity 

D Red Drive 4 Gnd 

E Blue lateral 5 Blue lateral 

F R~d } Inputs from 6 Blue Lateral Rtn 

G Green Display Planar 7 Blue Radial 

H Blue ---- S Blue Radial Rtn 

J Blue Bright Up 9 Green Radial 

K +12 Vdc (Fused) 10 Green Radial Rtn 

L -150 Vdc 

0.0"" }PURITY 

11 Red Radial 

M +12 Vdc A 12 Red Radial Rtn 

N -12 Vdc I+-v 13 Gnd o STATIC BLAT 14 
• JCD -
'~Ieg }CAIN 

MIN ~ ~ ~}COLOR N 

MAX9 a> <D BALANCE 

P1S (434) 

1 Gnd 
2 
3 Slue Bright Up 

P17A (434) P17B (434) 4 Gnd 

1 Brightness 2 1 Blue Grid 5 Blue Radial I 2 2 6 Gnd 

3 Brightness 3 3 +12 Vdc 7 Green Radial 

4 4 12 Vdc Rtn S Gnd 

5 Cofor Balance Rtn 5 9 Red Radial 

6 6 -12 Vdc 10 Gnd 

7 Red Grid 7 11 BI ue lateral 

B 12 

9 Green Grid 13 

10 14 +12 Vdc 
15 -12 Vdc 
16 

Loca! ion. 2 ~ 



125 Analog Cerd (1 of 2) 

(See 112 for location within the display station) 

Note: When exchanging a CRT or Analog Card, match 
the heater jumper position to the CRT. This sets the 
heater voltage to the proper value. 

Heater 
CRT Maker Jumper 

Matsushita Electronics Corporation L 

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation H 

High 
Voltage 

L ,., 
:JH 

CRT Heater 
Jumper 

2-10 

·Skip 
-Skip Tpe 
-Vert Sync 
-5 Vdc 
-Gnd 
+12 Vdc LOPT 
-Display Rdy TPe 
-Display Rdy 
+5 Vdc 
+8.5 Vdc 
+8.5 Vdc TPe 
+5 VdcTPe 

-Gnd TPe 
+103 Vdc TPe 
-Brightness 3 
-Override N/O 
-150Vdc 

Color Bal Rtn TPe 

12 Vdc LOPT Rtn 
+70Vdc TPe 

+6.3 Vdc Heater TPe 

P4 (434) 

·Horz Sync 
-Horz Sync TPe 
-Vert Sync Tile 

-5 VdcTPe 

11 -Gnd Tpe 
+5 Vdce 
-Force Video 
-103 Vdc Rtn 
+103 Vdc 

41 -Brightness 3 
-Brightness 1 
-Override N/C 

Color Bal Rtn 

-Heater Rtn 
23 +70Vdc 

49 24 -70 Vdc Rtn 
50--25 +6.3 Vdc Heater 



125 Anelog Cerd (2 of 21 

Note: The associated cable reference for the connector 
shown is in parentheses. 

P21 Hi-Voltage to Bleeder Assembly (4371 
P26 6K Vdc Focus to Video (437) 

Vert Yoke Vert Yoke 

Harz Yoke Horz Yoke 

P5 (437) 

Legend ~ til> 400 Vdc to Video 

~= Test Point .} LOPT 
to PIS 

LOPT Rtn 

\S) HEIGHT 

CD TOP MAR 

<S> SKIP 

e 'oW 

(S) N+S 

e Fee2 

a WIDTH 

(J) H CENT 

~~ 

Rear View 

I 

Location. 2-" 



126 Power SupplV Card 

(See 112 for location within the display station) 

Legend 

Fuse F2 

defective power 

• Return 
·12 Vdc 
+103 Vdc Rtn 
+103 Vdc 
Ground TP. 
Ground 
LOPT 
LOPT Return 
Line Voltage 
Line Voltage 
Degauss 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutn,1 
Ground 

~ 
Output 

~ Input 
4 TP. 

TP. =<st Point 

2·12 

PWR Connector (435) 

Cover 
Screws 



(See 114 for location Within the diSPlay Station) 

Alarm 
SPeakar 

CRr 

, 



128 Keyboard Assembly Locations 

Cover 

Bottom Side of Keyboard Logic Card 

Logic Card 
Connector 
(See 440 for 
wiring figure.) 

2·14 

Mounting 
Screw (2) 

DDDI~ IDQ 
= === 

-----___ -Positions -------



129 Convergence Assembly location 

CRT Anode Cover CRT Frame 

Degauss Coil 

I 
Video Card 

Locations 2-15 
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200 ADJUSTMENTS 

DANGER 
High voltage is present at the CRT anode and analog 
card. The CRT is easily broken and will implode if 
cracked or broken. Be especially careful when 
working around the CRT socket. 

Always wear safety glasses when workll1g around the 
CRT. 

Most adjustment. alignment. 01 convergence problems 
can be corrected by performing the adjustments in the 
order given. If any of the adjustments cannot be 
successfully made. go to MAP 0100. 

A mini-potentiometer adjusting tool similar to part 
number 1864853 is needed to make some of the 
adjustments. 

The stops for the controls on the analog card and 
amplifier card are easily broken. When adjusting these' 
controls. turn them slowly and carefully. 

The following adjustments need no system support. The 
display station logic contains the alignment patterns and 
control circuits. 

201 Color Adjustments Basic Purpose 

The purpose of the color adjustments and the results 
expected are listed below. The coarse adjustments are 
used to get the colors close to the correct setting. The 
fine adjustments complete getting the colors to the 
correct setting. 

Coarse Color Balance Adjustment 

The purpose of this adjustment is to get an approximate 
setting for color intensity and an approximate balance of 
the three primary colors. 

Coars'9 Raster Adjustment 

The purpose of this adjustment is to approximately 
cente r the raster 0:1 the screen and to get it near to the 
correct size. 

Coarse Focus 

The purpose of this adjustment is to get the best focus 
over all the screen so that all the characters are distinct 
(not biurred). 

Coaf!ie Static Cnnvergence 

The Ilurpose of this adjustment is te converge the three 
primary colors at the center of the screen. 

Coarse Color Purity Adjustment 

The purpose of this adjustmant is to get the same shade 
of red ov"r all the screen. 

Noto: At this point. the display screen is approximately 
in adjustnent. and the affect of one procedure on 
another prO! ·dure should be slight. 

Adjunmentl 2·17 



Fine Raster Adjustment 

This adjustment correctly sets the size. centering. and 
shape of the raster. This is important for performing 
convergence. 

Fine Static Convergence 

This adjustment converges the three primary colors at 
the center of the screen only. The last 12 convergence 
panerns are adjusted under the dynamic convergence 
procedure. 

Fine Color Purity Adjustment 

The purpose of this adjustment is to get the same shade 
of red. green. and blue over all the screen. 

Dynamic Convergence 

This adjustment is used to converge the three primary 
colors over all the screen. (This is the same as customer 
color alignment.) This adjustment uses all 13 color 
alignment positions. 

Fine Focus 

This adjustment sharpens the focus to make the 
characters distinct over all the screen. 

Fine Color Balance Adjustment 

The purpose of this adjustment is to set the maximum 
and minimum brightness levels of the screen and also to 
balance the intensity of the three primary colors. 
Balancing the three primary colors ensures that the 
combination colors pink. yellow. turquoise. and white are 
correct. 

2·18 

202 Replaced FRU Adjustment Summary 

The adjustments affect one another. Therefore. it is 
important to perform the adjustments in the sequence 
listed. 

The adjustments required after replacing a FRU are 
listed at the end of the FRU removal and replacement 
procedure and in the following chart. 

Replaced FRU 

Amplifier Card 

Analog Card 

Convergence 
Assembly 

CRT 

Adjustments 

Coarse color balance (221) 
Coarse static convergence (224) 
Coarse color purity (225) 
Fine static convergence (232) 
Fine purity (233) 
Dynamic convergence (234) 
Fine color balance (236) 

Start at the first adjustment 
(220) and perform all the 
adjustments except the color 
balance adjustments (221) 
and (236). 

Fine static convergence (232) 
Fine purity (233) 
Dynamic convergence (234) 

Start at the first of the fine 
adjustments (230) and perform 
the complete fine adjustment 
procedure. 

Power Supply Card Start at fine static convergence 
(232) and perform all the 
remaining adjustments. 

Video Card Perform the fine color balance 
adjustment (236). 

Degauss Coil Start at the first of the 
fine adjustments (230) 

Display Planar 

Base Planar 

and perform the entire fine 
adjustment procedure. 

Fine static convergence (232) 
Dynamic convergence (234) 
Set station address (415) 

None 
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210 Adjustments Loca!ions (1 of 21 

2-20 

(S) HEIGHT 

<D TOP MAR 

(S) SKIF 

e E+W 

~ N+S 

e FOC2 

9 WIDTH 

FOCUS 1 

Analog 
Card 

Convergence Coil 

Static Convergence 
Controls 
(blue, green, red) 

, , 
------ ---

l"i"terH }ruRITY 
~_v 

0S~LAT 
4e3 (1)} F3 
2G) '(S) GAIN (2A)~ 

R G B 
MIN 0 9 CJ>} COLOR 

MAX9 (J) CD BALANCE 

'1 iO" 8' 
p, 

Amplifier 
Card 

l' 

P'B 

Power Supply 
Card 



210 Adjustments locations (2 of 2) 

CRT Anode Cover 

G (green) Static 
Convergence 
Adjustment 

Convergence 
Assembly 

Coil 

Center the 
coil over the 
interelectrode gap. 

Video Card 

CRT Neck 

Yoke 

o 

R (red) Static 
Convergence 
Adjustment 

Convergence 
Assembly 

CRT Neck with Make the top edge of the 
Convergence Assembly convergence assembly parallel 

to the top edge of the CRT frame. 

Convergence 
Assembly 

Adjultmenll 2·21 
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211 Offline Select Mode Setup 

To place the display station in the offline select mode, 
perform the following steps: 

Note: The display station must be signed off before 
placing it in the offline select mode. 

1. Press and hold the Cmd key and press the Error 

Reset key. The blue Select indicator should appear 
on the Status line. 

2. Press the 0 key on the top row of the keyboard. A 
yellow reverse asterisk (*) should appear on the 
Status line. 

3. Press the Enter key. You are now in the offline 
select mode. 

To exit the offline select mode: 

1. Exit the test you are in (if any). 

2. Press the Error Reset key. You are now in normal 
operation. 

For a complete description of the offline select mode, go 
to 415. 
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220 COARSE ADJUSTMENTS 

Note: The raster may be badly adjusted and any 
characters on the display screen may be distorted. The 
color of the display screen may not be the same over all 
the screen. The screen may be dim or completely dark. 

r 

" Color Bar Screen 

221 Coarse Color Balance 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Ensure that the display station has been on for 5 
minutes and is in the offline select mode (211). 

Press and hold the Cmd key and press the D key. 
Release the keys. 

Set the brightness control to 3/4 of its full 
maximum rotation (127). 

4. Set the R (red), G (green), and B (blue) MAX and 
MIN controls on the amplifier card fully clockwise 
(210). The color bars on the display screen should 
be bright. 

5. If the display screen is blank, set the HEIGHT 
control on the analog card fully counterclockwise 
(210). 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Adjust the R MIN control on the amplifier card 
until the red color bar is at an easy viewing level. 
The control should be about the center of its 
rotation. 

Adjust the G MIN control on the amplifier card 
until the green color bar is at the same brightness 
level as the red color bar. 

Adjust the B MIN control on the amplifier card 
until the blue color bar is at the same brightness 
level as the red color bar. 

9. Adjust the brightness control toward minimum 
until one of the color bars is just visible. 

10. Adjust the other color MIN controls until the other 
color bars are equally as dim. 

11. Set the brightness control to the center of its 
rotation. 

Adjustments 2-23 
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222 eo.,.. R.ste, Adjustment 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

2·24 

Ensure that the display station has been on for 5 
minutes and is in the offline select mode (211). 

Press and hold the Cmd key and press the F key. 
Release the keys. 

If the front cover was removed. tape it temporarily 
in place. 

Adjust the WIDTH and H CENT (horizontal 
centering) controls on the analog card (210) until 
the outside vertical edges of the alignment pattern 
are approximately 16 millimeters (5/8 inch) from 
the sides of the display screen. 

Adjuat the TOP MAR (top margin) control on the 
analog card until the top line of the alignment 
pattern is approximately 16 millimeters (5/8 inch) 
from the top of the display.screen. 

Adjuat the HEIGHT control (and. if necessary. the 
SKIP control) on the analog card until the center 
line of the bottom row of Hs is approximately 27 
millimeters (1-1/8 inch) from the bottom of the 
display screen. 

Note: The display screen may become dark if the 
HEIGHT control is set too low. 

, ....... 
· • · · • · : 18mm 

............ db 

16mm 
t ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

L ............... II 

18mm 

.... 

-----.. -----------··----------.. --...... ----MN--------------------------------------· .. . · ... . · ... . · ... . · ... . · ... . · ... . " ... . · ... . · ... . ...f ................. .. ... ....... .... . 
27mm 

ColIna R.tar Alignment Screen 

223 Coarse Focus 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Ensure that the display station has been on for 5 
minutes and is in the offline select mode (211). 

Press and hold the Cmd key and press the G key. 
Release the keys. A screen full of red zeros should 
appear. 

Adjust the static FOCUS 1 control on the analog 
card (210) to obtain the best focus over the entire 
display screen. 

Red Zeros 
/ , / 

............ oo."' ..... "OOI .. I .. ~~!!!!!.IO ..... 00 .... o.oo.0""Ooa •• D ... .. t ............. , ................... 'H' ....... O ... oooo ....... oo ................ o 
..H ............ " ........ oo ............... ooo, ..... oooOO ...... OIl ...... OOOOloooo 
... "."."' ......................... ' ..... 000 ..... 00000 ... "011010000.0000.000000 
.... " .......... 00 ........... 00000000.000100100.000.0000 .. 0000'00.'''000000000000' 
.. 0 .. 0." .... 00 .... 00 ......... 0 .... 00.00 ....... 0000000000 .. 000000000.0000090000. 
.0 ............... "0 ..... 0000000 .. 00000 ...... 0 .. 0 .. "00 ...... 000 .. 00 .. 0 ..... 0000 
.. 0" ................ 0 ...... 000 ................... 0 ..... '"000" .... 0 .. 0.00 .. 0. 
• .. 0 .. 00000 ... '.0001 ... 00000000000000000000 .. 00.00 .. 000000.000100000 ........... 0 
.00 .. 00.' .. 000 .. 000000000000000000000000.0 ........ "00.000000.00000 .. 000 .. 00 ... . 
.... oo ..... "ooo ..... '.o .. oeo ... oooo .. oo, ........ ooooo .... oo.ooooooooo ..... ooooo 
........ 0 .. 0000000'.000000 .. 0.000 .. 0000000000" .. 0000000000000000000000000000000 
.. 0 ... 00"100 .. 000000 .... 000000 .... 000 .......... 0 .. 00.00 ... 0000000000" .. 00000000 
10000 ......... 00000.0 .... 0001 ...... ' .. 0 .. 000000.000000000000000000(10000000".000 
.. "0" ...... 000 ..... "".000 ........ 0 ... 000 ... ".0000 ...... 0 ...... 0000.00100000 
..... "00000 .. 000000 ... 000 .. 0 .. 00 ..... 000000000 .. 00000 ... 000000000000000000000.0 
oo ........ 'oooooo ..... ooo ... ooooooooooooooo .. ooooooOO.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGOO ... 0 
.0000oo .. oooooooo .... ooooOOOOOO ....... OOH.OOOOO .. 0I00l0000000fOOOOOOOOOoooooooo 
0"000'000000000001000000000.0,,00000000000000000000000.00 .. 00000000000000000000 
... " ...... 00 .... 0000000000000 .... 00000000000 .. 000000000011000000011.0000000000000 
0 ..... 00400000000 ........ 00000000000000000000000000000.00000000000000000000.0000 
.00000000000000000000010000000000000000000000 .. 00000 .. 000000000'000000000000000. 
o .. oooooooooooOOOO .. OOOOO.lOoooooooooooooooo.ooooooooooooooooooooooooooocooooo00 
0 ..... 00 .. 0000000000 .... 0000.000000000000 .. 000000000000 .. 0000000000000000000000 • . --

Focus Screen 



224 Coarse Static Convergence 

Note: The raster may still be badly adjusted and any 
characters displayed badly distorted. The color of ~he 
display screen still may not be correct or even ove,. all 
the screen. This procedure converges the three primary 
colors at the center of the screen. 

1. Ensure that the display station has been on for 5 
minutes and is in the offline select mode (211). 

2. Ensure that the convergence coil assembly is 
properly positioned on the neck of the CRT (210). 

3. Press and hold the Cmd and Enter keys and press 
the ;:; key on the top row of the keyboard. 

4. If properly converged. a yellow - 1 - 1 - shoulcl be 
displayed at the center of the display screen. 

5. Adjust the R (red) and G (green) static 

convergence controls on the convergence 
assembly (210) until the two -1-1- patterns line 

up both horizontally and vertically (converge). This 
should make a single. yellow pattern with no red 
or green shadows at the edges. 

6. Press the Spacebar. 

7. Adjust the B (blue) static convergence control on 
the convergence assembly (210) and the STAT B 
LAT control on the amplifier card (210) until the 

- 1 - 1 - blue and red patterns converge. This 
should make a single pink pattern with no red or 
blue shadows at the edges. 

To exit this procedure: 

1. Press and hold the Spacebar until all 13 alignment 
patterns appear on the display screen at the same 
time. Do not be concerned with the convergence 
of the remaining patterns. 

2. Press the C key. 

-1-1-

Misconvergence 
Pattern 

Static Convergence Alignment Pattern 
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225 Coarse Color Purity 

1. Ensure that the display station has been on for 5 
minutes and is in the offline select mode (211). 

2. Press and hold the Cmd key and press the H key. 
A red screen should be displayed. 

3. If the screen is not the same shade of red all over, 
adjust the H and V PURITY controls on the 
amplifier card (210) until the display screen is the 
same shade of red over all the screen. 

Red Reverse Zeros 

Purity Screen 
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230 FINE ADJUSTMENTS 

231 Fine Raster Adjustment 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Ensure that the display station has been on for 20 
minutes and is in the offline select mode (211). 

Press and hold the Cmd key and press the F key. 

If the front cover has been removed. tape It in 
place. 

Adjust the E + W control on the analog card until 
the vertical edges of the alignment pattern appear 
straight. 

5. Adjust N + S control on the analog card (210) until 
the top line of the alignment pattern appears 
straight. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Place small pieces of tape on the display screen as 
shown in the figure. 

Adjust the TOP MAR control on the analog card 
until the crossbar of the Hs is 16 millimeters (5/8 
inch) from the top of the display screen. 

Adjust the WIDTH control and H CENT (horizontal 
centering) control until the outside vertical edges 
of the Hs are 16 millimeters (5/8 inch) from the 
sides of the display screen. 

Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 6 key 
on the top row of the keyboard. 

10. Adjust the HEIGHT control until the crossbar of 
the bottom row of Hs is 67 millimeters (2-5/8 
inches) from the bottom of the display screen. 

11. Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 6 key 
on the top row of the keyboard. 

12. Adjust the SKIP control on the analog card until 
the crossbar of the bottom row of Hs is 27 
millimeters (1-1/8 Inches) from the bottom edge 
of the display screen. 

13. Remove the tape from the display screen and 
ensure that the screen is clean. 

16 mm 

C:J 

16 mm 

9 
67mm (2-5/8 inch) 

ff 
27mm (1-1/8 inch) 

Taping of Screen for Alignment 

16mm 
~""""HIotHHHHHHHHH"HHHHHHH"HHHHH"HHH"HHH~H"HHHHHHHHHHH"HHHHHHHHHMIII1ItHHHItMHHHHKt!: 
" " " " " " " " " 16 mm 

---------HIt-----·--------------------------------
" " " " 
"" "" " "' " 

" 

H PI" H 
I4HIOII''1HHHHHfn'HHHHI<HHHHHtlHHS";' ~;HH:ltfHHHHH"HHHHHHt!"HHMHH.~~HHHHH""ItHHHHKHH 

1 27 mm 

Alignment Screen 
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232 Fine Static Convergence 

Note: This procedure converges the three primary 
colors at the center of the screen. 

1. Ensure that the convergence assembly is 
positioned properly on the CRT (210). 

2. Ensure that the display station has been on for 20 
minutes and is in the offline select mode (211) 

3. Press and hold the Cmd and Enter keys and press 
the :; key on the top row of the keyboard. A 
- I - I - pattern will appear at the center of the 
screen. If the pattern is not centered on the 
screen, perform the fine raster adjustment (231), 
then return here. Two patterns, red and green, will 
be visible if the colors are not converged. 

4. Adjust the R (red) and G (green) static 
convergence controls on the convergence 
assembly (210) until the two - I - I - patterns line 
up both horizontally and vertically (converge). This 
should make a single yellow pattern with no red or 
green shadows at the edges. 

5. Press the Spacebar. 

6. Adjust the STATIC B LAT control on the amplifier 
card and B (blue) static convergence control on the 
convergence assembly (210) until the red and blue 
- I - I - patterns converge. This should make a 
single pink pattern with no red and blue shadows 

at the edges. 

7. Press the U key. If the pattern is not properly 
converged (a red and green pattern showing 
instead of one yellow pattern). go back to Step 3. 

To exit this procedure: 

1. Press and hold the Space bar until all 13 alignment 
patterns appear on the display screen at the same 
time. Do not be concerned with the convergence 
of the remaining patterns. 

2. Press the C key. 
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233 Fine Color Purity 

Note: This procedure ensures the purity of the three 
primary colors over all the screen. 

1. Ensure that the display station has been on for 20 
minutes and is in the offline aelect mode (211). 

2. Press and hold the Cmd key and press the H key. 
Release the keys. The red purity screen should 
appear. 

3. If the screen is not the same shade of red all over, 
adjust the H and V PURITY controls on the 
amplifier card (210) for an even shade of red over 
all the screen. If good, go to the next step. 

4. Press and hold the Cmd key and press the J key 
to display the green purity screen. 

5. If the screen is not the same shade of green all 
over. adjust the H and V PURITY controls on the 
amplifier card for an even shade of green over all 
the screen. If good, go to the next step. 

6. Press and hold the Cmd key and press the K key 
to display the blue purity screen. 

7. If tha screen is not the same shade of blue all 
over, adjust the H and V PURITY controls on the 
amplifier card for an even shade of blue over all 
the screen. 

8. Perform Steps 3 through 7 to see if any additional 
adjustment is necessary. 

Note: If any of the purity adjustments w~re made, 
check the fine raster adjustment (231) for both 
centering and size. 

9. Press and hold the Cmd key and press the C key 
to exit this procedure. 

Purity Screen 

I 
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234 Dynamic Convergence (color alignment) 

Note: This procedure will converge the colors over all 
the screen bV performing convergence at 13 different 
places on the screen. 

1. If you entered this adjustment from the MAPs, go 
to Step 3. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Check static convergence (232). 

Ensure that the displav station has been on for 20 
minutes and is in the offline select mode (211). 

Press and hold the Cmd key and press the ;:; key 
on the top row of the keyboard. All 13 - 1 - 1 -
alignment patterns should appear. 

If all 13 alignment patterns are properlv converged, 
press and hold the Cmd key and press the C key 
to exit the procedure. 

If any one or more of the 13 alignment patterns 
are not converged, press the Spacebar and 
continue with this procedure. A single - 1 - 1 -

alignment pattern should appear in the center of 
the screen. If all are converged, go to Step 13. 

Use the cursor control keys to move the green 
alignment pattern (-1-1-) over the red alignment 
pattern to make a vellow pattern with no red or 
green shadows at the edges. (See the summary of 
convergence key operations at the end of this 
procedure.) 

Press the Spacebar and use the cursor control 
keys to move the blue alignment pattern over the 
red alignment pattern to make a pink pattern with 
no red or blue shadows at the edges. 

9. Press the Spacebar. 

10. Repeat Steps 5 through 8 for the 12 remaining 
convergence areas. 

11. At this time, all 13 alignment patterns should be 
displaved and should be pure white. 
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12. If any of the patterns need to be converged again. 
press the R key and repeat Steps 5 through 10. If 
not, go to the next step. 

13. If all 13 patterns have been successfullv converged 
and are present on the displav screen. press the C 
key to exit this procedure. 

r 
-1-1-

('3) 

-1-1-
(B) 

-1-1-
('2) 

-1-1-
(9) 

-1-1-
(2) 

-1-1-
(3) 

-1-1-
(') 

-1-1-
(5) 

-1-1-
(4) 

-1-1-
(7) 

-1-1-
(6) 

-1-1-
(,,) 

Screen of 13 Convergence Alignment Patterns 
IThe numbers in parentheses show the order for 
performing convergence.) 

-1-1-
(1) 

Misconvergence 
Pattern 

Fint Position of the Convergence Procedure 



Summary of Convergence Key Operations 

Key ! Yellow Alignment Pattern i Pink Alignment Pattern 

Cursor up~ I Moves green up , Moves blue up 

relative to red i relative to red 

Cursor down G:I Moves green down Moves blue down 
relative to red relative to red 

Moves green left Moves blue left Cursor left EJ 
I relative to red relative to red 

Cursor right EJ I Moves green right i Moves blue right 
relative to red i relative to red 

I Changes color of pattern to pink ! Changes to next screen position Spacebar 

'U' Key Changes color of pattern to pink ! Changes color of pattern to yellow _________ • ____ .1 ______ . _______ 

'R' Key Restarts the convergence procedure at alignment pattern position 1. 

'C' Key Permits exit from the procedure. 

Note: The Rand C keys are active only when all 13 convergence alignment patterns are on the 
screen. 

235 Fine Focus 

1. Ensure that the display station has been on for 20 
minutes and is in the offline select mode (211). 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Press and hold the Cmd key and press the G key. 
Release the keys. A red focus screen should 
appear. 

Set the FOC2 control on the analog card (210) 
fully counterclockwise. 

Adjust the FOCUS 1 control on the analog card for 
the sharpest image over all the display screen. 

Note: The FOC2 control may have to be adjusted 
slightly also to obtain the best focus. 

Red Zeros 
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Focus Screen 
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236 Fine Color aelance 

1. Ensure that the display station has been on for 20 
minutes and is in the offline select mode (211). 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 0 key. 
Release the keys. 

Adjust the 6 COLOR BALANCE controls (R. G. B 
MAX and MIN) on the amplifier card (210) fully 
counterclockwise. 

Adjust the brightness control to the maximum limit 
(127). The display screen will be blank at this 
time. 

Adjust the R MAX control on the amplifier card 
until the red color bar appears. 

6. Continue adjusting the R MAX control clockwise 
until the zeros of the 'J6 characters in the corners 
are just filled in with red. 

7. Slowly adjust the R MAX control counterclockwise 
until the dots in the zeros appear. This sets the 
maximum brightness level of the red color. 

8. 

9. 

Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 6 key 
on the top of the keyboard. The dark skip lines 
between the color bars will be suppressed. 

Adjust the brightness control toward the minimum 
limit until the red bar is Just visible. 

10. Adjust the G MAX control on the amplifier card 
until the green bar is visible; then adjust the 
control until the green bar is as dim as the red bar. 

11. Adjust the B MAX control on the amplifier card 
until the blue bar is visible; then adjust the control 
until the blue bar is as dim as the red bar. 

12. Turn the brightness control toward the lower limit 
(127). The red, green; and blue color bars should 
disappear at the seme time. 

13. Tum the brightness control to the minimum limit. 
Be careful not to activate the intensity override 
switch. 

14. Adjust the R MIN control on the amplifier card 
clockwise until the red color bar is just visible and 
you can still read the words. 
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15. Adjust the G MIN and B MIN controls until the 
green and blue bars are equally as dim a8 tha red 
bar. This sets the minimum brightness level of the 
display screen. 

16. Turn the brightness control at the front of the 
machine to its maximum limit. then turn it to its 
minimum limit and back to the maximum limit 
again to check the balance of all the colors over 
the full range of the brightness control. Give 
special attention to the white bar. It should remain 
white through the entire brightness range. 

17. Adjust the brightness control for easy viewing. 

r 

... 
" 

Color Bar Screen 



300 REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT PROCEDURES 

310 KEYBOARD AND KEYBOARD CABLE 
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE 

311 Keyboard (Logic Card and Key A •• embly) 

1. Power off and remeve the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Invert the keyboard unit. 

3. Remove the two screws on the bottom cover. 

4. lift off the bottom cover. 

5. Disconnect the cable connector fn:lm the keyboard 
logic card. 

Logic Card 
and Key 
Assembly 

6. 

7. 

Ensure that the new keyboard is jumpered the 
same as the old keyboard (313). 

lift the logic card and key assembly from the top 
cover. 

Replace the new keyboard in the reverse order of 
removal. 

Ensure that the new keyboard 10. displayed on the 
status line. is the same as the 10 for the old keyboard. 
(See Keyboard 10 Field. 413.) 

Removal and Replacement 2.33 



312 Keyboard Cable 313 Keyboard Jumpers 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC ID Language Jumper 
outlet. Code Group Position 

2. Remove the keyboard unit bottom cover as follows 00 United States No jumpers 
(311): and Canada required 
a. Invert the keyboard unit. 01 ASCII International 4 
b. Remove the two screws on the bottom cover. 02 United Kingdom 3 
c. Lift off the bottom cover. 03 Japan(English) 3 and 4 

04 Spanish Speaking 2 
3. Remove the cable clamp from the bottom cover 05 Spain 2 and 4 

and then the cable. 06 Brazil 2 and 3 
07 Portugal 2.3. and 4 

4. Disconnect the cable from the logic card. 08 Austria and Germany 1 
09 Finland and Sweden 1 and 4 

5. Remove the keyboard cable connector from the 10 Norway and Denmark 1 and 3 
I/O Assembly. 11 Italy 1.3. and 4 

12 France 1 and 2 
Replace the keyboard cable in the reverse order of 13 Canada (French) 1.2. and 4 
removal. 14 Belgium 1. 2. and 3 

15 Japan (Katakana) 1.2.3. and 4 
16-31 Do not use O-Not valid 

Bottom Sid. of Keyboard Logic Card and Kay Aaembly Jumper (313) 

0001 IOQ 
==== 

logic Card 
Connector 
(See 440 for 
wiring figure.) 
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320 COVERS REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT 
PROCEDURES 

There are three covers on the display station: the front 
cover, the rear cover, and the top cover. 

321 Front Cover 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Move the keyboard out of the way. 

3. Remove the two hex screws from the underside of 
the front cover (use either a 7-millimeter or 
9/32-inch socket). 

4. Carefully pull the bottom of the front cover away 
from the front of the display station and lift 
upward. 

5. Put the front cover down in front of the display 
station. 

6. If you want to replace the front cover, perform 
Step 7. If you do not want to replace it, stop here. 

7. Remove the power switch (346). 

Replace the front cover in the reverse order of removal. 
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322 .ft •• r Cov.r 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC Qut/et. 

2. lOOsen the two hex Screws from the underside of 
the rear cover (use either a 7-mil/imeter Or 
9/32-inch sOCket). 

3. CarefUlly pull the bottom of the rear COVer away 
from the logic gate and lift uPward. 

Replace the rear cover iii the reverse order of removal. 

Rear 



323 Top Cover 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Remove the front cover (321). You need not 
disconnect the power switch. 

3. Remove the rear cover (322). 

4. Release the latch on the logic gate and pull it 
open. 

5. Loosen the two screws holding the top cover to 
the power supply card and analog card. These 
screws are accessible from the rear of the display 
station. 

6. Lift the top cover off the display station. 

Replace the top cover in the reverse order of removal. 
Be careful to properly align the top cover slots with the 
CRT frame, the power supply card, and the analog card. 

Screws 

CRT 

Frame 

Analog 
Card 

Top Cover 

I 

Power 
Supply 

Card 
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324 Tilt Assembly 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

2-38 

Disconnect all the cables from the rear of the 
display station. 

Place the keyboard out of the way. 

Carefully place the display station on its side with 
the tilt assembly handles pointing down. 

Remove the C-clip and washer from the end of 
the tilt assembly shaft. 

Handle 

Rear of '" 
Display Station 

Leg 

6. Carefully place the display station on its side with 
the tilt assembly handles painting up. 

Note: When removing the tilt assembly shaft, a 
spring will be loose and will fall out of the 
assembly. Be careful not to lose the spring. 

7. Pull the tilt assembly shaft up and out of the 
assembly. 

Replace the tilt assembly in the reverse order of 
removal. 

Note: Ensure that the spring is in place in the leg of the 
tilt assembly before replacing the tilt assembly shaft. 
The shaft must pass through the spring. 



330 Brightness Control/Intensity Override Switch 
Removal and Replacement Procedure 

Note: The brightness control/intensity override switch 
are physically one unit. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

Remove the front cover (321). 

Disconnect the brightness control cable (J11). 

loosen the nut holding the brightness control to 
the bracket on the base. 

Remove the brightness control. 

6. Remove the knob from the old control and put it 
on the new one. 

Replace the brightness control in the reverse order of 
removal. Check the control for correct alignment and 
free movement. 

Strap 

Front of Display Station 

Brightness Control I 
Intensity Override Switch 

331 Alarm Assembly Removal and Replacement 
Procedure 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

Remove the front cover (321). 

Disconnect the alarm assembly cable (B5A) from 
the base planar (122). 

Remove the rubber strap holding the alarm 
assembly to the base. 

Remove the alarm assembly. 

Replace the alarm assembly in the reverse order of 
removal. 
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340 POWER SUPPLY ASSEMBLIES REMOVAL 
ANO REPLACEMENT PROCEDURES 

The power supply assemblies include the power supply 
card; the line cord; the line filter. fuse holder and AC 
power cable; the fan assembly; the power switch; and 
the junction block. 

341 Power Supply Card 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Remove the rear cover (322) and open the logic 
gate. 

3. Loosen and set aside the junction block. 

4. Remove the flat. yellow cable at the PWR 
connector on the junction block. 

5. Remove the fan assembly (345). 

6. Remove the screw at the top and bottom rear of 
the power supply card. 

7. Carefully remove the power supply card by pulling 
it free from its connector (J3) at the front of the 
unit. 

Replace the power supply card in the reverse order of 
removal. 

Ensure that the flat. yellow cable from the power supply 
card plugs into the PWR connector on the junction 
block. 

Stan at fine static convergence (232) and perform all the 
remaining adjustments. 

Screw 

Screw Junction 
Block 

Power 
Supply 
Card 

Fan 
Assembly 



342 line Filter, Fuse Holder and Power Cable 

, . Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Remove the line cord from the line cord receptacle 
on the I/O assembly. 

3. Remove the top cover (323). 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Remove the power supply card (341). 

Loosen the two screws holding the I/O assembly 
to the base. 

Slide the I/O assembly back and lift it up and 
back. 

Remove the fuse from the fuse holder and keep it 
to install in the new fuse holder. 

Remove the ground wires beside the fuse holder 
and line f:lter on the I/O assembly. 

Loosen the fuse holder mounting nut and slide the 
fuse holder off the line filter cover. 

J3A 

, O. Remove the two screws holding the line filter 
cover to the base. 

, 1 . Place the line filter cover and junction block out of 
the way to permit access to the line filter. 

12. Remove the two screws holding the line filter to 
the I/O assembly. 

13. Disconnect the power cable at the: 
a. Degauss coil connector (J27). 
b. Front edge connector of the power supply card 

(J3 and J3A). 
c. Power switch cable connector (J1). 
d. Analog card cable (P7). 
e. Fan assembly (J10). 

Note: Observe the path of the power cable as you 
remove it so that you can properly install the new 
cable. 

14. Remove the power cable, the line filter, and the 
fuse holder from the base. 

Replace the power cable, line filter, and fuse holder in 
the reverse order of removal. 

Power 
Switch 

Fan Assembly 
Wiring 

Line Cord 
Receptacle 
and Line Filter 

J10 
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343 line Cord 

Pull the line cord out of the line cord receptacle at the 
rear of the display station. 

Fan Assembly 
Cable (P/J10) 

2~2 

345 Fan Assembly 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Remove the rear cover (322). 

3. Open the logic gate. 

3a. Disconnect the fan assembly ground wire (441) 

4. Loosen the fan assembly screw. 

5. Remove the fan assembly. 

6. Disconnect the fan assembly cable (J10). 

Replaca the fan assembly in the reverse order of 
removal. 

-=nllH--_ Fan Assembly 

Fan Assembly 



348 Power Switch end Cable 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Remove the top cover (323). 

3. Disconnect the power switch cable (J1) (342). 

4. Remove the power switch by pulling it up and off 
of the festeners. Use a screwdriver to loosen the 
fastener. 

Replace the power switch in the reverse order of 
removal. 

Power 
Switch 

I 
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348 Junction Block 

1 . Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Remove the rear cover (322). 

3. Open the logic gate. 

4. If the junction block has a green and yellow 
ground wire attached, remove it. 

5. Loosen the two screws holding the junction block 
to the line filter cover. Slide the junction block off 
of the cover. 

6. Remove all cables from the junction block. 

Replace the junction block in the reverse order of 
removal. Ensure that the cables are connected properly. 
(See the wiring figure at reference 435.) 

Junction Block 

Screws 
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350 DISPLAY ASSEMBLIES REMOVAL AND 
REPLACEMENT PROCEDURES 

351 Amplifier Card/Fuse F3 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Remove the rear cover (322). 

3. Open the logic gate. 

4. Loosen the two screws holding the I/O assembly 
to the base. 

5. Lift and pull the I/O assemblv back to make room 
for removing the amplifier card. 

6. Pull the video assembly off the CRT and put it out 
of the way. 

7. Remove all cables from the amplifier card. 

8. Remove the plastic cover over the amplifier card 
by removing the two screws. 

9. 

Note: The fuse may now be removed. 

Use a long nosed plier and pinch the plastic 
fastener while at the same time, carefully pulling 
the amplifier card toward you. Perform this step 
on all four fasteners. 

Replace the amplifier card in the reverse order of 
removal. 

Perform the following adjustments In the order given: 

Coarse color balance (221) 
Coarse static convergence (224) 
Coarse color purity (225) 
Fine static convergence (232) 
Fine parity (233) 
Dynamic convergence (234) 
Fine color balance (236) 

Amplifier Card Cover Screws 

I 
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352 Analog Card 

1. 

2. 

Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

Remove the top cover (323). 

DANGER 
High voltage may be present around the CRT anode. 

3. Discharge the CRT anode with a screwdriver. Hold 
the shaft of the screwdriver against the CRT frame 
while inserting the screwdriver blade under the 
CRT anode cover. 

4. Remove the screw and ground wire holding the 
analog card to the base. 

5. Disconnect the high voltage wire from the analog 
card by unscrewing the cap and pulling the wire 

out. 

6. Disconnect all cables to the analog card. 

7. Carefully pull the analog card free from the front 
connector (J4) and out of the base unit. 

Remove 
Screws 

Ground Wire 
Screw 
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8. If replacing the analog card, check that the CRT 
heater jumper (125) is jumpered correctly. 

Replace the analog card in the reverse order of removal. 

Ensure that all cables are connected correctly. 

Ensure that the yellow and green wire is connected to 
the ground screw. 

Start at the beginning adjustment (220) and perform all 
the adjustments except color balance adjustments (221) 
and (236). 



353 Video Card 

1. 

2. 

Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

Remove the rear cover (322). 

3. Open the logic gate. 

4. Remove the two wires from the video card to the 
ground strap. 

5. Disconnect the ground wire from the video and to 
the I/O assembly. 

6. Disconnect the wires from the video card to the 
analog card at J5 and P26. 

7. Carefully pull the video card off the end of the 
CRT. 

8. Remove all cables from the video card. 

9. Remove the video card covers. Observe the path 
for placing the wires fastened to the video card. 

10. Save the cover for installation on the new card. 

J5 
(hidden) 

Ground 
Strap 

Replace the video card in the reverse order of removal. 

Ensure that all cables are correctly connected and that 
the video card is pressed tightly on the CRT connector. 

Perform the fine color balance adjustment (236). 

P16 
(434) 

To I/O Assembly 

P26 
(437/ 
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354 Bleeder Assembly 

1. 

2. 

DANGER 
High voltage may be present at the CRT anode, 
around the yoke assembly and the analog card. 

Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

Remove the top cover (323). 

3. Discharge the CRT anode with a screwdriver. Hold 
the shaft of the screwdriver against the CRT frame 
while inserting the screwdriver blade under the 
CRT anode cover (129). 

Screw 

2-48 

Ground 
Wire 

Bleeder 
Assemt/y 

4. 

5. 

Remove the high voltage cable to the CRT anode. 

Disconnect the high voltage wire from the analog 
card by unscrewing the cap and pulling the wire 
out. 

6. Remove the bleeder assembly ground wire from 
I/O assembly. 

7. Remove the two screws holding the bleeder 
assembly to the base unit. 

8. Lift the bleeder assembly out of the base unit. 

Replace the bleeder assembly in the reverse order of 
removal. 

~ ___ CRT 

Yoke 
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355 CRT and Yoke Assembly 11 of 2) 

DANGER 
Wear safety glasses when working on the CRT. The 
CRT is fragile and will implode if cracked or broken. 

1. Prepare a flat work area on which to place the 
CRT and yoke assembly after its removal. The 
work area should have a nonabrasive surface so 
that the face of the CRT will not get scratched. 

2. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Remove the top cover (323). 

Note: Completely remove the front cover and put 
it out of the way. 

DANGER 
High voltage may exist at the CRT anode. 

Discharge the CRT anode with a screwdriver. Hold 
the shaft of the screwdriver against the CRT frame 
while inserting the screwdriver blade under the 
CRT anode cover. 

Remove the high-voltage wire from the CRT 
anode. 

Remove the video card (353). 

7. Remove the convergence assembly (356). 

8. Disconnect the CRT yoke assembly cable (J6) from 
the analog card. 

9. Disconnect the degauss coil cable (J27). 

2-50 

10. Disconnect the yoke assembly ground wire from 
the ground bracket at the amplifier card • 

11. Disconnect the ground strap coming from the CRT 
at both the amplifier card ground bracket. and 
the I/O assembly. 

12. Remove the two CRT frame supports. 

DANGER 
The CRT will implode if it falls or is hit. 

13. Carefully lift the CRT, the yoke assembly and the 
CRT frame out of the display station and place it 
face down on the prepared work area. You may 
need to pull up alternately on first one side of the 
CRT assembly and then pull up on the opposite 
side. 

14. Remove the four screws holding the CRT to the 
CRT frame O. 

15. Remove the degauss coil, the ground strap, and 
the clips. 

16. Remove the CRT and yoke assembly from the 
frame snd set it aside. 

Replace the CRT and yoke assembly in the reverse order 
of removal. 

Check that the CRT heater jumper on the analog card 
matches the configuration for the new CRT maker (125). 

Start at the first of the fine adjustments (230) end 
perform the entire fine adjustment procedure. 
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CRT Frame 

Plastic\s_: 

~ 

Spacer 

T nd the CRT yoke are 
*The CR a CRT Assembly. one FRU. the 

To I/O 
Assembly 

Convergence 
Assembly 

Video 
Card 

Clamp 
Screw 
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356 Convergence Assembly 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Remove the top cover (323). 

3. Remove the video card from the CRT connector by 
carefully pulling it off. Place the video card out of 
the way. 

4. Disconnect the convergence coil cable (J19) from 
the amplifier card (124). 

5. Loosen the clamp screw holding the convergence 
assembly to the CRT neck. 

6. Carefully pull the convergence assembly off the 
CRT neck. 

Replace the convergence coil in the reverse order of 
removal. 

Center the convergence coil over the electrode gap as 
shown in the figure. Align the convergence assembly 
parallel to the top of the CRT frame. 

Perform the following adjustments in the order given 
below: 

Fine static convergence (232) 
Fine purity (233) 
Fine dynamic convergence (234) 

Convergence 
Assembly 

Coil 

2-52 

Center the 
coil over the 
interelectrode gap. 

CRT Neck CRT Neck with 
Convergence Assembly 

CRT Frame 

Make the top edge of the 
convergenc~ assembly parallel 
to the top edge of the CRT frame. 

Convergence 
Assembly 



357 Degeuss Coil 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Perform Steps 1 through 11 of the CRT and yoke 
assembly removal and replacement procedure 
(355). 

3. Remove the degauss coil, the ground strap, and 
the clips from the CRT at the four corners. 

Replace the degauss coil in the reverse order of 
removal. 

Start at the first of the fine adjustments (230) and 
perform the entire fine adjustment procedure. 

Degauss 

Coilcable~ 

(P27) I 

Clips (4) 

_""'--::'7"" Ground 
Straps 

CRT Frame 

I 
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360 LOGIC GATE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT 
PROCEDURES 

361 Display Planar 

CAUTION 

The planar is very fragile. Do not bend or twist it. 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Remove the rear cover (322). 

3. Disconnect all of the cables from the display 
planar. 

4. Remove the display planar by pulling out the 
plastic fasteners from around the edges of the 
planar assembly. 

Replace the display planar in the reverse order of 
removal. See reference 121 for cable connections. 

On World Trade machines only. check the switches on 
the planar for correct language setting. 

Perform the fine static and fine dynamic convergence 
adjustments (232 and 234). 

Switches 

Switch Setting Chart 

Hex 
Language Code 

ASCII / International 0 

U.S. and Canada 1 

United Kingdom 2 

Japan (English) 3 

Spanish-Speaking 4 

Spain 5 

Brazil 6 

Portuaal 7 

Austria / Germany 8 

Finland / Sweden 9 

Denmark / Norway A 

Italy B 

France C 

Canada (French) 0 

Belgium E 

Switch Block 
on Display 
Planar 

Set the station address (415). (World Trade only) 

DC Distribution 
Cable 

Main Power and Signal 
Distribution Cable 

2-54 

Gate 

o 

Switches 

1 2 3 4 

off off off off 

off off off ON 

off off ON off 

off off ON ON 

off ON off off 

off ON off ON 

off ON ON off 

off ON ON ON 

ON off off off 

ON off off ON 

ON off ON off 

ON off ON ON 

ON ON off off 

ON ON off ON 

ON ON ON off 

OFF ON 

• 11 

• 12 

• 13 

• 14 



362 Base Planar 

CAUTION 

The planar is very fragile. Do not bend or twist it. 

, . Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Remove the rear cover (322). 

3. Open the logic gate. 

4. Open the feature gate. if installed. 

5. Disconnect all of the cables on the base planar. 

6. Remove the base planar by pulling out the plastic 
fasteners. 

Replace the base planar in the reverse order of removal. 

Logic Gate 
(open) 

\ 

Base Planar 

DO 
DO 

D 
D 

ODD o 

Feature 
Gate 
(open) 

Removal and Replacement 2-65 
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383 Future Attachment I/O Cards 

Note: This procedure is valid for any of the I/O cards 
on the feature gate. 

1. Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

2. Remove the rear cover (322). 

3. Open the logic gate. 

4. Open the feature gate (if necessary to get access 
to the I/O card). 

5. Disconnect all of the cables to the I/O card being 
replaced. 

8. Remove the I/O card by pulling out the plastic 
fasteners from the edges of the card. 

Replace the I/O card in the reverse order of removal. 
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370 I/O Assembly Removal and Replacement 
Procedure (1 of 21 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Power off and remove the line cord from the AC 
outlet. 

Disconnect all the external cables to the I/O 
assembly. 

Remove the rear cover (322) and open the logic 
gate. 

Loosen the two screws holding the I/O assembly 
to the base e. 
Pull the 1/ a assembly out from the base. 

Remove the ground wires near the line filter G. 

Remove the two screws holding the plastic cover 
on the 1/ a assembly O. 

Remove the two screws holding the line filter to 
the I/O assembly. 

Remove the ..I!.round wires from the slide-on 
connectors •. 

Disconnect the keyboard interface cable from B7 
on the base planar (121). 

Remove the remaining ground wires on the I/O 

assembly G. 

Remove the I/O assembly. 

Replace the 1/ a assembly in the reverse order of 
removal. 

Ensure that the green/yellow ground wire from the line 
filter is connected next to the ground symbol @ 
Reconnect the external cables to the I/O assembly. 

Ensure that the Terminator switch is correctly set. 
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370 I/O Assembly Removal and Replacement 
Procedure (2 of 21 

I/O Assembly 
(pulled-back position) 

Junction 

Block " 

Receptacle 

Rear View of Display Station with Rear Cover Removed and the Logic Gate Open (The I/O Assembly has been I 
loosened and pulled back from the base.) 

Removal and Replacement 2-59 
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400 SERVICE AIDS 

410 Status Line Definition 

Cursor! 
\ 

r~ 

/ 

tem-Sys 
Ava Hable 

91 Messa 
Wai ting 

board Key 
Shift 

-- -- -- --

I 

/ 

4_-. 

'" 
Test 

'---Sele ct 

Inpu t 
bited Inhi 

Inse rt 
Mode 

'The cursor location is determined by the system. Some 
systems might display a sign-on menu immediately upon 
power on. If System Available is not on, the cursor will be 
located in the upper rightmost comer of the display screen. 

Any numbers appearing on the normal status line are the 
result of online select mode options (414). 

411 Normal Status Lina After Powar-On 

System available. When on, it indicates that the system 
controller is communicating with the display station. 

Message waiting. When on, it indicates that a message 
is waiting for the display station operator. 

Keyboard shift. When on, it indicates that the uppercase 
(level) characters are active. 

Insert mode. When on, it indicates that an insert 
operation is in effect. 

Input inhibited. When on, it indicates that the system 
cannot process a keyboard scan code .. 

Select. When on, it indicates that the display station is 
in either the online select mode (414) or the offline 
select mode (415). 

Test. When on, it indicates that the 2-second time-out 
is inhibited. See the online select mode (414), option 
key 9. 

Service Aid. 2-61 
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412 Online Select Mode Status Line (1 of 2) 

Curso 1 r 
~ 

~~ / 
• 

~'-0' • - -- -- -- 1-- 1 1 

"'" 
Cursor2 
Locatio 
Code 

n 

System 
Availab Ie 

Message 
Waiting 

Keyboa 
Shift 

rd 

,/ 

'The cursor location is determined by the system. Some 
systems might display a sign-on menu immediately upon 
power on. If System Available is not on. the cursor will be 
located in the upper rightmost corner of the display screen. 

'These codes are options that can be selected. See online 
select mode options (414). 

~ 

'--Stati 
Addr 

L---Alar m Volume1 

Code 

Test 

Selec 

Input 
Inhibi ted 

Insert 
Mode 



412 Online Select Mode Status Line 12 of 21 

Cursor location code. When displayed, this 
five-character code gives the row-column location of 
the cursor. To display the code, see the online select 
mode (414). option key 3. 

System available. When on, it indicates that the system 
controller is communicating with the display station. 

Message waiting. When on, it indicates that a message 
is waiting for the display station operator. 

Keyboard shift. When on, it indicates that the uppercase 
characters are active. 

Insert mode. When on, it indicates that an insert 
operation is in effect. 

Input inhibited. When on, it indicates that the system 
cannot process a keyboard scan code. 

Select. When on, it indicates that the display station is 
in either the online select mode (414) or the offline 
select mode (415). 

Test. When on, it indicates that the 2-second time-out 
is inhibited. See the online select mode (414). option 
key 9. 

Alarm volume code. A 1-digit code indicating the 
relative volume setting for the audible alarm. There are 
five selections with number five indicating the highest 
volume level. See online select mode (414). option 
key 8. 

Station address. This 1-digit code shows the station 
address set in the display station logic. See online 
select mode (414), option key 4 and offline select mode 
(415), option key EJ . 

I 
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413 Offline Select Mode and Error Status Line 
(1 of 2) 

Cursor 

r '\------- // 
I 1\ 

01 04200F 

LineCheck
Count 

Diagnostic ------I 
Error 
Code 

Error 
Address 

2-64 

1--1111 OO~ 

'--- Keyboard ID 

L---Station 
Address 

L----Offline 
Select 
Caution 
Indicator 

L....---Alarm 
Volume 
Code 

L....----Test 

'------Select 



413 Offline Select Mode and Error Status Line 
12 of 21 

The status information displayed in the offline select 
mode and error condition may vary, depending on the 
conditions present. Not all of the information shown in 
the figure is displayed at one time. 

Line check count. This 2-digit code is the count of 
parity errors that occurred during the transmission of 
data from the system controller. This code only appears 
when an online error occurs. 

Diagnostic error code. This 2-d;git code identifies a 
failure occurring during power-on diagnostics. See the 
list of diagnostic error codes 14171 for further 
information. 

Error address. This 4-digit error code is for engineering 
use only. 

Select. When on, it indicates that the display status is 
in either the online select mode 14141 or the offline 
select mode 14151. 

Test. When on, it indicates that the 2-second time-out 
is inhibited. See online select mode 14141, option key 9. 

Alarm volume code. A 1-digit code indicating the 
relative volume setting for the audible alarm. There are 
five selections with number 5 indicating the highest 
volume level. See online select mode (414), option 
key 8. 

Offline select caution indicator (an asterisk in a yellow 
reverse field). This indicator turns on when the online 
select mode (414), option key 0 is selected. The 
indicator warns the operator that the offline select mode 
will be entered if the Enter key is pressed. 

Station address. This 1-digit code shows the station 
address set in the display station logic. See online 
select mode (414), option key 4 and offline select mode 
(415). option key EJ 
Keyboard 10. This 2-digit hexadecimal code identifies 
the language group and character set selected by 
jumpers on the keyboard logic card. (See reference 313 
Keyboard Jumpers.) 

I 
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414 Online Select Mode Online Select Mode Options 

The online select mode permits the operator to select 
specific display attributes and status information with no 
interference to normal operation. The options available 
and the key sequence for selecting them are supplied in 
the option chart. 

START: Press and hold the Cmd key and press the 
Error Reset key. The Select indicator should be on. 

SELECT OPTION: Press the correct numeric key for the 
desired option. Press the key again to return the option 
to its original condition. 

Some options are stored in permanent storage, a 
battery-powered, permanent storage module. These 
options will remain even through power off until 
changed by the operator. The other options will be reset 
by power-on reset (POR). 

EXIT: Press the Error Reset key. You should now be 
ready for normal operation. 

While in the online select mode, only the numeric 
function keys 1 through 0 on the top row of the 
keyboard are active. Any other key when pressed will 
sound the alarm. 

Option Key Description 

Alternate cursor 1 Normally a rectangular block; the option is an underline. 

Blink cursor 2 Normally stable; the option is blinking. 

Display cursor location 3 Normally not displayed; display a five-character code in the Status line. 

Display station address 4 Normally not displayed; the option displays a one-character code in the 
Status line. 

Display field attribute 5 Normally not displayed; the option displays a hexadecimal code at the start of a 
hexadecimal code specified field. 

Suppress line space 6 Normally a line space is present; the option removes (or suppresses) the line 
between lines space and shortens the display field. 

Change color mode 7 Normally in full seven-color mode; the option is a two-color mode, basically 
green and white. Column separators are still blue. 

Adjust alarm volume 8 Normally not displayed; the option is to display the present setting (1 through 5) 
and permit the volume to be changed by increasing the setting by 1 for each 
time the 8 key is pressed. 

Test mode 9 Normally off; the option turns on the Test indicator on the Status line and 
inhibits the 2-second time-out operation. 

Offline select mode 0 This option sets up the display station for the offline select mode. When the 0 
key is pressed, a yellow reverse • appears at right of the status line. To enter 
the offline select mode, press the Enter key. If you do not want to enter the 
offline select mode at this time, press Error Reset. You will now E'xit both 
option 0 and the online select mode (the Select indicator will be off). 
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415 Offline ;elect Mode and CE Test Screens 

(1 of 71 

The offline select mode permits the operator and 
customer engineer (CEI to change the display station 
address, converge the color screen, and display CE 
screens. The CE screens are used for aligning the 
display screen, adjusting color control circuits, and 
testing the SLP /MSR RPQs. 

The command function keys 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 on 
the top row of the keyboard select the same options 
offline that are available in the online select mode (414). 

Offline Select Mode Options 

START: 

1. Press and hold the Cmd key and press the Error 
Reset key. The blue Select indicator should be on. 

2. Press the 0 key on the top row of the keyboard. A 
yellow reverse· should appear near the right end 
of the Status line. 

3. Press the Enter key. The System Available 
indicator should go off. The display station will 
perform a short power-on reset. 

SELECT AN OPTION: Press the required key(s) for the 
desired option. 

EXIT: 

1. To exit the CE options, press and hold the Cmd 
key and press the C key. The color convergence 
option can either be repeated by pressing the R 
key or canceled by pressing the C key. 

2. To return to normal operation, press the Error 
Reset key. 

Note: To exit a CE option and the offline mode 
simultaneously, press and hold the Cmd key and press 
Error Reset key. You should be ready for normal 
operation. 

I 
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415 Offline Select Mode and CE Test Screens 
(2 of 7) 

Options Key(s) 

Set station address 

Color convergence [J 

CE Test Options 

Display color bars Cmd D 

2-68 

Description 

Each time you press the key, the station address is increased by one and the 
address is displayed on the Status line. An address of 0 to 6 may be selected. 
The selected address is stored in permanent storage. 

A convergence test screen of 13 alignment patterns is displayed for inspection. 
If the convergence is good (all white with no shadows), press the C key to 
cancel. If any of the patterns are not converged, perform the dynamic 
convergence procedure (234). A detailed description of the convergence 
function is given at reference 420 .. 

-1+ -1-1- -I-I~ 
(13) (2) (10) 

-1-1-
(3) 

-1-1- -1-1- -1-1- -1-1- -1-1-
(B) (9) (1) (7) (6) 

-1-1-
(5) 

-1-1- -1-1- -1-1-
(12) (4) (I I) 

Sereen of 13 Convergence Alignment Pattarns 
(The numbers in parentheses show the order 
for performing the convergence.) 

A screen of bars displaying all seven colors appears. This screen is used to 
adjust the color balance (221, 236). 

Color Bar Sere"n 



415 Offline Select Mode and CE Tftst Screens 13 of 71 

CE Test Options 

Display the alignment 
pattern 

Display a focus pattern 

Keylsl 

Cmd F 

Cmd G 

Description 

An alignment pattern appears that specifies the limits of the raster. This 
screen is used for raster alignment (222. 231). 

r 
~H"HHH"H"HHHHMHHHHt4HHHH""HHHIftIHtlHHHHH"::_HHHHMHHMHH"NMHH~~ 

" "" " " '" "" "" "' .. 
,,---------------------- ---------------HM--------------------------------------H 

"" . - . "" . 
"' ... .. 
"" "" "" " "" ""MMIIHHHHMHHItlfMHHHHtlHHHHMHHHHHHMHHHNMMHtlH"MM"totIfMH""'*'IIIIMHMtIHKtIIeINHtDfHNMNtIMHHMHH .. -

Coarse Raster Alignment Screen 

A screen of red zeros appears. This screen is used to adjust the focus 
(223.235). 

r 

.,oaOODoaaOOOOOOODDOODDOOOOODOOOCDOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0000000000100000000000000 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOODOOCOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOODooooooaOOOD0000110000000000001110000000 
00000000000000001100000000000000000')00000000000000000000000OODOOOOOOOOOoooooooooo 
Doooooooeootooo0003000DOOOOOOOOODOODOClODOOGOOOOOOOOOOIIO0000000000000000000000000 
DOOOOOODOOOOODOOOOO,OO,)COODOOOOllOOIlOOOOOOoooooooooooooo00000000000000000000000:)0 
001l00000000000000000:)00001l0000000000000000000000000000ooooooooooooooocooocoooooo 
000000:)000000000001000000~00ooooooooOOOOOOOfJOOOOOOoooooo000000000000000000000000 
000000COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC010000000000000')000000000000'0000000000000000000:100 
oooooo~ooooooooooooooooooooooooocoooooooooooooooooeooooooo00000000000000'0000000 
000C0003000000000000000000000:l000000000000000000000000oooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOilOOOOOOOO 
00000000000000000000000000')000000000003000011'000000000000000000000000000000000000 
0000000000000(,1.101.10000000000011000000030000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
O'lOOOOOOOOOOOOIlOOOtOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOflOOO000000000000000000 
OOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOt')OOOOOOOOO')OOOOOOOOOOO0000100000000000000000 
0000(,0000000000000000000000000000000000000:10000000000000000000000000000oo0003eoo 
00000000000000600000CoC!oooc;00000000oooOtlloooo')OooooooooooooooOOO'OO'OOOOOOOOtOOO 
0001000"00COOI)00000010COOOOOCOOOOOOO:OOOOOO"01000001l00000000000000000000000000 
0:00000000030000000000000000000000000000000t'0000000'OOOOO00')')0000000000000000000 
lOOOOOOO:oooooooooooooooooooooooocooooooooooo"ooooooaoooooo00000000000000000000 
O;OOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOt'O 1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
OC;ODOCOOO~COOOOCOOOODDOOODOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOt'OOOO000000'00000000000000 
OOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOIOOOOOOOOOOOOO01000000000000000000000000 
000000000')00000000:10000030000000000000000000000000000000000OOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOO 
ooo~aOOOOOOGOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO000000000000000 .--

Focus Screen 
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415 Offline Select Mode and CE Test Screens (4 of 7) 

CE Test Options 

Display a red purity 
screen 

Display a green purity 
screen 

Display a blue purity 
screen 

Display the diagnostic 
error log 

2-70 

Key(s) 

Cmd H 

Cmd J 

Cmd K 

Cmd L 

Desc.ription 

A screen of red-reverse zeros appears. This screen is used to ensure that the 
color red is at the same shade and intensity over all the screen (225, 233). 

A screen of green-reverse zeros appears. This screen is used to ensure that 
the color green is at the same shade and intensity over all the screen (233). 

A screen of blue- reverse zeros appears. This screen is used to ensure that the 
color blue is at the same shade and intensity over all the screen (233). 

Pu rity Screen 

An error log screen appears. This screen displays up to ten of the latest base 
and display planar error codes. See reference 421 for a description of the 

error log operation. See reference 417 for a list of the error codes. 

If you want to clear the stack after displaying it, press and hold the Cmd key 
and repeatedly press the L key until all the error codes on the stack disappear. 

r 

I 

~ .. 
Latest Error,....-t::::-r --.. 

Null Entry:: 

Earlier Error/ :: 

.. -
Diagnotics Error Log Screen 



415 Offline Select Mode and CE Test Screens 
(5 of 7) 

CE Test Options Keyls) 

Scan code test Cmd V 

Description 

A blank screen appears and. as each key is pressed. the two-character 
hexadecimal scan code for that key appears on the screen. 

This screen is used to verify correct operation of the keyboard and keyboard 
adapter on the base planar. 

The numbers shown on the keytops in the figure are the 
hexadecimal scan codes for those key positions. 

o Not a tvpamatlc key. 

[B~ 
lB8 
~8 
8~ 
88 
o Not a typamatic key. 

Standard Keyboard Layout 

o A make/break key. 

Standard Keyboard Layout (Kat.kanal 

o A make/break key. 

Service Aids 2-71 
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415 Offline Select Mode and CE Test Screens 
(80f7) 

CE T .. t Options Key(s) 

Hex code entry test Cmd B 
(attributes and characters) 

2·72 

Option 

A blank screen appears. This test checks the accuracy of the character 
generator and display logic. When a two-character, hexadecimal character, or 
attribute code is entered on the keyboard, a comparable character or attribute 
will be displayed. (See reference 429 for the attribute cOdes.) 

r 

• 

. .. 
Attribute and Character Hex Code Screen 



415 Offline Select Mode and CE Test Screens 17 of 71 

CE Test Options Keyls) 

MSR and SLP tests Cmd N 

Loop on diagnostics Cmd M 

Description 

A screen of targets (- - - -) appears for testing the light pen (SLP), and space 
at the bottom of the data screen is reserved for the magnetic stripe reader 
(MSR) test. For a description of the MSR and SLP tests, see reference 428. If 
either or both the MSR and SLP are not installed, a message will appear in the 
reserved space. 

INSTALLEO 
012!1t56 7et98l'65"]~ I 00 u: '''56 7 

INSTALL!!! 

.--
MSR and SLP Test Screen 

The screen flashes test data while tne power-on diagnostics continuously 
loop. This test is mainly used to isolate intermittent planar failures. When an 
error occurs, the tests will stop and an error code will be displayed on the 
status line. 

For a description of the diagnostic error codes, see reference 417. For a 
description of the diagnostics, see reference 423. 

To exit this option, press and hold the Cmd and Error Reset keys until the 
alarm sounds. The diagnostics will then stop on the next completion of the 
tests. 
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416 Error Codes 

417 Diagnostics Error Codes 

Whenever an error occurs during the diagnostics, an 
error code is placed on the status line. A definition of 
the valid error codes follows: 

Error Alarm Burst 
Code Mode Description 

B1 Single Base planar RAM error 

B2 Single Base planar ROS error 

B3 Single Twinaxial controller error 

B4 Single Twinaxial adapter responds 
to wrong station address 

B5 Single Other twinaxial adapter error 

B6 Single Error on keyboard interface 

D1 Double CRT interrupts occur at 
wrong frequency 

D2 Douole Wrap test of video logic 
failed 

D3 Double Convergence RAM error 

D4 Double Parity error on the input 
feature bus 

05 Double Bad parity on the output 
feature bus not found 

D6 Double Convergence did not respond 
to command 

D7 Double Parity error detected by 
convergence 

A1 None Error when reading station 
address from permanent 
storage 

C1 None Error detected in permanent 
storage during convergence 

K1- None Keyboard not installed 

K2- None Keyboard wrap error 

K3- None Key stuck error 

-Not logged in diagnostic error log 
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418 Display Station Error Codes (1 of 2) 

Errors that are relative to hardware failures or the 
servicing of a display station are listed first. The 
controller finds these errors by sensing the status sent 
from the display station or by sensing either no 
response or a wrong response. Errors may be stored In 
the system ERAP in the order in which they are received 
and are listed here in groups. See the ERAP option 
under online tests (426). The error codes normally 
appear on the display screen near the bottom left 
corner; error code 01 xx identifies a display station error. 
(These numbers are red in the seven-color mode.) 

line/Interface Errors 

0100 No Response 

This error is reported when a display station and 
the controller are in session and the display station 
does not respond to a poll. This error is not 
normally logged. 

0101 Transmit Activity Check 

This error is found by the controller when a poll or 
command is executed by the controller. 

0103 Receive Parity Error 

The controller reports this error if the wrong parity 
was received in response to a poll or command. 

0104 Line Parity Check 

The display station reports this error if the wrong 
parity was received in a poll or command. 

0106 Receive Length Check 

The controller received the wrong number of bytes 
as a result of a poll or command. 

0107 Wrong Station Responded 

An incorrect station address was returned In 
response to a poll or other command from the 
controller. 

0108 Power-On Transition 

The power-on transition status bits are set when 
the display station is powered on. This error is 
reported only if the bits are set while the display 
station IS in session. 

0109 Activate Command Failure 

The controller checked the device status and found 

that the busy bit was not on after an activate 
command had been sent. 

Keyboard Errors 

01 1 1 Scan Code Not Valid 

The 8-bit code sent in the keyboard response 

frame could not be translated to an assigned 
character or function that was speCified by the 
controller. 

Command/Function Errors 

0120 Command Not Valid 

This condition indicates that the poll or other 
command sent to the display station was not a 

valid command or that the device ID was not 
correct. 

0121 Register Value Not Valid 

This condition indicates that the address counter 
value was not within the user accessible limits. 

0122 Storage or Input Queue Overrun 

ThiS condition occurs if more than 16 commands 

and associated data frames are sent to the display 
station by the controller, or if an attempt is made 
to store data in storage that is not accessible to 
the user. 

0123 Null or Attribute Exception 

This condition Indicates that no attribute was 
found or that the address counter pointed to an 
attnbute. 
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418 Display Station Error Codes (2 of 21 

0124 Activate Not Valid 

This condition indicates that the activate command 
that was sent to the display station was not valid. 

0125 Undefined Exception Status 

This condition indicates that an undefined 
exception status was returned by the display 
station in response to a poll. 

0149 Undefined Error Status 

This condition indicates that the controller found 
an error but the cause of the error cannot be 
determined. 

0182 Device Type Error 

This condition indicates that a device not 
recognized by the system responded to a poll. 

0183 Wrong Size Display Assembly 

The CRT image size does not match the CRT 
image size set in the 10 word sent by the display 
station. 

0184 Incorrect Keyboard 10 

The keyboard ID received by the controller was 
not correct. 

0185 Incorrect Keyboard Specified 

The keyboard 10 received by the controller does 
not match the 10 in the keyboard table in use for 
the display station. 

0189 Invalid Outstanding Status 

2·76 

An outstanding status was sent in the poll 
response, and no outstanding status information 
was available. 

Time-Out Errors 

0190 Even/Odd Change in Status 

This condition indicates that the status sent to the 
controller from the display station did not change 
within 225 milliseconds after the controller sent a 
positive acknowledgment and received a not busy 
response. 

0191 Busy 

This condition indicates that the controller found 
the busy bit had been on for a period of more 
than 400 milliseconds. 



420 Convergence Functional Description 

Convergence is the mode used for dynamically aligning 
the three basic colors of the CRT. When in the offline 
select mode. convergence is selected by pressing and 
holding the Cmd key and pressing the ~ key on the top 
row of the keyboard. At the end of the convergence 
routine. you can either return to the start of convergence 
by pressing the R key or you can return to the start of 
test selection by pressing the C key. 

While converging. all the values you enter with the 
cursor movement keys are stored in the convergence 
RAM and permanent storage. The convergence value in 
the RAM is used as the work storage for maintaining 
convergence while the display station is powered on. 
When powered off. the RAM values are maintained in 
the battery powered permanent storage. so that on 
power on. the diagnostics load the stored values into 
the convergence RAM to converge the color display. 

In the event of a convergence permanent storage error, 
a set of predetermined convergence values. stored in the 
control storage (ROS), are loaded into the convergence 
RAM and permanent storage to first converge the color 
display. The operator is then required to perform the 
convergence operation. The new values the operator 
enters are then stored in the convergence RAM and 
permanent storage. 

A convergence permanent storage error is identified by a 
C1 displayed in the error code field of the status line. 

In the event of a convergence RAM error. the offline 
diagnostics will stop. a 03 will be displayed in the error 
code field of the status line. and the alarm will repeat a 
double sound, In this case. the predetermined values 
are not loaded and the operation of the display station is 
stopped. You may power off and power on the. display 
station to see if the error IS intermittent. However. if the 
error remains. the display planar will have to be 
replaced. 

421 Diagnostic Error log Operation 

The diagnostic error log for power-on diagnostic failures 
is placed in permanent storage. A push-down stack 
method is used where the latest error code is logged on 
top of the stack. pushing earlier error codes one position 
down. The bottom-most error code is pushed out and 
lost. The stack can hold up to 10 entries. Each time the 
. display the error log' option is s~lected (415). a null is 
entered on the stack. The null entry separates present 
error codes from error codes displayed earlier. An 
example of the error log operation follows: 

The diagnostic error log is displayed by entering the 
offline select mode (415) and selecting the Cmd l 
option. 

Top of Stack 

Error Log 

03 

06 

B1 } 
B1 

B1 

Latest error 

A null entry 

Earlier errors 

If you want to clear the stack after displaying it. press 
and hold the Cmd key and repeatedly press the L key 
until all the error codes on the stack disappear. 
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422 Power-On Sequence 

Under normal conditions, the power-on sequence takes 
from 25 to 40 seconds to complete. The CRT Status 
indicators and the cursor should then appear. 

See reference 417 for a description of error codes and 
alarm soundings. 

After the power-on sequence has been successfully 
completed, the display station is ready to start normal 
operation. At this time, you can decide to: 

1. Select the online select mode (414) to change tmt 
display attributes, or 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Select the offline select mode (415) to change the 
station address, perform color convergence, or 
select CE test options, or 

Select the free-key mode (425), or 

Select the online tests (you must first obtain a 
sign-on menu before entering test request. See 
reference 426, or 

Select the Sign-on Menu (424). 

Normal .......................................................... .. 

I I 1 n Y Alarm 

I I ' 
" I II , 
I ' (no alarm) , , 
!-h II 
, ' Alarm 
I' I 
~ II 

Alarm 
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II 

I II , , 
I I 
I I U 
I I 
I I 
I I II 
I I 
, I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I. 

II 

l 

No Power 

Base Planar Error 

Display Planar Error 

Single Burst 
Alarm 

Alarm 



423 Power-On Diagnostics (, of 4) 

The power-on diagnostics verify machine operatIon 
automatically, as soon as the power switch IS set to the 
on (1) position. The diagnostics are made up of routines 
that verify the operation of three major display station 
FRUs (field replaceable units); the base planar, the 
display planar, and the keyboard. Information supplied 
by the routines isolates a failure to the correct FRU. The 
diagnostics take approximately 17 seconds to complete. 
The following figure shows the power-on diagnostics 
flow. 

Any system reset or any reset issued by the display 
station microprocessor causes the running of a 
shortened diagnostic routine. The abbreviated 
diagnostics perform only the base planar routine. This 
routine clears the microprocessor registers and all of the 
read/write storage (RAM). The CRT interrupt is also 
checked for being at the correct frequency, and the 
MSR and SLP features are checked for whether or not 
they are installed. The shortened diagnostics take 
approximately 5 seconds to complete. 

Base Planar Routines 

The base planar routines are the microprocessing unit 
test, the read / write storage test, the read only storage 
test. the cable adapter test, and the keyboard interface 
test. 

Microprocessing Unit Tests 

The microprocessing unit (MPU) tests check the 
condition registers, the microprocessor registers, the add 
and subtract function, the logic function, and the call 
instruction. 

I 
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423 Power-On Diagnostics (2 of 41 

POR DIAGNOSTIC AND OFFLINE SELECT MODE 

Ves 

2~O 

POR 

T .. t bes. 
planar 

Error Set alarm count 
for single beep. 
Display error code. 

Test display Error Set alarm count 
for double Deep. 
Display error code. 

planar 

Check for key- Error 
board installed and 
wr8P test keyboard 

Clear stuck key 
error from display 

Sound alarm to 
indicate and of 
diagnostics 

No 

Display keyboard 
error code 

Set the offline 
select mode flag 

Sound alarm 
Isingle or 
double beepl 

Display stuck key 
error code 

Turn off allrm 
DispilY microcode 
addrell whir' 
.rror was detected 

Convergence 



423 Power-On Diagnostics (3 of 41 

Product;on 
code 

Set 0111 ,ne select 
mode flag 

------ --

Scan keyboard 

Sound alarm for 
200 ms 

. Loop flag is set by selecting the loop on diagnostic option of 
the offhne select mode (415). 

- --~ 

Walt in this ioop 
for keyboard 
interrupts 

Change station 
address 

Customer select 
options 

Convergence 

(clears "C1" 
error) 

CE select options 

Error Reset key or 
Cmd-Error Reset key 
clears select mode 
flag 
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423 Power-On Diagnostics (4 of 4) 

Read/Write Storage Test 

This test has two parts: the address test and the data 
test. The address test verifies that the address bus is 
working correctly and that all storage locations that can 
be addressed are accessible. The data test writes 
known values into all storage locations that can be 
addressed and then reads each location and compares 
the read out with the data written in. Thus, all storage 
bit locations are verified. 

Read Only Storage Test 

This test verifies that all of the control storage can be 
accurately read. The test also verifies the proper 
operation of power-on reset. 

Cable Adapter Test 

This test checks the station address comparison logic to 
verify that the station responds to only one address. It 
checks the correct operation of the 'activate' commands. 
It tests the queue overflow indicator and the line parity 
sense logic for correct operation. 

Keyboard Interface Test 

This test verifies that each address line and the matrix 
strobe line can be selectively turned on and off. 

2-82 

Display Planar Routines 

The display planar routines include the CRT interrupt 
test, the video data wrap test, the convergence storage 
test, and the parity checker test. 

CRT Interrupt Test 

The frequency of the CRT interrupts. generated by the 
vertical retrace signal. is tested for occurring every 22 
(:!:2.2) milliseconds. 

Video Data Wrap Test 

The video wrap test checks the logic generating the 
three video colors to the CRT. A test pattern is 
generated to check each color circuit separately for 
accurately displaying color data on the screen. 

Convergence Storage Test 

The convergence storage (RAM) is tested in two parts. 
The address test verifies the access to all convergence 
storage that can be addressed. The data stress test 
verifies that every bit position in the convergence 
storage is functioning. Also. the feature bus. the feature 
storage address registers. the parity generator. and part 
of the feature command decoder is verified. 

Parity Checker Test 

This test sends a convergence command with known 
bad parity to the display planar. The feature response 
bit is checked for a 0 and the parity check bit is 
checked for a 1 in the display planar status register. 

Keyboard and Cable Test 

This test first reads the keyboard 10 and then displays it 
on the status line. Next. the keyboard cable is checked 
for opens or shorts. Then. the keyboard is scanned for 
a pressed key. If a key circuit is found in the pressed 
state, a • stuck key' error code is displayed on the status 
line. and the test is repeated until the stuck key is 
released or the test is manually stopped. 



424 Sign-On Procedure 

This is the procedure that the operator and the customer 
engineer use to sign on to use the display station online 
with the system. It is also a check to verify that all parts 
of the display station. customer system cable. controller. 
and system are operating correctly. 

The system initial program load (lPL) sign-on procedure 

must be completed before the display station sign-on 
procedure can be used. 

Start sign-on 
procedure 

Press and' 31d 
the Shift key 
and press the 
Sys Req. Press 
the Enter key. 

Sys Req. is 
recognized by 
the system. 

Sign-on screen 
is displayed. 

User enters 
requested data. 

System acknowledges 
authorized user. 

425 Free Key Operation 

The display station is in the free key mode after the 
power-on diagnostics have been completed and the 
System Available indicator is on. but before the 
customer signs on. On some systems the free key 
mode is supported on the online tests Prime Option 
Menu (426). While in free key mode. the display station 

communicates with the controller and permits keyed 
characters to be displayed. This permits you to check 
most of the alphameric and function keys. If the 
following function keys are pressed while the display 
station is in the free key mode. error code 0099 will be 
returned: 

Print 
Help 
Rollt 
RolI-!-

Enter / Record Advance 
Test Request 

Attention 
Command function keys 1 through 24 

Use the online tests (426) to check these key 

operations. 
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426 Online Tests 11 of 51 

Online tests include work station test routines that are 
contained in the system. When the Prime Option Menu 
is displayed, it permits the selection of the.following: 
display verification, printer verification, configuration 
data, ERAP lerror recording analysis procedurel, and link 
test. For the purpose of verifying the display station 
operation, only the Display Verification Menu option is 
described here. 

The Display Verification Menu permits the selection of 
the following tests: the display attributes test, the 
displayable characters test, the specified input fields 
test, and the function keys and features test. The 
display attributes test and the displayable characters test 
check the planar. The specified input fields test checks 
the controller. The function keys and features test 
checks the system and the features installed on the 
display station. 

Online tests can be run on the work station while other 
jobs are being run on the system. However, the work 
station must be in a signed off condition before online 
tests can bll run on that work station. There may be 
various methods that can be used to terminate or sign 
off a job. These methods are not described in this 
manual because they are system operating procedures. 
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START 

To start the online tests, the display station must be 
communicating with the system (the System Available 
indicator is on). The following procedure is appropriate 
for most systems. (Steps 1 and 2 are not necessary if a 
sign-on menu is already displayed.) 

1. Press and hold the Shift key and press the Sys 
Req key. 

2. Press the Enter key. 

3. Press the Cmd key and then the test request 

key ern 
The online test Prime Option Menu should now be 
displayed. If it is not displayed, check the following list 
of possible reasons: 

• The display station is not signed off. Check with the 
operator before signing off the display station. 

• The display station is varied off. Call the system 
operator. 

• An error message is waiting on the System Console 
about this display station. Call the system operator. 

EXIT 

Follow the exit procedure supplied on the display 
screens. 



426 Online Tests (2 of 5) 

Online Tests Overview 

The following screen is an example only. Follow the 
instructions on your display screen to perform these 
tests. 

PRIIIIOPTlQlilMEIiIU Select option _., 

C lIl'IIhwt~ l Confi,..ratlD!'1 dolt. 
I Dhpr~y St.ltlOft "er,fu . .ttoll 4lW 
1 Printer ,enfiutlon :'l!nl tnt 

DISPlAY 1111 

uu UW follOWing hnes to "M'I', cor-reotl .... 'IIIr1.r u,tIMN 1IIIIt.. ~. 
_9nel'c stripe ,"del", or 119M r-" 

Move cursor here for 
free key mode . 

....--------r-------·I-----...,.....--------. 
Prime 
Option 

1 

Prime 
Option 

2 

See the printer maintenance 
manual. 

Display 
Verification 
Option 

1 

Display 
Attributes 1 

'See the Online Test Aids on the following page. 

PrJme 
Option 

3 

Configuration 
Data 1 

Display 
Verification 
Option 

2 

Displayable 
Characters I 

Prime 
Option 

4 

Display 
-Verification 
Option 

3 

Specified 
Input Fields 1 

Prime 
Option 

5 

See the maintenance 
documentation for 
the controller 

I 
Display 
Verification 
Option 

4 

Function Keys 
and Features 1 
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426 Online Tests 13 of 5) 

Online Test Aids 

The following aids will help you to use the online test 
screens. Most of the screens explain themselves. Read 
the screen carefully. When you select an option from 
the screen menu, you must also press the Enter key to 
activate it. How-to-use-information is supplied here for 
the following screens: 

Display Attributes 

This display tests the display screen attributes. 

To use this display to check the attribute operation in 
both two-color and seven-color modes: 

1. Press the Spacebar once to position the cursor to 
the right of SPECIFY ATTRIBUTES statement on 
the display screen. 

2. Key in one of the hexadecimal numbers in the 
attribute code list (429); press the Enter key. 

Observe the results that take place on the right side of 
the display screen. Compare these results with the 
attribute description in the list at reference 429. 

HI6 

Displayable Characters 

This display shows the characters that are generated 
when the comparable keyboard keys are pressed. A 
sample displayable characters screen is shown below. 
The screen on your display station may not look the 
same. 

8!(~PLt.l'tlBlE Ct1~RACTERS 

,"TER C TO RETURN TO DISPLAY VERifiCATION MENU 

FIRST HEt CHAR " 91456789ABCDEF FIRST HEX CHAR 01456789AB 

SECQND ~u 
CH~R 

e ___ ~~!L§!'!'~Q 
1 ___ !L~!J:i:~L! 
2 __ !!~!~!~~!!~~~ 

__ ~!~!£!!~~!:I1 

B __ ~.!~.!b!lt~ 
9 __ ~~~~:.!~~ 
A __ ~l~ ____ _ 

SECOND HD B ___ §~! ___ _ 
C _~~~~~_! __ 

--~~=----
E _~~~.::=_~ __ 
F _~e~_L 

xx---xx (station iD) can be up to 10 characters. 

The following chart shows the hexadecimal codes for 
characters that will change from the International 
language group according to the language group 
selected. 

Hex' 4A 4C 4F 5A 58 5F 6A 79 78 7C A1 CO 

U Sand Ca.."ada 

International 

Austria/Germany 

Belgium 

Brazil 

Canada (French) 

Denmark/Norway 

FinlandlSweden 

France 

Italv 

Japan (Englishl 

Ponugal 

Spain 

Spanish Speaking 

United Kingdom 

t I 

A 

E 
;, 
(I 

§ . . 
I. I 

Ii 
I 

I 

$ I 

! ~ 

U 

$ Ii 

" A 

" A 
§ 

e 

I ¥ ~ 

~ 
.., 
.., 

! I. .., 

0 § ~ • 
u • e 
~ a 0 A (; 

u ;, 

II l 0 u .. 
0 ;, A 0 u a 

U I. ;, e 

" U I. § i ;, 
-

0" A 0 f a 
n iii 
;; iii 

I 



426 Online Tests (4 of 5) 

Specified Input Fields 

This display tests the controlier operations that are used 
by the disjjlay station. Fields of information are entered, 
read by the controller, and written back to the display 
screen next to the input field. 

To use this display: 

1. Press the Spacebar once to position the cursor at 
the start of the first input field. The cursor moves 
from the field on the left to the field on the right 
when the input field information is entered. 

2. Enter information in the fields described on the 
display screen. If an error is made, press the Error 

Reset key and correct the error. 

The field descriptions are: 

Alpha or Numeric: Key in fIve alphabetic or numeric 
characters. 

Mandatory Fill: This field must be filled with five 
alphabetic or numeric characters. 

Alpha Only: Key in five alphabetic characters. 

Field Exit Req: Key in fIve alphabetic or numerrc 
characters and then press the Field Exit key. 

Numeric Only: Key in five numeric characters. 

Dup Key: Press the Dup key once. The key code of the 
Dup key is shown until the screen is written by the 
controller. This field duplicates the Numeric Only field. 

Signed Numeric: Key in four numerrc characters. The 
cursor remains under the last character keyed. Press the 
Field Exit key (positive) or the Field- key (negative). 

Bypass: This field is automatically bypassed and no 

entry is needed. 

Upper Case: Key in five alphabetic characters. 

Rt Adj Z Fill: Key in one alphabetic or numeric 
character. Press the Field Exit key. The character keyed 
is moved to the right (Rt) of the field and the left four 

positions will be tilled with zeros. 

Self Check for Modulus 10: Key in A F 1 2 7 6 5 6. 

Rt Adj B Fill: Key in one alphabetic or numeric 
character. Press the Field Exit key. The character keyed 
will be moved to the right (Rt) of the field and the left 

four positiol's are filled with blanks. 

Self Check for Modulus 11: Key in A F 1 2 7 6 5 5. 

Auto Enter: Key in five alphabetic or numeric characters. 

As soon as the last character is keyed, the controller 
reads all the input fields, sends the information to the 
system, and writes the information back to the display 

screen next to the input fields. 
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428 Magnetic Slot Reader and Selector light Pen 
Test (1 of 2) 

The machine must be in the offline select mode (415). 

This test is selected by pressing and holding the Cmd 
key and pressing the N key. line 22 of the display 
screen will display the status of the selector light pen 
(SLP) and the magnetic slot reader (MSR). Also, despite 
the status of either the SLP or MSR, lines 1 through 20 
will contain sets of four dashes (- - - -) and line 24, 

column 79 will contain an asterisk to be used for SLP 
targets. 

SLP Test 

The SLP test verifies the SLP feature for correct 
operation without system support. A test screen is 
supplied to test the address counters for correct 
operation and to verify the SLP for correct operation 
over all the screen. 

Note: Be sure to position the light pen over the target 
as shown in the figure when making the following tests. 
The correct positioning of the tip of the pen is very 
important. 

To verify the address counters, position the light pen 
over the asterisk in the lower rightmost corner of the 
test screen. Activate the tip switch by pressing the pen 
against the screen. The cursor location code in the 
status line should read 24- 79 (:!o1 column). If the SLP 
feature passes this test, go to the next paragraph; if it 
does not pass the test after three attempts, go to MAP 
0100, Entry Point A. 

To verify the SLP feature for correct operation over all 
the screen, position the light pen over one of the targets 
on the screen and activate the tip switch. The cursor 
should move within three character positions of the 
desired place. Repeat this test over several places on 
the screen. If the light pen does not work correctly, go 
to MAP 0100, Entry Point A. 

How to Use the Selector Light Pen 
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426 Online Tests (5 of 5) 

Function Keys and Features 

This display tests the roll keys and command function 
keys. 

To use this display: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Press and hold the Upper Shift key while you 
press either the Rollt or RolI+ key. 

Observe roll lines 1, 2, 3, and 4. You can return 
lines that have rolled off the display screen by 
pressing the Enter kye. 

Observe the intensity of the numbers on the 
display screen while you perform Step 4. 

Press the Cmd key; then press command function 
key 1. Repeat until command function keys 1 
through 12 have been pressed. Press the Cmd key 
again; then press and hold the Upper Shift key 
while pressing command function key 13. Release 
both keys. Repeat until command function keys 13 
through 24 have been pressed. 

Repeat Step 4 to obtain a normal display of the 
numbers. 

Configuration Data 

Remote Stations: The following are descriptions of the 
configuration data for remote stations: 

• Line is the communication line number that this 
display station is on. 

• Station Addr is the address for the 5251 Model 2 or 
12 controller. The station address permits the system 
to address a specific Model 2 or 12 controller. 

LSID (logical station identification) permits the system 
to identify to the 5251 Model 2 or 12 controller 
which specific work station it wants to communicate 
with. The work station address is the last 6 bits of 
the LSID. 

• Logical ID is the name the system uses to address a 
specific work station. 

• Description is the type of device being addressed. 
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Local Stations: The following are descriptions of the 
configuration data for local stations: 

• Device Addr is the address of the controller. 

• Unit Addr is the address of the work station(s) 
assigned to the controller. The first digit is the 
physical port/cable number, and the second digit is 
the station address. 

• Logical 10 is the name the system uses to address 
the station(s) assigned to the controller. 

• Description is the type of device being addressed. 

Error Recording Analysis Procedure (ERAP) 

Nota: The format requires entering a 2-digit option 
code. For example, to select ALL, enter 01. 

The following are descriptions of the ERAP options: 

• If you select the END option, the ERAP function is 
terminated. If you select the END option and press 
the Field Exit key, the display returns to the sign-on 
menu. 

• If you select the ALL option, the ERAP tables are 
displayed one at a time for all devices on the line. 
When the error history table for the first device is 
displayed and the Enter key is pressed, the I/O 
counter table for the second device is displayed. This 
sequence is repeated until the error history table for 
the last device on the line is displayed. 

• If you select the Work Station Controller option, the 
Display Stations option, or the Matrix Printers option, 
you must also select a specific device. The I/O 
counter table, the error counter table, and the error 
history table are displayed for the selected device 
only. 

Note: For a description of the error history table, 
see 427. 



427 Error History Table Definition 

This figure is an example of an error history table that 
describes the fields that can be displayed on the display 

station or printed on a printer. 

Cable Status Device Status Error 
Code 

Cont/Host 
Status Cont Device o 1 Data Tima 

0123 

0104 
0120 

Device ~ 
01 = Display 

Error type 

Controller defined. If 

01234561 

00000000 
00000000 

0;234561 

00000000 
00000000 

I I 

any error bit is present, ---.-J I 
see the Controller/Host MAP. ~ I 

Transmit activity check ____ I 
(reserved) -------

0123 4561 

0100 0001 
0000 1001 

II 
I I 
i 

01234561 

00000000 
00000000 

01234561 YY/MMIOO HHMM:SS 

0000 1000 76/08/24 04 46 19 
00000000 76/07124 0232:06 

TL~ Modily Data Tag (MDTI 

Delmes status byte 0 

00 10 = Keyboard scan code 

~~~::::~:- ~I 
Receive parity check 

Receive length check --- I 
(reserved) ___________ ..1 I 
Even/odd timeout I 

Sca" code or command 

l,,,",,,,,, ,,_~ ",,' 
Busy----------~ 

Line parity --------~ 

0= hen 
, 0 Odd 

(reserved) __________ ...J 1456 
Outstanding status ______ ~. 

000 No exception status 
010 Invalid activate 
all (reserved) 
100 Invalid command 
101 Input queue/storage overrun 
110 Invalid register value 
, 11 Power-on transition 
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428 Magnetic Slot Reader and Selector Light Pen 
Test (2 of 2) 

MSR Test 

The MSR test verifies the correct operation of the MSR 
feature without system support. A test card with known 
values already recorded on the magnetic stripe IS 
supplied with each magnetic slot reader. By passing the 
test card through the MSR and observing LED indicators 
on the MSR and line 23 on the display screen, and by 
also listening for the MSR buzzer, you can determine if 
the MSR feature is operating correctly. The data on the 
card will appear on line 23 unless the data is In a 
protected field. Then the message, SECURE DATA, will 
appear on the screen. If you determine that the MSR 
feature is not working correctly, go to MAP 100, Entry 
Point A. 

The green LED on the MSR should be on whenever the 
display station is powered on. Pass the test card 
through the MSR in the direction and in the position 
shown in the figure. If the MSR feature operates 
properly, the green LED should turn off during the read 
operation, then turn back on and the buzzer sound. At 
this time, on line 23 of the display screen, the character 
equal to the hexadecimal code on the test card should 
appear. If a card is read containing confidential data. 
the message SECURE DATA is displayed on line 23. 

How to Use the Magnetic Slot Reader 

If an error occurs. only the red LED turns on and the 

MSR buzzer sounds for approximately one second. The 
yellow LED Indicates that the read operation was 
successful. but the MSR has not been reset for another 
read operation. FollOWing read operations cannot be 
performed while the yellow LED is on. 

When an error occurs. and the red LED is still on, pass 
the test card through the MSR two or three more times 

to see If a successful read operation can be made. If 
not, press and hold the Cmd key and press the N key to 
again initialize the test and to reset the MSR. Pass the 
test card through the MSR one or two more times to 
verify the failure. 
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429 Attribute Codes 

!Hex 
2-Color Attributes : Code 7-Color Attributes 

I r 
Green data (normal ~~~~ _________________________ .j}~ __ ~(ln dat_8 _____________________ --1 
R I ' everse image (green background) ____________________ l_2-" ______ +Green reverse image 

White dala i 22 : While dala 
t-------------------------------------t--:-----t-'--'-'-'=-=-=-=---------------~ 

While reverse Image ______________________ .J2_3 ___ ~hile reverse image 
, I 

~reen data. underscore _______________ t-?~ ___ ~--r-"e-e~-n-d-a'-t-a'-. _u_n_-'d...:e_r-'-sc'-o~_r...:e ______________ --l 

~-,everse image. wh~ unders~E!~ _______________ ~_~5_ Green reverse image. underscore 

While data. underscore --t 26 __ -+W.:...:.:h"""'te=--=d:.:a:.:ta:::.c..::u:..:n.::d.::e:..:rs:.:c:.:o::.r.::e ____________ ---f 

_No dlsl2'ay .!.~nk screen_) ___________________ 1_27 No display (blank screen) 

Bhnk. green d~t_a _____________ _______ 128 __ ..!!e:.:d:...::d.::.al.::a'--______________________ --1 

Blink. green reve:!e .mage __________________ J 29 __ ! Red reverse Imag<..e:-_______________ -i 

White data. bhnk 12A , Red dala. bhnklng --------------------r----+- -------.::..::.::"'--------------4 

~hnk. white reverse Image ~-2~-'everse-..:I.::m.::a:;g"e:! • ...:b:::I:..:ln.::k.:.:l:..:n"g-----------_f 

Bhnk. green data and underscore 12c I Red data. underscore ______________ _ 

Blink. green reverse image. whit! underscore __________ ~i~J Red reverse image. underscore 

r-!!!nk. white data. blue und~rscore _____ _ ---l3.yed data. und!rscore. blinkin.:!g"--__________ --i 

No display __________ ___+: --1 No display 

rc;reen data. blue column separators 130 I Turquoise data. colu::.mc..n.c...::s.=e"'p=a...:ra:.:t"o_'_rs=_ ________ -I 

Green reverse Image. blue column se~~~- ___ 4~_~urquolse reverse .mage. column separators 

I I 
~hite data. blue column separators _ 32 ' Ye!low d~t.::a::. • ...:c:.:o'-'I=um=n.c...::s=e"'p=a...:ra:.:t.=o_'_rs=-_________ ~ 

White reverse image. blue columnc..:s:.:e"'p:.:a:..:ra::t:.:o::.r:::s _________ +"3:.:3'_ _ _+-'Y..:e:..:lI.::o.::w:..c.:cre=-v:.:o:.:r..:s.::e...:i:..:m.::a:;g"e:!.--,c:.:o:.:l.::u:..:m.:.:n:......:s::.e.!::p.::a:..:ra:.:t.::o:..:rs=_ _____ -f 

~
134urquOlse data. underscore. column separators Green underscore, column separators 

Green reverse image and underscore. column separators 35 I Turquoise reverse Image. underscore. column 

~------------------------------- ~e'-'p:.:a:.:r-=at~o:.:r:::s------------------~ 
t-'W..:..:.hc..it:.:e,__u.::n::.d.::e.::r:..:s:.:c:.:o::.re:::'c..::c.::o:.:'u::.m=n...:s:.:e",p:.:a::r:::at.::o:.:r.::s_______________ 36 I Yellow data. underscore. column separator 

~Iay--------------------- 37 Nodl:.:s.!::p:.:la~y __________________ ~ 

Blink, green data, blue column ..:s.=e.!::p=ar:..:a:.:to:::r:..:s'---__________ +3:.:8=-_--1 Pin~-data 

Blink, green reverse image, blue column separators 39 I Pink reve::.r:s_e=_im=a"'g"e'_ __________________ _ 

Blink, white data, white column separators 3A I Blue data=_ _____________________ 4 

~B::.li::.n.::k:..:,...:w.::h:.:.:.:-te=-r.::ev:.:.::e:..:rs:.:e~im:..:.::a"g-=e~,-=w:.:h.::i.::te~c:.:o:..:lu:.:m~n'__s:::e:;p=_a:::r..:a:.:to:::r:.:s'_ ____ ~---+.::B.::lu:::e=-rev~e:::r..:s:.:e--'i::.m::.a:::g~e=_ ______________ -i 

Blink, green data. green underscore, column separators E_..:C=--_-+.:.P.::in.::k.:...:d::a.::ta:;,'__u:::n:.:d:::e:::r:.:s:.:c:.:o::.re=--__________ -----i 

Blink, groen reverse image, white underscore, column separators_t-'-I ~3.:..D __ +P_in __ k reverse image, underscore 

Blink. white data, white underscore, column separators 13E-I_B~:.:I_=u_=e-=d:.:a:.:t:::a.:., ..:u.::n:.:d:.:e.::rs:::c:.:o:.:r..:e:_,.-____________ -I 

No display ~ No display 

Notes: 
1. Underscore and column separators are always blue and never blink for seven-color attributes. 
2. Column separators are dots, not vertical lines. Column separators are suppressed when the option to suppress line space is 

selected (online select mode, option 6; see reference 414). 
3. A dash underscore ( ____ ) results whan column separalors a"d underscore are selected together. 
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430 Wiring Diagrams 

Ttle following pages contain wiring diagrams with 
voltage and signal identification. A chart giving the 
approximate location of the cable connectors is also 
supplied here. Jack (J) connects to a plug (P). 

Connector (J/PI Approximate Location 

1 Power switch cable 

3 Front of the power supply card 

3A Between the power supply card and the analog card 

4 . Front of the analog card 

5 Side of the analog card 

6 Side of the analog card 

7 Side of the analog card 

10 Fan 

11 Brightness control 

13 Video card 

14 Video card 

15 Video card 

16 Video card 

17A Amplifier card 

17B I Amplifier card 

18 Amplifier card 

19 Amplifier card (convergeroce coil) 

21 Analog card (high voltage) 

26 I Analog card (focus to video card) 

27 Degauss coil 

34 ! Junction block (Vdc to planars) 

35 I Junction block (Vdc to analog card) 

36 I Junction block (Vdc MSR/SLP) 

A2 through A 15 I Display planar 
B1 through B7 Base planar 

C3 and C4 I MSR fe:lture card 

D3 and-D4 i SLP featlJre card 

E3 and E4 I Test points on the MSR and SLP interposers 

MSR I Junction block (to the MSR) 

PTR/SLP I Junction block (to the SLP) 

PWR I Junction block (from the power supply card) 
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431 DC Distribution Cable Wiring 

__ Plan ... 

(122) 

86 

-5 Vdc (J34-5) 

-Ground (J34-18) 
-Ground (J34-7) 
-G round (J34-19) 
-Ground (J34-6) 

+5 Vdc (J34-2) 
+5 VDC (J34-24) 
+5 Vdc (J34-1) 

(8S-10) +5 Vdc. 
(86-8) +5 Vdc 
(Al0-l) +5 Vdc 

(86-1) -5 Vdc 
. (86-6) -Ground 

(86-4) -Ground 
(A6-1) -Ground 

Junction 810ck 
(435) 

(A9-4) +8.5 Vdc 

(All-4) +8.5 Vdc 
(A 11-3) -Ground 

+5 Vdc (8S-9) 
+5 Vdc (A9·1) 
+5 Vdc (All·l) 
+5 Vdc (Al5·1) 
-5 Vdc (A6-41 
-Ground (86-5) 
-Ground (86-3) 
-Ground (A9-3) 
-Ground (AlO·3) 
+8.5 Vdc (AlO-4) 
+8.5 Vdc (AlS-41 
-Ground (Al5·3) 

-Ground (J34-8) +5 Vdc (J34-23) +5 Vdc (J34·3) +5 Vdc (J34-22) 

-5 Vdc (J34-20) 
-Ground (J34·17) 
+8.5 Vdc (J34-10) 

-Ground (J34-1S) 
+8.5 Vdc (J34-15) 

-Ground (J34-l21 
+8.5 Vdc (J34-11) 4 

A9 

~outPut from Cable 

" Key 
3 Input to Cable (J34-201 
4 / 

Other end 
of Wire 

Al0 

Display Planar 
(121) 

All A15 

+5 Vdc (J34-2ll 

-Ground (J34-l: 
+8.5 Vdc (J34-1 



432 AC Power Cable Wiring 

Analog 
Card 

] 

AC Input 
110 Vac 
or 
220 Vac 

, 
I I 

~ 

Black 
White 

Actual Connector 
Configuration 

+12 Vdc 
12 Vdc Return 

-12Vdc 
103 Vdc Return 

LOPT Sense , I LOPT Return 
AC line 

Power AC line 
Switch Degauss 

*Neutral 

-{l *Neutral 
*Neutral 

-

J3 P3 Power Supply Card 

1 

[ 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

(main earth 
ground) 

Fl 
4A SB (110 Vac) 
2A SB (220 Vac) 

J10 P10 

L...----i30 0 3 

20 02HPOC::t 
'----i--Ib 0 1 

Legend 

Output 
2 ~ __ 'n-,p,-u_t __ _ 

3 ..... ---. 

Frame 
Ground 

-Neutral on 110 Vac power supplies. AC line on 220 Vec 
!lower supplies. 

Degauss Coil 
(15 to 20 ohms) 
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433 Brightness Control/Intensity Override Switch. 
and Alarm Assembly Wiring' 

Analog 
Card 

2-8& 

-Override N/O 
-Override N/C 
-150 Vdc 

Legend f* lnput 

'2 Key 
3 Output 

Amplifier 

Card 

Base Planar 

Jll Pll 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
B 8 

3 

Audible 
Alarm 

Intensity 
Override 
Switch 

Brightness 
100 Kn 
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434 Main Power and Signal Distribution Cable 
Wiring (1 of 21 

To Display Planar 

i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

A13 

·Vert Sync (J4·281 

Gnd (J14-6) 

Green Video {J14·51 

Gnd (JI4·81 

Red Video {J14· 71 

Gnd (J14·101 

Blue Video (J14·9) 

Gnd (JI4·41 

·DlSplay Rdy (j4·331 

Gnd !J18·1 I 

Blue Bright Up (J18·3) 

·Sklp {J4·261 

+12 Vdc LOPT (J4-31 I 

12 Vdc LOPT Rto (J4-471 

·Hanl Sync {J4·1 I 

i -:1:- - -:;'o-;r;;:s~C;';t-;:l- - -1- ~o A~09 Ca-;; -

I 1 I ·Sklp (A5-71 

I 2 I 
Override N/O (J4-421 

I Override N/C (J4·18) I 
I ·150 Vdc (J4-43) I 
I Brightness 1 (J4·171 I 
I Brightness 2 (J17A·l I I 
I Brightness 3 (J4·16) I 

\-
I 
-----------~ 

To Power Supply Card I 
P3A 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

+12 Vdc (J17B·3) 

12 Vdc Rtn (J17B-4) 

·12 Vdc (J17B·6) 

+103 Vdc Rtn IJ4·14) 

+103 Vdc (J4'15) 

L _________ _ 

LEGEND 

~ 
Output from Cable 

2 Key 

~ Input to Cable (.14-3) 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

--i 
I 
I 
I 
L 

·Vert Sync (A 13·31 

·S Vdc {J3S·51 

Gnd {J3S·1BI 

+12 Vdc LOPT (A5-91 

·D,splay Rdy (AS· 1 ) 

+S Vdc (J3S·1) 

+8.5 Vdc {J3S·91 

Brightness 3 (J17 A·3) 

Override N/O (J·ll·31 

·IS0 Vdc (Jll·S1 

12 V LOPT Rtn (AS·l01 

Analog Card 
Gnd (Heatsink) 

A5 

24 

23 

Green Radial (JI8·7) 

Gnd (J18·6) 

Red Radial (JI8·91 

Gnd (18·81 

Blue Radial (JI8·S1 

Gnd {J18·4i 

Blue Lateral (J 18·11 I 

Gnd 1J18·1Q) 

-------r --
·Hanl Sync (A3·111 

·Videa Force (JI6·51 

+103 Vdc Rtn (P3A·4) 

+103 Vdc IP3A·S) 

Bnghtness 3 (Pl1·8) 

Brightness 1 IPll·6) 

Override N/C (Pl1·4) 

-Color Sal Rtn (J17 A-SI 

Heater Rtn IJ16-4) 

+70 Vdc (Jl6-1) 

+70 Vdc Rtn (J16·7) 
+6.3 Vdc Heater IJ16-3) 

I/O Assembly Gnd 

Other end 

.. ______________________________ ~ ___ A 

of wire 
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A 

434 Main Power and Signal Distribution Cable 
Wiring (2 of 2) 

To Video Card 

J16 

8 

+70 Vdc IJ4·231 

+6.3 Vdc Heater IJ4·2SI 

Heater Rtn IJ4·221 

Video Force IJ4·131 

+70 Vdc Rtn 1J4-241 

JIS 

Red Grid IJ17A·71 

B!ue Grid IJ17B·ll 

Green Grid IJI 7A-91 

J14 

+S Vdc 1J35·231 

>8.S Vdc IJ3S·101 

Gnd IA 13·10; 

Green Video (A 13-5\ 

Gnd IA13 41 

Red '1,deo I A 13· 71 

Gnd IA 13-61 

Blue V,deo IA13·91 

Gnd IA13·81 

Gnd !J35· 7) 

Gnd 1J3S-81 

To Junction Block 

+5 Vdc 1J4·341 

+12 Vdc to SLP 1J18-141 

-5 Vdc IJ4·291 

·12 Vde to SLP 1J18-1S) 

Gnd 1J14-11) 

Gnd 1J14·12) 

+8.5 'Ide IJ4-3SI 

+8.5 Vdc iJ14·31 

~-----
To Amplifier 
Card 

--r-------------

J17A 

Brightness 2 IJ 11·71 

J17B 

Brightness 3 IJ4·41 I 8!ue Grid {J15·3i 

-Color Bal Rtn (J4-20) '12 Vdc IP3t.· I I 

12 Vdc Rtn (P3A·21 
Rod Grid 1J1S- I I 

12 Vdc IP3A-31 

Green Grid IJI S 51 

J35 

J18 

16 

+S Vdc (J14-1) 

Gnd (J4-30) 

- --- --, 
Gnd IAS-41 

Blue Bright Up (AS-S) 

Gnd lAS-IS) 

Blue RadIal IAS-16) 

Gnd IAS-21) 

Green RadIal (AS-22) 

Gnd IAS-17) 

Red Radial lAS-lSI 

Gnd IAS-13) 

Blue Lateral IAS-14) 

+12 Vdc to SLP 1J3S-4) 

-12Vdc toSLP 1J3S-6) 
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435 Junction Block Wiring 

Gate 
(452) 

Interposer 

PTRISLP MSR PWR 

24 24 24 

•• ••• 
• • • 
• 
• 

13 12 13 12 

• 
• 
• 
• 

L: · . • 
13 12 

Viewed from Front of Machine 

P34 

24 

P35 
1 24 

P~8 

1 24 

Viewed from Rear of Machine 

2·100 

From 

PWR (from Power Supply Card, 126) 

+5 Vdc +5 Vdc (Orange) 

+5 Vdc +5 Vdc 
+5 Vdc +5 Vdc 

·5 Vdc ·5 Vdc 
Gnd Gnd 
Gnd Gnd 
Gnd Gnd 

+8.5 Vdc +8.5 Vdc 
+8.5 Vdc +8.5 Vdc 

12 

PTRISLP (451) MSR (451) 

6 -12 Vdc 
7 -MSR Red LED 

4 +12 Vdc 
6 -12 Vdc 

8 -MSR Green LED 11 -MSR Red LED 
11 -SLP Switch N/O 13 -MSR Green LED 
13 -6 Vdc 14 -MSR Yellow LED 
14 -SLP Signal 15 +MSR Data 
15 -SLP Switch N/C 19 -12 Vdc 
16 +12 Vdc 20 +12 Vdc 
17 -MSR Yellow LED 
20 +MSR Data 

P34 (431) 

2
1 } +5 

Vdc 
5 -5 Vdc 

! } Gnd 

10} +8.5 
11 Vdc 

12} Gnd 
13 

14} +8.5 
15 Vdc 

~~} Gnd 
18 
19 
20 -5 Vdc 

~~} +5 
23 Vdc 
24 

P35 (434) 

4 +12Vdc 
-5 Vdc 5 

6 +12 Vdc 

7 } Gnd 
8 
9 } +8.5 
10 Vdc 

P36 (452) 

2 
5 

+5 Vdc 
-5 Vdc 

9 +8.5 

10} Vdc 
12 - MSR Buzzer 
19 Gnd 
23 +5 Vdc 

12 - MSR Buzzer 

17} GND 
18 
21 -5 Vdc 

23} +5 
24 Vdc 



436 Synchronization, Convergence, Purity, and Yoke 
Assembly Deflection Coils Wiring 

Display 
PI anar 

\ 

A13 

3 

~ 

~ 

Analog 
Cad r I, 

TP J4 P4 

·Vert Sy'; ~ fl-
TP.~ 

·Horiz Sync ~ ~ 
-SkiP+s W 
TP.~ 

P6 J6 

...!.. 
~ 
.1- tJ .;. 
~ 
4 

J18 P18 P19J19 

1" 

7 

14 
Blue Lateral 11 

16 
Blue Radial 

5 

22 
Green Radial 7 

18 
Red Radial 

9 

f 
f-£ 
-~ 
----J-

~1>= 
~ 

~C> 
-
--

~1>= -
I 

Amplifier 
Card 

1 

4 

3 

6 

5 

8 

7 

10 

9 

12 

11 

Yoke 
As bl sem y .... 

I Vertical 1.5n 

I 
I 

-
I 

II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
11-:-
II 
II " 
II 
T 

1.5 n ) 
Horizontal 3 

150n J Vert Purity 

J 150n 
Horiz Purity 

~ 1.5 n 
Blue 
Lateral 

0.5n 1 Blue 
Radial 

0.5n 1 Green 
Radial 

0.5n 1 Red 
Radial 

I 
Convergence 
Assembly 

I 
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437 CRT Drive Circuits 

I 
• 

-, 
Supply 

Ca'j 
J3 

LOPTSon_ 8 
LOPTRMurn 9 

+103V* 5 
+103 "Iturn 4 

Mo •• 

Irightne. t ~ 
ContrDI 

I100Knl <1., 

Intlnsity 
Over,. 
Switch 

Oilpl • ., 

Pian" 

N/C!.: 

N/O~ 

An.log 

S1 
Cai nl 

2 :3 1 .J 
--- FocUI 16Kv* 

~ ~ Fill=: 15 P ~ 
4 14 ~ 

~ 
J17A 

,:!!.!. Limit ~ 31 
21 

8 t--~ ~ ~3 
7 1 

11~ 
6 ~;)-~ ,,'" 2ii ~ 5 

1 t-- 18 ~ L 4 45 TPo 

I 91 ~ 
Kn 

.... 5 I--- 43 -1 V~ 

I 
.2..1-- 42 -"'vv 

-
§-~ -Fore. Video 

Blue Bright Up J14 

~ I - ~ 11 

7"~--~11 ___ ---;�-....;B::::IU.:...;V.;;::;d�O:=....---+---~ 9 I _l-~-ly~-~I;:c 
~----------~------------~----~R~~~V~~~IO~--------~------~ 7 ~ LJ'; ~ . 

:.-__ ~I---~I~-=G_~n~v~~--+_-~_5~~bD~~?--~16~ 
It,'; I 

.1~'!.....L V .. t.rJUmP81'11125J 

r-I .... ~-4W1Vo,n,..£+H-f~ +6.3 v* H •••• , L---~7 - ':6 
~'-"" __ """I-___ V_L-f : .. T_P...;°H;.::.:: • .:: .. ::." :..:R.:.:w;;;':;.:n ______________ -f : 1-----------"'<1 I 

~=r 
23 

L 4B 
24 

* 
J4 

+70V* 

TPo 
+70 Vdc: Return 

J13 
~ (CRT Socket) 

End Vi,wof 
CRT Sock .. 

13 14 

6 

Note: All J connectors plug into like P connectors on the cards. For example, J4 plugs into P4. 
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438 Amplifier Card Power Circuits 

Logic Gnd 

-----,J3 
+12 Vdc 

Power 0 V /12V Return 
Supply 21-----......,\1-
Card -12 Vdc 

3 

I 

14+-------uJ35-4 }SLP 

~~-T~·VV ~---------uJ35-6 

Used On Card 

Amplifier Card 

I 

Wiring Oillll"''"' 2-103 



439 Cable Thru and Terminator Switch Wiring 

2-104 

I/O Assembly at Rear 
of Display Station 

Terminator Switch Shown in Position 2 



440 Keyboard Interface Cable Wiring 

Base Planar 
(122) 

B7 

Display Station 

·GND 

Keyboard Cable 
Connector on I/O 
Assembiy at Rear 
of Display Station 

Keyboard 
(128) 

Pins 2,5,6, 
7,15, and 16 
are not used. 

Wiring Diagrams 2-i05 



441 Ground Circuits (1 of 21 

2-106 

J18 

4 
6 
8 
10 

J17B 

J19 

A5 

4 
10 
13 
15 
17 
21 

Amplifier Card Analog Card 

12 V LOPT Rtn 

A13 

10 
t--+----~f--t___t 4 

Base 
Planar 

6 
8 

J4 

11 
14 
24 
30 
39 

22 

47 

S 
a: 
u 
-c 
> 
M o 

Video Card 

J16 

t--+- Gnd 

Fan 
Assembly 

D~ 

Tp 

- Frame 
Gnd 

CRT 



441 Ground Circuits (2 of 2) 

Main Earth Ground 
Green and Yellow Wires. 

Green and Yellow Wires 
from J3·7 (front of power 
supply cardl and from 
Jl0·2 (fan) and CRT Bracket 

Green and Yellow Wires 
from Analog Card, Junction Block, 
and Shield 

Fan Assembly 
Ground Wire 
to CRT Frame 

Wiring Diagrams 2·107 



450 Feature Gate Wiring 

2-108 

TP 
E3-1 __ -,,~ 

Connectors 
(453) 

RPOCable 
(452) 

Adapter 
Card 



451 MSR and SLP Internal Wiring 

Junction 
Block 

MSR (wire entry side) 

18 0 7 

17 00 8 

16 0 0 9 DC Return - (black) 
MSR Data I I (orange) 

15 10 +8.5 Vdc I : (red) 
Y LED I I (blue) 

14 11 R LED 
G LED 

I (brown) 

I (white) 

13 12 Buzzer I I (green or > 4 I 

'f,gray) .. ---~>~ 
Twist· Lock 

T Connector 

Junction 
Block 

17 

14 

13 

SLP (wire entry side) 

7 DC Return 
(coax shield) 

8 
+12 Vdc 

9 
SLPSW N/C 

SLP Signal 

SLPSW N/O 

-6Vdc 

12 

(red) 

(white) 

(coax) 

(yellow) 

(black) 

I I 

t 

Magnetic Slot Reader (RPO) 

I 

Selector Light Pen (RPO) 

Wiring DiagralTll 2·109 



452 MSR/SLP RPQ Cable Wiring 11 of 2) 

To Oisplav Planar To Feature Gate 

A7 

24 C3 

+FBO 0 (C4-13) +FBO 8 (C4-18) -MSR Buzzer (J36-12) -MSR Green LED (J36-8) 
+FBO 1 (C4-12) +FBO 6 (C4-9) -MSR Red LED (J36-7) -MSR Yellow LED (J36-H) 
+FBO 2 (C4-11) +FBO 9 (C4-7) +8_5 Vdc IJ36-10) +MSR Data (J36-20) 
+FBO 4 (C4-10) +FBO 5 (C4-16) 
+FBO 3 (C4-15) +FBO 7 (C4-H) 
GNO (C4-19) GNO (03-7) Gnd (J36-19) 
-FBI8P (C4-1) -FBI 6 (C4-2) Gnd (J36-18) 
-FBI 3 (C4-4) -FBI 4 (C4-22) 
-FBI 2 (C4-21) -FBI 5 (C4-23) -POR (A14-6) 
-FBI 1 (C4-5) -SFBO (A14-5) 
-FBI 0 (C4-20) -FBI 7 (C4-24) -Ack IA14-4) +5 Vdc (J36-23) 

-Feature Response -MSR Read Req (A4-13) 
(A14-3) 

A 

A14 

Feature Clk (C4-6) 
C4 

-FBI 8P (A7-8) -FBI 7 (A7-13) 
-Feature Response -FBI 6 (A7-17) -FBI 5 (A7-15) 
(C3-12) +8.5 Vdc (J36-9) -FBI 4 (A7-16) 

-Ack (C3-11) -FBI 3 (A7-9) -FBI 2 (A7-10) 

-SFBO (C3-11) -FBI 1 (A7-11) -FBI 0 (A7-12) 
-POR (C3-16) -Feature Clk Gnd (A7-7) 

(A14-11) 
-Gate SLP (03-16) +FBO 9 (A7-21) +FBO 8 (A7-23) 

-Step Row Counter -5 Vdc (J36-5) +FBO 7 (A7-19) 
(03-17) +FBO 6 (A7-22) +FBO 5 (A7-20) 
+SLP Oet Field +FBO 4 (A-5) +FBO 3 (A7-6) 
(03-19) +FBO 2 (A7-4) +5 Vdc (J36-2) 

_ +End Screen (03-11) +FBO 1 (A7-3) +FBO 0 IA7-2) 

-MSR Read Req 
(C3-13) 
-SLP Read Req 
(03-12) 

Legend 

~
. Output from Cable 

2· Key 
3 . Input to Cable 
4 
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452 MSR/SLP RPQ Cable Wiring (2 of 2) 

To Feature Gate 

-SLP Switch N/C 
(J36-15) 

-6 Vdc (J36-13) 

Gnd (A7-1B) 

+End Screen 
(A14-10) 

-SLP Read Req 
(A14-14) 

03 
1 
2 

A ____ _ 

24 
23 

-SLP Signal (J36-14) 
-SLP Switch N/O 
(J36-11 ) 

-12 Vdc (J36-6) 
+SLP Oetect Field 
(A14-9) 

-Step Row Control 
(A14-B) 

-GateSLP (A14-7) 
+12 Vdc (J36-16 

To Junction Block 

+5 Vdc (C4-14) 

-5 Vdc (C4-8) 
-12 Vdc (03-20) 
-MSR Red LEO 
(C3-2) 

-MSR Green LEO 
(C3-24) 

+B.5 Vdc (C4-3) 
+B.5 Vdc (C3-3) 
-SLP Switch N/O 
(03-21) 

-MSR Buzzer 
(C3-1) 

J36 
24 

2 23 +5 Vdc (C3-14) 
3 22 
4 21 
5 20 +MSR Oata (C3-22) 
6 :Q 19 Gnd (C3-19) 
7 ~lB Gnd (C3-1B) 

E17 -MSR Yellow LEO 
B UJ ., (C3-23) 

'=16 +12 Vdc (03-15) 
9 ~15 -SLP Switch (03-22) 
10 (03-4) 
11 14 -SLP Signal (03-221 

13 -6 Vdc (03-5) 
12 

I 
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453 MSRISLP Cross-Connector Circuits Inot a land 
pattern) 11 of 2) 

Test Test 
Point Point SLP MSR 
E3 E3 03 C3 

MSR Buzzer 24 MSR Green LED ~ • 24 1 e-----e 24 1 1 • 2· 

MSR Red LED 2 23 MSR Yellow LED 2 • ~ 23 • • • 1 2: 

+5Vdc 3 22 MSR Data 3 
• 22 • T r • 2: 

• • +8.5 Vdc 4 21 SLP Signal 4 21 , T • • 2 

! SLPSW N/C 5 20 SLPSW N/O 5 , 20 f T • • 2( 

• -6 Vdc ISLP) 6 19 -12 Vdc 6 • 19 • , H 

Gnd 7 18 +SLP Detect Field 7 ! 18 • 'i 

Step Row Counter 8 17 -Gate SLP Depress 8 • 
~ 

17 

i • t 1 t 1i 

-POR 9 16 +12 Vdc 9 ! 16 ~ 1E 

-Strobe FBO 10 15 -Ack 10 , t 15 

~ 
1f 

-MSR Read Req 11 14 + End Screen 11 , .,4 
~ : 14 

, 1~ 1 13 SLP Read Req 12 13 - Feature Response 12 T r ~ 
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453 MSR/SlP Cross-Connector Circuits (not a land 
pattern) (2 of 2) 

Feat Clk 

-FBI-7 

+5 Vdc 

-FBI-5 

-FBI-3 

-FBI·1 

Gnd 

+FBO-9 

+FBO-7 

+FBO-5 

+FBO-3 

+FBO-1 

Test 
Point 
E4 

1 24 -FBI-8P 

2 23 -FBI-6 

3 22 +8.5 Vdc 

4 21 -FBI-4 

5 20 -FBI·2 

6 19 -FBI'() 

7 18 -5 Vdc 

8 17 +FBO·8 

9 16 +FBO-6 

10 15 +FBO-4 

11 14 +FBO·2 

12 13 +FBO'() 

Test 
Point 
E4 

SLP 
04 

MSR 
C4 

; ::_----'~ .. ~2_4 __ ----.' ; 
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460 SYSTEM CABLE 

461 CUSTOMER SYSTEM CABLE SIGNAL 
QUALITY CHECK 

CAUTION 
All of the work stations will be taken offline while the 
customer system cable signal quality check is being 
performed. 

The customer system cable signal quality check is a 
control/er diagnostic procedure. Information on this 
signal quality check is located in the controller 
documents. 

r---~ Work 
Station 

Systeml 
Controller 

Building 1 

2-114 

Outdoor Cable 

462 STATION PROTECTOR 

See the IBM 5250 Information Display System Planning 
and Site Preparation Guide. GA21-9337, for detailed 
information. 

The station protector is owned and maintained by the 
customer. Only two station protectors should be 
connected to anyone port. 

Disconnecting the cables to the station protector will 
disconnect the stations from the system. 

DANGER 
Never handle cables or connectors during an electrical 
storm. 

Service Aids 

CAUTION 
This service aid is for temporary use only. Do not leave 
the station unprotected. 

If you have difficulty jsolating the failure to the station 
protector, you can temporarily bypass the station 

protector by using the adapter (part 7362230, or a 
similar part). 

Work 

Station 

Work 
Station 

Building 2 

Work 
Station 



463 CABLE ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES 

The assembly and maintenance of the customer system 
cable is performed by the customer. However. if aid is 
requested. use the procedures in the IBM 5250 
Information Display System Planning and Site Preparation 
Guide. GA21-9337. to assemble the cables. 
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The following tools and test equipment are needed to 
service this display station: 

1. CE general logic probe (part 453212) and extender 
cable (part 453605). 

2. Standard CE tool kit 

3. 

This kit contains tools that are normally used by 
the customer engineer including the following: 

Mini-probe (part 453718) (This is a signal probe 
only. Do not use for power voltage checks.) 

High-voltage probes, red (part 1749249) and 
black (part 1749250). 

( (r 

Miniature potentiometer adjusting tool (part 
1864853). 

Metric tool kit 

You can order a kit of metric tools from 
Mechanicsburg by ordering bill of material 
1749235. 

Note: In the display station, all metric fasteners 
are blue. 

Tools and Test Equipment 

I 

Tools end Telt Equipment 3·' 



CE General Logic Probe (Part 453212) Test Terminal 

Connect the line being probed to this terminal. 

Note: To avoid wrong results. do not place the probe 
near the high-voltage transformer or near the small 
diameter part of the cathode-ray tube. 

~ __ -/l-_____ --Ground Lead 

Indicator Lights 

Power Leads 

(.) + Red-==-_____ ~:::::::::;~,.,..,. 
- Black---_______ -===~~~ 

·Connect the red lead to +5 Vdc and the black lead to 
Gnd test points on the base or display planar (see 121 
and 122). 

A voltage difference ranging from 4 Vdc to 12 Vdc is 
needed to power the probe. The black lead is always 
the most negative. 

3·2 

Connect this lead to any signal ground near the probe 
point. 

CAUTION 
Wrong results will occur if this lead is connected to 
frame ground. 

Wrong results will occur if this lead is not connected to 
the signal ground. 

Note: In order to avoid wrong results. do not place this 
probe near the high-voltage transformer or near the 
small diameter part of the cathode-ray tube. 

Technology Switch (MULTI) 

Use the Multi setting for the display station. 

Latch Switch (None) 

The Up position allows the Up light to be latched on a 
positive pulse. The Down position allows the Down light 
to be latched on a negative pulse. The None position 
resets the lights and prevents any latching action. The 
None position is used for most probing within the 
display station. 

Gate Ref Volts Switch (GND) 

Set the Gate Ref switch to ground (GND). 

Gating Terminals 

You do not need to use these terminals to probe within 
the display station. 



Overview 

The 5292 Color Display Station is an interactive data 
entry and command interface to the attaching data 
processing system. Communication between the display 
station and the attaching system is made in the same 
format and by the same protocol used in all the IBM 
5250 Information Display System. The difference 
between the 5250 display stations and the 5292 Color 
Display Station is that the 5292 Color Display Station 
can display up to seven colors. In this section. the basic 
operation of each of the FRUs and of the color circuits 
will be described. For more information. see the IBM 
5250 Information Display System Functions Reference 
Manual and the IBM 5251 Display Station Models 1 and 
11 Maintenance Information and Maintenance Analysis 
Procedures Manual. Theory section. 

Keyboard Logic 

The keyboard assembly contains the key modules. the 
pad matrix. and logic PC board. The key modules. 
including the key tops. are the physical switches the 
operator presses. When a key is pressed. it makes an 
electrical signal at a discrete location on the pad matrix 
by capacitive coupling. 

The logic compares the key matoix locations to the 
matrix addresses received from the planar 
microprocessor. 

The microprocessor converts that address to a scan 
code. The scan code moves through the display station 
to the controller. The controller interprets and converts 
the scan code to the character code comparable to the 
graphic on the keyboard. The keyboard identification 
(described next) specifies the language to which the 
character code is to be interpreted. The language 
specified by the keyboard 10 must be the same as the 
language active on the system. 

Theory 

Typamatic keys are sensed and sent by the 
microprocessor through the display station to the 
controller. The typamatic key operation rate is 10 to 15 
operations per second (600 milliseconds first cycle time). 

The Shift and Shiftlock keys generate a break code 
pulse. The break code pulse indicates a change in shift 
status to the controller. 

Keyboard Identification 

A 4-bit identification (10) code is sent to the controller 
on request. The ID code identifies the keyboard to the 
controller. The 10 code is determined by jumpers on the 
keyboard logic printed circuit board. The 10 code 
informs the microprocessor which country (language 
group) the keyboard represents. The 10 code can be 
displayed on the status line by entering the offline select 
mode (415). See 413 to view the keyboard 10. A list of 
the keyboard 10 codes is contained in 313 Keyboard 
Jumpers. 
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Be .. Plener 

The base planar contains the logic and circuitry for the 
keyboard adapter. cable adapter. and main processing 
unit. 

Cable Adapter 

The cable adapter includes the cable drivers. receivers. 
and cable microprocessor logic on the planar board; this 
logic handles the incoming and outgoing 
communications between the controller and the display 
station. 

16-Bit Frame: Communication between the controller 
and the cable adapter at the display station is carried by 
l6-bit frames that are sent to and from the controller as 
needed. The system cable carries no signal between 
frames. 

To understand the transmission of data on the system 
cable. see the controller documentation. 

Microprocessing Unit 

The microprocessing unit (MPU) is the control center of 
the display station. The MPU receives data from the 
keyboard and from input/output controls. The MPU 
controls the displaying of data. and the flow of 
information to and from the controller. It is a processing 
unit that is microprogram controlled and performs 
internal machine operations such as testing and 
comparing data. checking for machine errors. C!perating 
the I/O davices. and storing and getting data from 
read/write storage. 

The major parts of the MPU are read/write storage. 
read-only storage. storage registers. work registers. and 
ALU (arithmetic and logic unit). 
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Base Planar Flowchart 

Cable 

DRVR/ -
RCVR 

I t I 
Twinaxial 

Cable 
Adapter 

Main 
Processing 
Unit 

Direct 
Memory 
Access 
Storage 

I/O 
Adapter 

Data Bus 
To Display 
Planar 

JL~ 
Convergence 
Control -1-

1--
[ ,.-------, 

Display Station 
Control Storage 

J[ 
ReadIWrite - - Storage 

1- r---

Communication 1-
Control Storage -

IL 

I 
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Display Planar 

The display planar contains a refresh buffer. translate 
table. character generator. convergence storage. attribute 
control logic. and other CRT control and interface logic. 
The data bus is the communication link between the 
base planar and display planar. The refresh buffer is 
updated with the same data at the same time as the 
regeneration buffer on the main planar. However. the 
refresh buffer is separate from the regeneration buffer 
to permit the CRT to be refreshed without action by the 
main processor. 

The data received from the base planar is converted to a 
dot pattern by the character generator. The dot pattern 
is then shifted into the video signal which is 
synchronized with the CRT sweep circuits 0,", the analog 
card. 

Color convergence is controlled by values stored 
permanently in a battery-powered RAM module. When 
the display station is first set uP. convergence values are 
loaded into the battery-powered RAM from the 
convergence ROS on the base planar. When the 
convergence procedure is performed. the new values are 
stored in the battery-powered RAM. The new values 
remain stored ,.lntil changed by performing the 
convergence procedure. 

The video signals from the display planar are sent to the 
red. blue. and green cathodes of the CRT. The 
convergence signals are sent to the convergence coils 
on the neck of the CRT via the amplifier card. 

A switch block is located on the planar to permit the 
selection of different languages (361). 
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Display Planar Flowchart 
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Amplifier Card 

The amplifier card contains the convergence amplifiers 
and the color balance and purity controls. 

The convergence amplifiers increase the amplitude of . 
the four convergence signals from the display planar to 
drive the coils on the convergence assembly. 

The six color balance controls on the amplifier card 
(A. B. G. MIN. and MAX) are used along with the 
brightness control to set the brightness levels for each 
of the three basic colors. 

The two color purity controls. H Purity and V Purity are 
used to adjust each of the three basic colors for an even 
shade over all the screen. 

Convergence 
Signals from 
Display Planar 

4-6 

Static B 
Lateral_ 

Amplifier 
Card 

Purity 
V 

Purity 
H 

~2VdC _ 

~ 
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Video Card 

The video card receives three video signals. one for 
each of the basic colors. from the display planar. The 
three video signals are increased to drive the CRT 
cathodes (sometimes named guns). 

The CRT heater supply and grid voltages (brightness) are 
connected to the CRT cathode through the video card. 

Video Cath~ 
Card 

Red 

~ Blue I 

r Green I 

1'" 

Red Red Grid 

Blue Blue Grid -
Green Green Grid 
6.3 Vdc Heater 

CRT 

Grids 

, 
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Analog Card 

The analog card generates the horizontal and vertical 
deflection drives to the CRT yoke and generates the 
voltages for CRT control. A list of the voltages 
generated by the line output transformer (LOPT) in the 
horizontal drive circuit and where they are used follows: 

DC Voltage 

:!:25 
+12 Vdc LOPT 
+70 
-150 

+400 
+6 K 
+25 K 
+6.3 

Used 

Deflection amplifiers 
Display planar 
Video card 
Brightness control/intensity 
override switch 
CRT focus circuits 
CRT focus circuits 
CRT anode 
CRT heaters 

At power-on. + and -5 Vdc. +8.5 Vdc. and +103 Vdc 
are received from the power supply card. The horizontal 
drive circuit on the analog card then generates the 
voltages listed above and supplies an LOPT sense signal 
to the power supply card. The CRT anode high voltage 
is present in about 40 seconds from power-on. 

Horizontal and Vertical Deflection Circuits 

A vertical timebase circuit supplies the timing for the 
vertical drive and north-south (N-5) pincushion circuits. 
The vertical drive circuit amplifies the sum of the vertical 
timebase and pincushion signals to supply the drive 
current to the vertical deflection coils in the CRT yoke 
assembly. 

The horizontal timebase circuit (sometimes named the 
horizontal oscillator) supplies the timing for the 
horizontal drive and E-W pincushion circuits. The 
horizontal drive circuits generate the drive current to the 
horizontal deflection coils in the yoke assembly. and it 
also supplies the CRT anode voltage. the CRT control 
voltages. and the LOPT sense signal for the power 
supply card. 

The purpose of the pincushion circuits is to correct for 
the distortion caused when the electron beam from the 
CRT cathode scans across the almost flat screen. To 
correct for this effect. the N - 5 pincushion circuits 
correct the vertical deflection signals. and the E-W 
pincushion circuits correct the horizontal deflection 
signals. The following figure shows the correction 
needed for the variation in the scan time (distance) of 
the electron beam. 

The horizontal and vertical sync signals from the display 
planar maintain synchronization of the drive circuits. 

Focusing 

A dynamiC focus circuit is used to maintain a distinct 
image on the display screen. This circuit maintains the 
DC level and the AC signal amplitude of the waveform 
on the CRT focus grid at a constant level. The level and 
amplitude are determined by the setting of the Focus 1 
and FOC2 controls. 

CRT Protection Circuit 

The CRT protection circuit controls the electron beam 
current to prevent damage to the CRT elements and 
phosphor screen. During the approximately 27-second 
warmup period. the electron beam is inhibited (the 
screen is blank). Also. if the vertical or horizontal scan 
circuits are not operating. or if the electron beam current 
is too high. the protection circuit will inhibit the electron 
beam. 



Pincushion Effect 

Arc of Equal 
Time (distance) CRT Screen 

Time Difference 

-"_ ....... _-.-'- ~Needing Correction 
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Beam 
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from Display Planar 

Vertical Sync 

Vertical 
Timebase 

N-5 Pincushion 

Vertical 
Drive 

Dynamic 
Focus 

E-W Pincushion Focus 1 FOC2 
Horizontal Sync 
from Display Planar 

Horizontal 
Timebase Horizontal 
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Reference Pulsp. 

To Yoke 

To CRT 
Focus 
Grid 

Horizontal Drive to Yoke 
CRT Anode High Voltage (24K) I CRT Control Voltages 
LOPT Sense to Power Supply Card 
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CRT and Yoke / 

The CRT and yoke are bound together to form an 
integrated assembly. The yoke assembly contains the 
horizontal and vertical deflection coils for controlling the 
electron beam scan across the CRT screen. The signals 
from the analog card drive the deflection coils and yoke 
coils. These signals control the size and position of the 
data on the screen. The adjustments for these signals 
are on the analog c.ard. 

The CRT screen is made up of dots having three color 
phosphors. These phosphors emit red. green. and blue 
!ight when they are hit with an electron beam. A 
combination of these three primary colors generates all 
other colors. 

Red and green = yellow 
Red and blue '" pink 
Green and blue = turquoise 
Red. green. and blue = white 

There are three cathodes and three sets of control grids 
in the CRT to make and control the three primary colors. 
The color circuits on the amplifier card send signals to 
the cathodes and control grids to make the desired color 
on the screen. To ensure accurate color generation. 
color balance. purity. and convergence adjustments are 
suppiied. The balance arid purity adjustments are 
located on the amplifier card. The convergence 
adjustments are made from the keyboard and 
convergence assembly. The entry from the keyboard 
changes the convergence values in permanent storage 
located on the display planar. These values are then 
read out of storage in synchronization with the scan of 
the electron beam. The convergence values are used to 
control the current to the coils in the convergence 
assembly which accurately direct the electron beam to 
the correct dot on the screen. 

4-10 

Power SupplV Card 

The power supply is a switch mode power supply. Its 
circuits switch the line voltage at approximately 15 kHz. 
using pulse-width modulation. The modulated voltage is 
sent to the primary windings of the power transformer. 
The outputs from the secondary wi"dings are converted 
to generate six DC voltages. 

:!:5 Vdc Planars. analog card. amplifier card. 
and video card 

+8.5 Vdc Planars. video card. analog card. and 
convergence assembly 

:!:12 Vdc Convergence assembly and light 
pen feature 

+103 Vdc Analog card 

The AC voltage input to the power supply may be either 
of the following. as required by the power supply: 

115 (90 to 137) Vac. 50 or 60 Hz 
220 (180 to 260) Vac. 50 or 60 Hz 

Overvoltage Protection: The output voltages are not 
sensed directly. but a signal from the analog card. 
named LOPT. indicates a change in voltage or other 
circuit failure. An automatic retry circuit is activated if an 
overvoltage or overcurrent condition is found. The retry 
circuit will attempt up to 6 retries at one per second to 
recover from the failure. If the problem continues. the 
retry circuit then turns off the power supply. An audible 
sound can be heard for each retry. 

Additional protection is supplied by a fuse on the power 
supply card. This fuse is in series with the input to the 
power transformer. If this fuse fails. the power supply 
card must be replaced. 



Audible Alerm 

The audible alarm is used to warn the operator of the 
following conditions: 

1. The successful completion of the power-on 
diagnostics after turning on the display station. 

2. Diagnostics error conditions. 

3. The detection of an error is found by the system. 
An error code will be displayed. 

4. A message from the system or another work 
station is present. The Message Waiting indicator 
will be on. 

The diagnostic program activates the alarm for about 
150 milliseconds upon succesafully completing the 
power-on diagnostics and before entering the 
production microcode. After entering the production 
microcode, the alarm is only activated by a 'write control 
data' command from the system. The alarm sounds for 
about one second for each 'write control data' 
command. 

The loudness (volume) of the alarm is controlled by the 
keyboard, using option 8 in the online select mode 
(414). 

Alarm Burst Modes 

The alarm has two burst modes. The single burst mode 
emits one burst per mode interval. The double burst 
mode emits two bursta per mode interval. The mode 
interval is repeated for as long a8 the alarm condition is 
present. 

Brlghtne .. Control/lntenalty Override Switch 

The brightn ... control adjuata the brightness of the data 
on the display screen. 

The override awitdl ia activated when the control is 
tumed to the farthest minimum limit (see , 27). The 
switch, when on, supplies a display of the CRT raster. 
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KEVLOCK RPQ 

The Keylock RPO may be installed on the display station 
for data security. 

When the keylock is in the locked position. the display 
station screen is blank except for the system indicators 
and cursor. Data displayed at the time the keylock is 
changed to the locked position is controlled by the 
application program. Keyboard data entered while the 
keylock is in the locked position will not be displayed by 
the display station. 

The keylock can be in either the locked or the unlocked 
position. and the power-on diagnostics still operates the 
same. 

MAGNETIC SLOT READER RPQ 

The Magnetic Slot Reader (MSR) reads magnetic stripes 
on documents such as credit cards or identification 
cards. 

The MSR contains a photocell. a reading head. and an 
amplifier. The photocell detects a document and 
prepares the MSR adapter to receive the 5 bit (4 data 
bits and 1 parity) numeric data from the MSR. As the 
data is read from the document. it is stored on the MSR 
card. Up to 128 bytes (125 data bytes plus the SOM. 
EOM. and LRC characters) can be stored. The MSR 
card circuits checks for an error condition and sets the 
error bit on In all data bytes if an error is found. Error 
conditions cht;lcked are: 

• No SOM. EOM. or LRC characters 

• A parity error 

• A speed check or LRC check error 

The MSR is owned and maintained by the customer. but 
the adapter card is maintained as part of the display 
station. 

Features and RPOs 

SELECTOR LIGHT PEN RPQ 

The Selector Light Pen (SLP) permits the operator to 
select the desired fields displayed on the CRT. By using 
the light pen. the operator can select the fields without 
the use of the keyboard. The fields selected by the 
operator must be designed as light pen input fields by a 
field control word. For correct operation. the following 
format and guidelines should be used for identifying 
light pen input fields: 

bb-bXV 

~'--T~ oh .. ",,,, mi"im~ '" odd ...... o ... 
field. May be blank or descriptive text. 

Minimum of one blank guard space. 

Target character (asterisk recommended). 

Minimum of one blank guard space. 

L-----,A blank (changed to > after first tip switch 
operation in the field. and to a 7 after the 
second tip switch operation in the field). 

'----Anribute character for high intensity field 
(not a part of the field). 

A good guideline is to have only one light pen field per 
display line. If two or more light pen fields must be on 
the same display line. place them as far apart as 
possible. Other input fields or bypass fields may be on 
the same line. 

Operation 

The light pen hardware consists of the light pen wand 
and the light pen logic card. 

When the tip switch is activated by pressing the light 
pen against the face of the CRT. white dashes appear 
over the character. The light emined by the dashes is 
bright enough to be above the threshold value of the 
light pen photocell. The photocell'then sends a signal to 
the adapter card. 

Features and RPo. 5·1 
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CATALOG SECTION • • 
Figure 1. Final Assembly . 
Figure 2. Bssa Assembly . 
Figure 3. Bese Assembly . 
Figure 4. Base Assembly . 
Figure 5. Bese Assembly . 
Figura 6. Keyboard Assembly . 
Figure 7. CRT Assembly ... 
Figure 8. Feeture Stiffener Assembly 
Figure 9. Line Cord Chert 
Figure 10. Cable Index. . 

NUMERICAL INDEX •. 
Quick Refarence FRU List 

CRT &. Yoka 
Video Cerd 
Anelog Cerd 
Amplifier Cerd 
Amplifier Card Fuse (2A 3AG 25OV) 
Convergence Coil Assembly . 
Bese Plener . . . . . . . . 
Displey Planar (U.S./Cenede) 
Displey Plener (Multinetionel) . 
Displey Plenar (Ketekena) .. 
Power Supply Assembly (11OV) 
Power Supply Assembly (22OV) 
Power Supply Assembly (22OV-S. Africe. 

Finland. Austrie) . . 
Fen Assembly (110V) 
Fan Assembly (22OV) 
Fuse (110V) 4A SB 
Fuse (22OV) 2A SB . 

.. 7 
8-9 

8-10 
8-13 
8-14 
6-18 
8-18 
8-20 
8-21 
8-22 
8-23 

4423392 
5147218 
5147080 
5149461 

. 855231 
4423397 
7363458 
2787929 
7287928 
2787930 
5147291 
5147509 

5147233 
4178243 
4178240 
1143492 

. 815683 

Contents 
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HOW TO USE THIS PARTS CATALOG 

PART 1 

To find parts quickly, a g.n.ral und.rstanding of tha .tructura 
of this catalog is necessary. The catalog is divided into three 
msjor sections: 

The Visual Index, containing overall views of the machine, 
with call-outs pointing to detailed figures. 
The Catalog Section, containing a pictorial breakdown of 
assemblies and subassembli ••. 
The Numerical Index, which i8 a numerical liat of all parta 
used in the machine, with croas-reference. to the figure on 
which the part is found. 

VISUAL INDEX 
Tha Visual Index, located before the Catalog Section, cont.ins 
a reduced illustration of every figure in the Catalog Section. 
The reduced illustrations are tied togeth.r with flow arrows to 
form a natural progression from large a88emblies to small 
assemblies and possibly subassemblies. In effect, a visu.1 
table of contents is formed by the Visual Index illustration •. 

CATALOG SECTION 
The Catalog Section contains the full-sized iIIu.trations 
previously noted in the Visual Ind.x. Ind •• numbers on figures 
ref.r to corresponding entries in the Group Aa .. mbly Part& liat 
accompllnying .ach figur.. R.fer to part II for .xplanation of 
t.rms used in the Group As .. mbly Parte Liat. 

ATTACHING PARTS UST 
Th. Attaching Parts List contains common screw., nuta, 
washers, .tc. that are used in the m.chin.. Index numbers for 
attaching parts are on the iIIustr.tion, .nd the description ia in 
the Attaching Parts list. 

NUMERICAL INDEX 
The Numerical Index is located after the Catalog Sect,on and 
contains a complete list, in numerical order, of ali part 
numbers used on the machine. listed with the part number is 
the index and figure number on which the part is illustrated. 
The numericel indo makes it po88ible to locate a part wh.n 
only the part number is known. 

STACKED INDEX NUMBERS 
Stacked Index numbers are u.ed 
when showing a part and its 
attaching hardwar.. The 
sequence of a typical stack is 
shown at the right. The circled 
index number indicat.s the 
assembly is broken down within 
the figure. 

IUUSTRATION NOTES 

l'~ 
~.' " . ., '. Ii n,: ':1 I: 1 . 

,I ' 
ii,' I:: 
I'· 1 ,'!I • 1 ' . 

~' ~,,!! 
~i! j,Jji ",.!,./.:V /' ~ 
'~';/" 

f7\ Plate o Aim 

9 Plate 
2 Scr.w 
3Wub .. 
4 L'Wubcr 
5 Nut 

Cross-ref.r.nce not.s are directly on the illu.tration. Th. 
illustration's next high.r a.sambly refarence, norm.lly loc.ted 
in the upp.r left corn.r of the page will ra.d: "For Parte Not 
Shown See Figur. X". If an .... mbly i. r.f.renced to a lo_r 
level figure, the not. located n.xt to the ind.x number will 
r.ad: " 5 See Figur. X." 

DOUBf.E UNED DETAIL BOX 
Th. double lined box diff.renti.t.s between parts shown on 
the ba.ic mod.1 and parts ralated to a lev.1 lind / or f.ature 
diffarence. An .xpl.n.tion of the lev.1 or f.atur. differ.nce is 
giv.n in the doubl. lined box. 

FINDING A PART 
Th. Visual Ind.x is the starting point for locating a part. The 
i!lustrations in the Visual Ind.x are reduced versions of all 
iIIu.tration. in the Catlliog Section; th.refor., the iIIu.tration. 
can be uaed to find the •••• mbly containing the de.ired part. 
U •• r.f.r.nca. to the d.tail.d figure in the Catalog Section, or 
to anoth.r Visual Ind.x illustration, to d.t.rmin. location of 
part number. 

Once the d.tailed figure in the catalog section is d.t.rmined, 
finding the pert on the figure and r.ferring to the listing for the 
part number and de.cription i •• 11 that is required in most 
ca •• s. If the first catalog .ection figure referenced .hows the 
ass.mbly containing the required part, the ind.x numb.r for 
the as .. mbly will r.f.ranc. a lower-level figure wh.r. the 
..s.mbly is brok.n down to it. component parts. If the figura 
r.f.ranced by the Viaual Index contains neither the part nor an 
.... mbly cont.ining the p.rt, it is then nec.s.ary to go to the 
n.xt high.r 88s.mbly figure. Thi. figure should than contain 
the part or an ass.mbly cont.ining the part; if not, an av.n 
high.r I.vel figure must be used. Refer back to the Visual 
Ind.x for some oth.r figure that could show the desired part. 

Nota: Many detailed parta ara unavail.bl., becau .. they are 
part of an in.epa~bl ..... mbly (two or more part. welded or 
bonded tog.th.r), or becau .. th.V ara part of an .... mbly 
purch •• ed •• a unit. If parte .re found on • w.lded or bonded 
IIs •• mbly, tha following not. follow. the d.scription of tha 
a ... mbly: "Assembly compon.nt. ar. not rapl.ca.bla." If the 
part is found on a purchased ass.mbly, and the d.tail parte of 
this as .. mbly do not h.v. IBM part numbers, the not. 
following the .... mbly description will r.ad: "As .. mbly 
compon.nts sr. not av.ilabl •. " In either case, you need to 
obt.in the part number of the a ••• mbly, reth.r th.n the 
d.tailed part. 

EXAMPU FOR ORDERING PARTS 

_ u ... 

.... .MIIT ... ........... NIII ....... ......... ..,_AMl.'I' .. , 

If the .ntir. fan is required, part number 2682881 .hould be 
ordered (.11 one dot it.ms will b. received). If only the 
.ub .... mbly is required, p.rt number 2681431 should be 
ord.red (all two dot it.ms will be received). Each part m.y be 
ord.red individu.lly. 

Nota: If you order. p.rt that requires 8 I.bel, m.ke .ure you 
ord.r the I.bel in the correct I.ng.uge. For ex.mple: A part of 
a Quebec m.chin. should h.ve • French Can.dian I.ngu.ge 
lab.1 rather th.n • Franch langu.ge label. 

Pans Cat.log 6-5 



HOW TO USE THIS PARTS CATALOG 

Part II 

• 
• 
• 

AR 
As Required (ARt in the units per assembly column 
denotes that the quantity is used as required. 

ATTPT 
Attaching Parts: These parts are used to attach a 
subassembly to an assembly. The attaching parts are 
listed in the last list just before the numeric index. 
Special attaching parts are listed with the figure. 

INDENTURE 
The relationship of a part to its next higher assembly is 
indicated by indentures. For example: 

234 
Unit 

Assemblies and Detail Parts of Unit 
Attaching Parts for Assemblies & Detail Parts 

Subassemblies 
Attaching Parts of Subassemblies 

Detail Parts for Subassemblies. etc. 

EXAMPLE OF PARTS LIST 

FIGURE- UNITS 

• 
• 
o 

NR 
The N R in the part number column denotes the part is 
procurable but not recommended for field replacement. 
and that the next higher assembly should be ordered. 

NP 
The entry NP in the part number column denotes the 
assembly is non-procurable and the detail parts should 
be ordered separately. 

NO NO. 
When this indication appears in the part number 
column. it denotes a group of parts for whict> no 
assembly part number has been assigned. dnd the detail 
parts should be ordered separately. 

INDEX PART PER DESCRIPTION FOR FIGURE & 
NUMBER NUMBER ASM. 1 2 3 4 

8.-- NO Na ~ 
BEZEL AND OPERATOR PANEL ASM 

FOR NEXT HIGHER ASM SEE FIGURE 1-4 
AND FOR ILLUSTRATION FIGURE.5 -

I 738200~\. 1 BRACKET. LED ANO SWITCH 
2 27872811 NR 1 POTENTIOMETER --3 7382248 t I POTENTIOMETER , 4 7382283 .~ 2 KNOB ASM 
8 2397048 5 LEO. LIGHT 
8 7382200 '\A~ BLOCK. LED 
7 2832773 CLIP 
B 180B427 2 SCREW. THO FORM-HEX WSHR HO 8-19 X 1/2 lG ATT PART 
9 7382158 I CABLE ASM.CE OIAG INO ANO SWITCH 

10 7381285 I CABLE ASM.AC DISTRIBUTION 

" 1108571 I SWITCH 
12 7382254 NP I 8EZEl.ENGLISH 
12 7362255 NP I BEZEL. FRENCH 
12 7312258 NP I BEZEL JAPANESE 
12 ~~:~~~~ ~~ I BEZEL. SPANISH 
12 I BEZEL.GERMAN 
12 7382251 NP 1 BEZEL ITALIAN • 



CATALOG SECTION 
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FIGURE· 
INDEX PART 

NUMBER NUMBER , NO NO. 

- , NO NO. 
- 2 4423357 - :I NO NO. 

- 4 4423097 

UNITS 
PER 

ASM. 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 ISEE FIG 2,3,4 & 51 

'y;. -----2 

3 ISEE FIG 61 

DESCRIPTION FOR FIGURE 1 
1 234 

FINAL ASSEMBLY 

• Base Assembly 
• Keylock Plug 

· • Light Pen Assembly (RPQ) 

FIGURE 1. FINAL ASSEMBLY. Partl Catalog H 



6-10 FIGURE 2. BASE ASSEMBLY. SEE LIST 2. 



FIGURE· UNITS 
INDEX PART PER DESCRIPTION FOR FIGURE 2 

NUMBER NUMBER ASM. 1 234 

I 2 
: NO NO. BASE ASSEMBLY 
I 

- 1 7363413 1 • Top Cover - 2 4176278 4 • Clip - 3 2 • Screw.Thd-Form Hex Slot Hd M4 x .7 16 La 
- 4 7363414 1 • Back Cover 
- & 4796654 2 • Screw, Hex Washer Hd M4 x .7 x 12 19 
- 8 4176251 1 • Kevlock A 

- 7 4176269 1 • Tray - 8 2549531 4 • Screw,Thd-Form Hex Hd M4.5 x 1.5 x 12 19 
- 9 ..... ~, ... n 2 • Snrino 
- 10 1693554 2 • 'C' Clip 
- 11 7363448 2 • Washer, 
- 12 4176224 2 • Tilt Foot - 13 4176184 2 • Shaft - 14 4176161 1 • Front Cover (U.S'/Oomestic) 
- 14 4176162 1 • F'rnnt. Cover ,,.. 
- 14 4176163 1 • Front Cover (Italian) 
- 14 4176164 1 • Front Cover (French) 
- 1. 417616~ 1 • Front Cover (French 
- 14 4176166 1 • Front Cover (Spanish) 
- 14 4176167 1 • Front Cover (Japanese/English) - l' 4176168 1 • Front Cover ,u 
- 1& 2767913 2 • IBM logo 
- 16 1621813 2 • Screw, Thd-Form Hex-Wshr Hd M4 x .7 x 16 19 
- 17 1743178 1 • Switr.h 
- 18 101922 1 • Clamp - 19 2549526 1 • Screw,Thd-Form Hex Hd M3.63 x 1.34 x 12 19 
- 20 7363415 1 • Ar.r.A!I!I CnVAr 

Parts Cet8lCIII 8·11 
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FIGURE- UNITS 
INDEX PART PER DESCRIPTION FOR FIGURE 3 

NUMBER NUMBER ASM. 1 234 

3 NO NO. BASE ASSEMBLY 

- 1 NO. NO. 1 • CRT Assembly 
- 2 7363447 1 · Bracket 
- 3 73S3446 1 • Rr""kAt 

- 4 7362926 1 · latch 
- 6 2461889 1 • Screw. Thd-Form Hex Hd M4.5 x 1.5 x 12 19 
- 8 30 • CAnn .. Clio 
- 7 2767958 2 • Extended Canoe Clip 
- 8 1159913 3 • Cable Tie 
- 9 417S264 1 • Hino .. Pin 

- 10 2767929 1 · Display Planar (US/Canada) 
- 10 2767928 1 • Display Planar (Multinational) 
- 10 1 • Di .. nl"v PIAn", II 

- 11 4176263 3 • Crossover Cable 
- 12 4176268 1 · Main Stiffener 
- 13 524519 1 • CAhl .. Ti .. 

- 14 8330757 2 • Bumper 
- 16 7363458 1 • Base Planar 
- 18 NO. NO. 1 • Feature Gate 

FIGURE 3. BASE ASSEMBLY. Parts Catalog 6-13 
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30 

26 
27 
28 

6-14 FIGURE 4. BASE ASSEMBLY. SEE LIST 4. 
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FIGURE-
INDEX PART 

NUMBER NUMBER 

4 NO NO. 

- 1 5147291 
- 1 5147292 
- 1 5147233 
- 1 
- 2 1622685 

--"-- 3 4176243 
- 3 4176240 
- 4 4176270 
- I; 2549531 
- 5 
- 6 1621184 
- 6 

- 7 1622402 
- 8 2546641 

I 

UNITS 
PER DESCRIPTION FOR FIGURE 4 

ASM. 1 2 3 4 

1 
1 

i 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 

8ASE ASSEMBLY 

• Power Supply Assembly {l10Vl 
• Power Supply Assembly (220V) 
• Pnw .. r !':lInnl~ t220Vl South Africa. 

Finland. Austria 
• Screw. (PIS Assembly To Base) 
• Fan Ii (l10V) 

I• Fan Assembly (220V) 
• Fan Bracket 
• Screw.Thd-Form Hex Hd M4.5 x 1.5 x 12 La 

(Fan Bracket To Base) 
• Screw.Mach-Slot Pan Hd 11.13.5 x .6 x 12 Lg 

tFan Bracket To Fanl 
1 • Nut.Hex-Oouble Chamfer M3.5 x 6 FI IN x 2.8 Thk 
1 • Fan Guard 

- 9 1821184 
- 10 1622402 

11 2767931 

1---=-~,"---+---,u.u..J...LI=--t--H. Screw Mach-Slot Pan Hd M35 x 6 x 12 Lg 
2 • Nut.Hex-Oouble Chamfer M3.5 x 6 FI W x 2.8 Thk 
1 • Shield (220V Only) -

- 12 1821173 2 • !':cr .. wMach-Slnt Pan Hd M3 x .5 x 12 La 

- 13 1621190 1 • Screw. Mach-Slot Pan Hd M4 x .7 x 8 Lg (Ground) 
- 14 1622685 1 • Screw (Analog Card to Base) 
- 15 5147080 ~--~~~~~~-.l-*.~~~ai·~oaC~~u~d~~------------------------_1 
- 16 1650667 1 •• CRT Heater Jumper 
- 17 4420437 
- 18 2549531 

1 I. Clip 
1-_"---'-'"--+--........ .....,., ............. --1 __ -'--1--+'1 •. Sc.rew Thd-Eorm Hex Hd M45 x 1 5 x 12 19 

- 19 1622401 
- 20 4176272 

_. - 21 2549531 

2 I: Nut.Hex Double Chamfer M3 x 5.5 FI W x 2.4 Thk 
1 Analog Card Assembly Mounting Bracket 
2 Screw~Thd-Form Hex Hd M4.5 x 1.5 x 12 La 

- 22 101922 
- 23 2549531 

1 I Clamp 
1 Screw.Thd-Eorm Hex Hd M4.5 x 1.5 x 12 Lg 

- 24 4176273 1 power Su~~IV Assemblv Mounting Bracket 
- 25 2549531 1 Screw.Thd-Form Hex Hd M4.5 x 1.5 x 12 Lg 
- 26 1622402 1 Nut.Hex-Oouble Chamfer M3.5 x 6 FI W x 2.8 Thk 
- 27 1622345 1 Wa"herLock-Ext Star 3.7 10 x 7 00 x 4 Thk 
- 28 1621182 1 Screw. Mach-Slot Pan Hd M3.5 x .6 x 8 Lg 
- 29 4176238 1 Shield 
- 30 2481889 1 !':crew Slot Hex Wshr Hd 8-:..l.6...lL .... 119 .............. 05 ..... L_a------------i 

r--------+------1----+-----------------------------~ 

i ! 
I I 

! 
r-------+---------~I-----t_ 

i : 
1---.--1------+----1----------------------------------------

I i 
i I 

1-----+-------11------------------.----------
I 
I 

1-----+-------1-----+---.~-.-------- --.------------.----.----------~ 

i 
I 
I 
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36 

2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 

33 

AGURE 5. BASE' , ASSEMBLY 

17 

. SEE L 1ST ~ 

18 

29 
30 
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FIGURE- UNITS 
INDEX PART PER DESCRIPTION FOR FIGURE 5 

NUMBER NUMBER ASM. 1 234 

6 BASE ASSEMBLY 

- 1 NO NO. 1 • Base - 2 4176180 1 • Line Filter Cover 
- 3 2 • SCI1lW~Thd-Farm HA .. Hd M4~5 .. L5 .. 12 La 
- 4 4176183 1 • Junction Block Mtg. Bracket 
- 6 2549531 2 • Screw,Thd-Form Hax Hd M4.5 x 1.5 x 12 Lg 
- & 18r."k~At Tn CnvArl 
- 8 7363480 1 • Ground Strap 
- 7 7362130 1 • Screw,Thd-Form Hex Hd M4 x .7 x 6 Lg 
- 8 4176308 1 · . Block A, 

- 9 1621193 2 • Screw, Mach-Slot Pan Hd M4 x .7 x 16 Lg 
- 9 (Block To Bracket) 
- 10 1143492 1 • FUSA 1110Vl 4A SB 
- 10 615683 1 • Fuse (22OV) 2A SB 
- 11 4176307 1 • I/O Panel Assembly (Includes Cable Thru 
- 11 & CabiAI 
- 12 2549531 2 • Screw,Thd-Form Hax Hd M4.5 x 1.5 x 12 Lg 
- 13 5213276 1 • SLP Cable Clamp 
- ,. 7382130 1 • Scr_~Thd-Fn"':' HA .. Hd ".4 .. ~7 .. 8 Ln 
- 16 533289 1 • MSR Cabla Clamp 
- 18 7362130 1 • Screw,Thd-Form Hex Hd M4 x .7 x 6 Lg 
- 17 , 

• PIUlJ 

- 18 7362130 5 • Screw,Thd-Form Hex Hd M4 x .7 x 6 19 
- 18 (Securing Cable Gnds To I/O Panel) 
- ,. Nn Nn 1 • Amn c .. fti 
- 20 4176271 1 • Bracket 
- 21 2549531 2 • Screw,Thd-Form Hex Hd M4.5 x 1.5 x 12 Lg 
- 21 IAr .. ",kAt TD Basal 
- 22 5149461 1 • Card - 23 855231 1 · • Fuse (2A 3AG 250V) 
- 24 4 · - 26 4423028 1 • Plastic Cover - 28 1621195 2 • Screw,Mach-Slot Pan Hd M4 x .7 x 25 Lg 
- 2111 ICnvA~ Tn 8r .. "kAtl 
- 27 4176262 1 • Hinge Bracket 
- 28 2549531 2 • Screw,Thd-Form Hex Hd M4.5 x 1.5 x 12 19 
- a ............. 1 • 81.....tAr 
- 30 2549531 2 • Screw,Thd-Form Hex Hd M4.5 x 1.5 x 12 Lg 
- 31 532393 1 • Cable Clamp 
- R 2549531 1 • Scraw.Thd-Fnrm HA .. Hd M4.5 .. 1.5 x 12 Ln 

- 33 5642887 1 • Thumbwheel (Brightness Control) 
- 34 4176222 1 • Potentiometar Assembly (Brightness Control) 
- 3& 4178170 1 • SDllllkAr 
- 3e 7363494 1 • '0' Ring 

-

i 
I , .~,~ . 

i 
'" l . . ~, . ,til-

. ,~ 
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6·18 FIGURE 6. KEYBOARD ASSEMBLY. SEE LIST 6. .. 



FIGURE- UNITS 
INDEX PART PER DESCRIPTION FOR FIGURE 6 

NUMBER NUMBER ASM. 1 2 3 4 

6 KEYBOARD ASSEMBLY 

4176191 1 · Keyboard Assembly (USA & Canada) 
4176192 1 I. Keyboard Assembly (Japanese/English) 
417~1g::l 1 • K Avhmmi 1\ ,I 

4176194 1 · Keyboard Assembly (Sweden & Finland) 
4176195 1 • Keyboard Assembly (French Azerty) 
4176196 1 • KAvhn"rn A""Amhlv tFrAn"h/r, . 
4176197 1 · Keyboard Assembly (Norway) 
4176198 1 · Keyboard Assembly (United Kingdom) 
4176199 1 · ~e\£boa[d Assernbl\£ !ltal\£} 
4176200 1 · Keyboard Assembly (Katakana) 
4176202 1 • Keyboard Assembly (Brazil) 
4176203 1 • Ke;'board A",,,,",hlv (Spanish Speaking) 
4176204 1 · Keyboard Assembly (French Querty) 
4176205 1 • Keyboard Assembly (Portugal) 
417~?Cl6 1 • I{ •.• h. '~rrl A""D",hl, !International! 
4176207 1 · Keyboard Assembly (Germany) 
4176208 1 • Keyboard Assembly (Belgium) 
417fl?~ 1 • KAvhn:>rn A ,h (SpaiD) 

- 1 7363227 1 · Cover Assembly 
- 2 4176297 1 • Cable Assembly 
- 3 7363014 1 • Grommet 
- 4 7363228 1 · Base Assembly 
- 5 5552875 2 • Screw. Hex Hd Thd-Form 8-16 x 9/16 Lg 
- 6 1 • Clamo (Cable) 
- 7 7362130 1 · Screw.Thd-Form Hex Hd M4 x .7 x 6 Lg 
- 8 2688831 1 • Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (USA & Canada) 
- R 1761209 1 • I{D"hn~rrl Lnai" Ca[d aDd ~e\£ Asrn (Janane,.e/Enali,.h) 
- 8 1761213 1 · Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (Denmark) 
- 8 1761222 1 · Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (Sweden & Finland) 
- R 17fl1?15 1 · I nni" r:"rn "nn KA~ A"m (Fr .. n"h A7Artv) 

- 8 1761206 1 · Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (French/Canadian) 
- 8 1761219 1 · Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (Norway) 
- R 17fl1??::1 1 · loGic Card and Kev: A"m tllnitAn I{; ,rI. ,) 

- 8 1761218 1 · Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (Italy) 
- 8 1761210 1 · Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (Katakana) 
- 8 1761205 1 · Looic Card and Kev Asm (Brazill 

- 8 1761208 1 · Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (Spanish Speaking) 
- 8 1761216 1 · Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (French Querty) 
- R 1761220 1 · I nni" r:"rn "nn K .. v A"m 
- 8 1761217 1 · Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (International) 
- 8 I 1761211 1 · Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (Germany) 
- R 1761212 1 · I nni" r:"rn "nn K"v A"m 
- 8 1761221 1 · Keyboard Logic Card and Key Asm (Spain) 

! - 9 2650667 1 · • Jumper 
I 
i 

, 
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FIGURE-
INDEX PART 

NUMBER NUMBER 

7 

- 1 4178274 
- 2 7382385 
- :t 7:m4.."17 

- 4 4178258 - 6 4178257 
- ill .4423317 
- 7 101922 
- : 8814383 
- , .... """" .. , 

I - 10 5147218 
- 11 4422344 
- 12 ...... """'-
- 13 1821190 - 14 4178242 
- 1 .. 

- 18 237032 
- 17 1821214 
- 1. 2787971 

- 11· 4423392 

UNITS 
PER 

AIM. 

1 
1 

_3 
8 
4 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

4 
4 
1 

1 

9 

~ 234 
DESCRIPTI~N FOR FIGURE 7 

CRT ASSEMBLY 

• Brecket 
• Screw,Thd-Fonn Wehr Hd M4 x .7 x 8 Lg 

· . . , ICut Tft Lanmt.1 

• Grommet 
• Spacer (Plene) 
• Cim 
• Clamp 
• Deglu .. ing Coil · ,.. 
• Video Cerd 
• Houling 
• CDWIl 
• Screw,Mach-Slot Pen Hd M4 x .7 x 8 Lg 
• Ground Jumper Auemb/y 
• ~.P.n I-Id M2.S " .46 " 10 Ln 
• Welher,Flet 10 x 3/4 00 x 1/18 Thk 
• Screw,M'ech-SIot Pin Hd M6 x .8 x 25 Lg 
• L..hooI. WIImina 
• CRT. Yoke AIm-Also Order libel (Item No. 18) 

FIGURE 7. CRT ASSEMBLY. 

10 
11 
12 

I 

I 



FIGURE- I UNITS! 
INDEX 

I 
PART PER I DESCRIPTION FOR FIGURE 8 

NUMBER NUMBER ASM. 11 234 

8 ! FEATURE GATE ASSEMBLY I 

1 - 1 4176267 1 • Stiffener 
- 2 'l362386 8 • Canoe Clip (4 Per Card) 
- 3 1747216 1 · Mag Sial AdaClIu Ca[dlR£Ql 
- 4 7362926 1 · Latch 
- 5 2461889 1 • Screw. Slot Hex Wshr Hd 8-16 x 19.05 Lg 
- 6 4176239 1 • Cross-~ ~1 _____ 
- 7 4176253 1 • Cross-Connector #2 
- 8 1159913 2 • Cable Tie 
- 9/ 1 • Liaht Pen AdaotocCilrdJRP.Qj 

I 

i 

FIGURE 8. FEATURE STIFFENER ASSEMBLY. Parts Catalog 6-21 



Line Cord Chan 

Plug PIN Country 

6838234 1.8 M Lg., U.S.lCanada 

(j 2.5 M Lg., U.S., Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, 
Bolivia, Costa Rica, Brazil, Dominican Republic, 

6841461 
Ecuador, EI Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Jamaica, Japan, MexiCO, Trinidad, Netherlands, 
Antilles, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Philippines, 

Non-Lock Taiwan, Thailand 

No Plug 5642989 WTC, 60 Hz 

No Plug 6842371 WTC, 50 Hz 

Q 
Australia, Argentina, Chile, Columbia, 

6841728 New Zealand, Paraguay, Uruguay, Vunezuela, 
Trinidad 

8 
Finland, Germany, Norway, Netherlands, 

6841720 Sweden, Austria, Spain, IndoneSia, Iran, 
Bulgaria, Portugal, Iceland, Poland, Rumania 

(@ 6841726 United Kingdom, Ireland 

€3 6841724 
France, Belgium, Malaysia, Algeria, 
Hungary, Yugoslavia, Greece 

<9 6841722 Switzerland 

@ 6841732 Denmark 

~ 6841730 Italy 

~ 5642990 South Africa 

8 5642991 Israel 

0 5642992 Japan, 15A maximum 200V 

I 

6-22 FIGURE 9, LINE CORD CHART. 



FIGURE· 
INDEX 

NUMBER 

10 

PART 
NUMBER 

UNITS II 

PER 
ASM.j1 2 3 4 

DESCRIPTION FOR FIGURE 10 

I I CABLE INDEX 

, 4'~-'--~MSR/SLI;--C~bl~-(RPQ)---------------------------
2 41 ~~~~ I 1 jl Main Signal Distribution Cable 
:; 4176250 i 1 AC PoweL~bleJ1nternalL _________________________ --I 
4 4423250! 1 ! MSR Cable (RPCl) 
7 4176252 I 1 Planar DC Distribution Cable 

__ -"------.1L 7363480. 2 Junction Block _.&.l'DlIlIecSupplv....G.a.nnectoLGmlmd...Wl!:e_._. ______ -f 
9 4176263 3 Planar Crossover Cable 

'0 4176242 1 CRT Ground Cable Assembly 
_------''-----',-I'_---l __ 7 .... ':3 ...... 62 ...... 934=-----+-----.L CRT Bracket .G.m.u.ruLWirlL_h _________ . __ . ________ --f 

-----+------f-.-----i-------.. -.-------. -- -- -----... ---.- .--.------.- --.----------1 

-_._--1---------+---+-------_ .. _---- -- .. -.------.--.-. --.------------------1 

-------+------- ---r-------.----.. -... --.--.-- .------.------.------------------1 

I I 
\ 1'- I 

---~ -=H--~----=-~-~---~~-~=--- ---------~======------I 
------i----+-I-1----~--~~~~=~~=-:~=~~==~=-=~----l--.-.--

i 

.. ---.---.. ----.... --... --.- .. -----.----. ---------------1 

----+----t----t----------.--.. -----.--------------------

-+------+---+------.. ----------- -------------------------I 
-----+--~~--.--- - .-- --- .. --- -.- ---------------_._-------------1 

---+-------+----+---
_+--+------+1 _____ --- --.-- ... ----------------------------. _______ -------1 

----+----+--t-----.--.----.--. -.-----. -.---.-. -.- -----.-------.----.-.----.------... -----------f 

_.- .. _._ .. __ . --_. __ ._-- ---- ----.----------------~ 

-----f---.-----+----.+--.--------.--.--. -.. - .. -.- .. --.-.- -. -- .--- .. -. -----------.-----------1 

FIGURE 10. CABLE INDEX. Parts Catalog 6-23 



NUMERICAL INDEX 

PART LIST AND PART LIST AND PART LIST AND PART LIST AND 
NUMBER INDEX NO. NUMBER INDEX NO. NUMBER INDEX NO. NUMBER INDEX NO. 

101922 2 - 18 1761211 6 - 8 4176167 2 - 14 4423317 7 - 6 
101922 4 - 22 1761212 6 - 8 4176168 2 - 14 4423357 1 - 2 
101922 7 - 7 1761213 6 - 8 4176170 5 - 35 44Z3392 7 - 19 
237032 7 - 16 1761215 6 - 8 4176180 5 - 2 4423397 7 - 9 
514723 4 - 1 1761216 6 - 8 4176183 5 - 4 4796654 2 - 5 
524519 3 - 13 1761217 6 - 8 4176184 2 - 13 5147080 4 - 15 
532393 5 - 31 1751218 6 - 8 4176222 5 - 34 5147216 7 - 10 
533289 5 - 15 1761219 6- 8 4176224 2 - 12 5147291 4 - 1 
615683 5 - 10 1761220 6- 8 4176238 4 - 29 5147292 4 - 1 
730432 7 - 3 1761221 6 - 8 4176239 8 - 6 5149461 5 - 22 
855231 5 - 23 1761222 6 - 8 4176240 4 - 3 5213276 5 - 13 
NO NO. 1 - 1 1761223 6 - 8 4176242 7 - 14 5552875 6 - 5 
NO NO. 1 - 3 2461889 3 - 5 4176242 10 - 10 5642887 5 - 33 
NO NO. 5 - 1 2461889 4- 30 4176243 4 - 3 6814363 7 - 8 
NO NO. 5 - 19 2461889 8 - 5 4176247 10 - 2 7362130 5 - 7 

NO. NO. 3 - 1 2546641 4 - 8 4176250 10 - 3 7362130 5 - 14 
NO. NO. 3 - 16 2549526 2 - 19 4176251 2 - 6 7362130 5 - 16 
1143492 5 - 10 2549531 2 - 8 4176252 10 - 7 7362130 5 - 18 
1159913 3 - 8 2549531 4 - 5 4176253 8 - 7 7362130 6 - 7 
1159913 8 - 8 2549531 4 - 18 4176254 10 - 1 7362385 7 - 2 
1621173 4 - 12 2549531 4 - 21 4176257 7 - 5 7362386 3 - 6 
1621182 4 - 28 2549531 4 - 23 4176258 7 - 4 7362386 8 - 2 
1621184 4 - 6 2549531 4 - 25 4176262 5 - 27 7362432 7 - 15 
1621184 4 - 9 2549531 5 - 3 4176263 3 - 11 7362508 2 - 3 
1621190 4- 13 2549531 5 - 5 4176263 10 - 9 7362926 3 - 4 
1621190 7 - 13 2549531 5 - 12 4176264 3 - 9 7362926 8- 4 
1621193 5 - 9 2549531 5 - 21 4176267 8 - 1 7362934 10 - 11 
1621195 5 - 26 2549531 5 - 28 4176268 3 - 12 7363003 6- 6 
1621214 7 - 17 2549531 5 - 30 4176269 2 - 7 7363014 6 - 3 
1621813 2 - 16 2549531 5 - 32 4176270 4 - 4 7363227 6 - 1 
1622345 4 - 27 2568709 5 - 24 4176271 5 - 20 7363228 6- 4 
1622401 4 - 19 2650667 6 - 9 4176272 4 - 20 7363413 2 - 1 
1622402 4 - 7 2688831 6 - 8 4176273 4 - 24 7363414 2 - 4 
1622402 4 - 10 2767913 2 - 15 4176274 7 - 1 7363415 2 - 20 
1622402 4 - 26 2767928 3 - 10 4176277 5 - 17 7363446 3 - 3 
1622685 4 - 2 2767929 3 - 10 4176278 2 - 2 7363447 3 - 2 
1622685 4 - 14 2767930 3 - 10 4176297 6 - 2 7363448 2 - 11 
1650667 4 - 16 2767931 4 - 11 4176307 5 - 11 7363458 3 - 15 
1693554 2 - 10 2767958 3 - 7 4176308 5 - 8 7363470 2 - 9 
1743178 2 - 17 2767971 7 - 18 4420437 4 - 17 7363480 5- 6 
1747216 8 - 3 4176161 2 - 14 4422344 7 - 11 7363480 10 - 8 
1761205 6 - 8 4176162 2 - 14 4423028 5 - 25 7363482 8 - 9 
1761206 6 - 8 4176163 2 - 14 4423029 7 - 12 7363494 5 - 36 
1761208 6 - 8 4176164 2 - 14 4423097 1 - 4 8330757 3 - 14 
1761209 6 - 8 4176165 2 - 14 4423146 5 - 29 
1761210 6 - 8 4176166 2 - 14 4423250 10 - 4 

I 
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The minor codes have been expanded to allow 
additional feedback to identify why a field replaceable 
unit (FRU) was replaced. 

For troubles on which a repair action has been taken: 

• When a FRU is listed more than once, select the best 
overall description and add a comment in the 
narrative section of the I/PAR. Code 00 (other) is not 
used as a minor code. Use the minor code supplied 
that best describes why the FRU was replaced. 

Record the 3-digit major and the 2-digit minor codes 
in the unit field of the I/PAR document. 

• Select the cause code that best identifies the action, 
failure mode, MAP/diagnostic package, and problem 
determination procedures effectiveness. 

Record the cause code in the CAU ACT field of the 
1/ PAR document. 

Complete the CE log at the back of this guide. 

For all No Trouble Found calls: 

Refer to major code 960. 

Complete the CE Log at the back of this guide. 

Cause Codes 

Choose one digit from each column: 

CAU ACT 

Most Significant Action Failure Mode 

Reseat or reinstall the original part SOlid-i! 2 Swap for diagnostic purposes 

3 Replace 

4 Adjust or repair or modify 

Intermittent---! : 5 Clean or lubricate 

6 Other action-described in narrative b 

Using the Guide 

MAP/Diagnostic Package Effectiveness 

Used and effective 

Used and not effective 

Not used 

Used and effective 

Used and not effective 

Not used 

Note: Consider the MAPs and diagnostics effective if they identify the failing part or direct you to the appropriate 
repair action or procedure. 

I/PAR Code Guide 7-6 



000 BASE 

Alarm Assembly 

10 Alarm assembly 

Control and Switch Assembly 

20 Brightness control/override switch assembly 

Covers 

30 Bottom 
31 Document storage 
32 Front 
33 Rear 
34 Top 

Tilt Mechanism 

40 Tilt mechanism 

I DO NOT USE CODE 00 I 

7.F. 

000-10 

I/PAR Code Guide 

000-40 

I 
it 

I 



000 BASE (continued) 000-60 

Distribution Cable 

50 Cable, main signal distribution 

I/O Assembly 

60 Cable Thru and terminator switch assembly 
61 Keyboard cable (internal) 
62 Panel 

I DO NOT USE CODE 00 

000-62 

"PAR Code Guide 7-7 



I 

040 KEYBOARD 

HI 

Cable Assembly 

10 Cable 

Covers 

20 Base 
21 Tilt mechanism 
22 Top 

Logic Card/Key Assembly 

30 Connector 
31 Electrical 
32 Jumpers 
33 Keystem/keytops 

I DO NOT USE CODE 00 



200 DISPLAY 

Construct a 2-digit minor code from one choice 
out of the tens column (to identify the FRU) and 
one choice out of the units column (to identify the 
reason for replacing the FRU). Record the minor 
code in the unit field of the I/PAR document. 

, 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Amplifier card 
Analog card 
Bleeder assembly 
Convergence assembly 
CRT and yoke 
Degauss coil 
Video card 

, Color problem 
2 Color alignment problem 
3 Fuse 
4 Screen problem 
j 

[IJ Minor Code (record in the unit field of the 
1/ PAR document) 

I/PAR Code Guide 7·9 



310 BASE PLANAR 320-11 through 90 

(Use minor codes under 320.) 

320 DISPLAY PLANAR 

Diagnostic Error Codes 

11 Bl 
12 B2 
13 B3 
14 B4 
15 B5 
16 B6 

21 01 310-11 through 90 

22 02 
23 03 
24 04 
25 05 
26 06 
27 07 
28 Al 
29 Cl 

31 Kl 
32 K2 
33 K3 
35 Cable, cross-connectors 
40 Color problem 
50 Communications problem 
60 Keyboard problem 
70 Looping on diagnostics 
80 Screen problem 
90 System Available indicator off 

I DO NOT USE CODE 00 I 

I 
7-10 



800 POWER 

10 AC fuse. F1 
20 AC power cable (including the line filter. fuse 

holder. and cable) 
30 Fan assembly 
40 Junction block 
50 Line cord 
60 Power distribution cable (to the planars) 
70 Power supply card 
80 Power switch 

I DO NOT USE CODE 00 I 
(inside fuseholder) 

600-40 

I/PAR Code Guida 7-11 



I 

870 CUSTOMER RESPONSIBLITY 

7·12 

Construct a minor code from one choice out of the 
tens column (7, 8, or 9) and one choice out of the 
units column (1 through 0). Record the minor code 
in the unit field of the I/PAR document. 

7 

8 

9 

Customer problem determination
not used / not provided 
Customer problem determination
used and effective 
Customer problem determination
used and not effective 

1 Addressing or termination problem 
2 Configuration problem other than 

switches or application program 
3 Customer application program 
4 Environment unsuitable 
5 Hardware compatiblity 
6 Operating procedures incorrect or operator 

error 
7 Power failure or difficulty (external) 
8 Station protectors 
9 Twinaxial cable, connectors 
a Color alignment (convergence) 

Minor Code (record in the unit field of the 
I/PAR document) 

I DO NOT USE CODE 00 

960 TROUBLE FOUND 

Use major code 960 only to report calls when an error is 
logged, indicated, or reported, but no specific repair 
action is taken. Record 960 for the major code and the 
appropriate two digits for the minor codes. 

Error Code 

If you have a 4-digit error code, either on the display 
screen or in the Error History Table, record the first 2 
digits for the minor code and the last 2 digits for the 
cause code of the I/PAR document. 

Example: 

Major Minor Cause 

960 01 49 

(The error code on the display screen was 0149.) 

20 Display Unit 

Record the appropriate cause code in the CAU 
ACT field of the I/PAR document. 

40 Keyboard Unit 

Record the appropriate cause code in the CAU 
ACT field of the I/PAR document. 

60 Power 

Record the appropriate cause code in the CAU 
ACT field of the I/PAR document. 

70 Features 

Record the appropriate cause code in the CAU 
ACT field of the I/PAR document. 

GOo NOT USE CODE 00 



990 FEATURES/RPQs 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

RPQs 

30 Keylock 
40 MSR adapter card 

50 MSR/SlP interposers 

60 RPQ cable (MSR/SlP) 

70 SlP adapter card 

80 SlP assembly 

MSR = Magnetic Stripe Reader 
SlP = Selector light Pen 

I DO NOT USE CODE 00 

Most Significant Action 

Reseat or reinstall the original part 

Swap for diagnostic purposes 

Replace 

Adjust or repair or modify 

Clean or lubricate 

Other action-described in narrative 

Failure Mode MAP/Diagnostic Package Effectiveness 

SOlid--{! 

Used and effective 

Used and not effective 

Not used 

Intermittent---{ ~ 
Used and effective 

Used and not effective 

Not used 

Note: Consider the MAPs and diagnostics effective if they identify the failing part or direct you to the appropriate 
repair action or procedure. 

I/PAR Code Guide 7-13 



CE Log 

Description of Problem/Action Taken 
Date 100 not record hours or part number.1 CE Name 

1----.----- _ ... _--------_ ... _--------

1-._----

--

I 
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Description of Problem/ Action Taken 
Date (Do not record hours or pert number.) CE Name 

--

CE Log 7·15 
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AC power cable wiring 2-95 
AC voltages 2-95, 4-10 
adapter, cable 

description 4- 2 
diagnostic test 2-82 
wiring 2-104 

address, station 
display 2-66 
location 2-62, 2-64 
set/change 2-68 

adjustments 2-17 
coarse 2-23 
color alignment (see convergence below) 
convergence, coarse static 2-25 
convergence, dynamic 2-30 
convergence, fine static 2-28 
convergence key operations, 
summary 2-18 

fine 2-27 
locations 2- 20 
setup 2-22 
summary 2-18 
tool 2-17 

aids, service 2-61 
alarm assembly (display station) 

alarm code (burst mode) 2-74,4-11 
description 4-11 
location 2-4,2-13 
removal and replacement 2-39 

alignment (see adjustments) 
amplifier card 

description 4-6 
location 2-2, 2-9 
removal and replacement 2-45 

analog card 
description 4-8 
location :7-2, 2-10 
MAP 0400-1 
removal and replacement 2-46 

anode 
danger 2-46, 2-48 
location 2-15,2-51 

attachment, cards, feature 
location 2 - 3 
removal and replacement 2-56 
theory 5-1 

attributes 
color 2-66 
display 

attributes 
hex code 

field 2-66 

2-72 
2-66, 2-92 

base planar 
description 4-2 
location 2 - 3, 2 - 7 
removal and replacement 2-55 

bleeder assam bly 
location 2 - 3 
removal and replacement 2 -48 

brightnas8 .:ontrol 
description 4-6 
location 2-1, 2-4, 2-13 
removal and replacement 2-39 

buzze" MSR 
description 2-91 
wiring 2-100 

cable adapter 
description 4-2 
wiring 2-104 

cable assembly 2-114 
cables 

AC power wiring 2-95 
assembly 2-114 
con~ector location chert 2-5, 2-93 
DC distribution wiring 2-94 
keyboard intarface 2-105 
location 

AC power cable 2-41 
DC distribution cable 2- 7 
ground circuits 2-107 
keyboard cable 2-2,2-14 
keylock cable 2-7 

main power and signal distribution 2-98 
MSR/SLP RPQ wiring 2-110 
Quality check 2-114 

catalog, parts 6-1 
cathode-ray tube (eRn 

description 4-10 
location 2-1, 2-15 
removal and replacement 2-50 

Ca ution notice ix 
CE Log 7-14 
CE probe 3-1 
CE test (see te3t options) 
CE test screans 2-68 
C E test 8creens (see also test screens) 
centering 

adjustments 2-24, 2-27 
convergence assembly 2-23, 2-52 

character se!, displayable 2-86 

Index 

Index X-3 



code guide, I/PAR 7-1 
codes 

attribute 2-66, 2-92 
color 2-66, 2-92 
error 2-74, 2-75 
scan 2-71 
stat~s line 2-61 

color alignment (see convergence) 
color attributes 2-92 
color mode, 2 or 7 2-66 
conditions after power-on 2-61 
connector location chart 2-5, 2-92 
controls, brightness/intensity override 

description 4-6 
location 2-1, 2-4, 2-13 
removal and replacement 2-39 

convergence 
description 2 - 77 
key description, summary chart 2-31 
MAP 0600-1 
procedures 

coarse static 2 - 25 
dynamic 2-30 
fine static 2-28 

screens 2 - 25 
covers 

location 2-1 
removal and replacement 2-35 

CRT (see cathode- ray tube) 
cursor locations 2-61, 2-64 

Danger notices ix 
DC distribution cable 

wiring figure 2-94 
DC voltages 2-94, 4-8, 4-10 
deflection circuits 

description 4-8 
wiring figure 2-101 

degauss coil 
location 2-3 
removal and replacement 2-53 

diagnostic arror codes 2 - 74 
diagnostic error log operation 2 - 77 
diagnostics 

display station power-on 2-78 
error codes 2-74 
arror recording analysis procedUre 
(ERAP) 2-85, 2-88 

display entry MAP 0100-1 
display planar 

description 4-4 
location 2-3, 2-6 
ramoval and replacement 2-54 
switches 2-6, 2-54, 4-4 

display screen indicators 2-61 
display screens (see screens) 

display station address (see address) 
display station error codes 2-75 
displayable characters 2-86 

lenguage jumpers 2-34, 4-1 

error codes 2-74, 2-75 
alarm burst mode 2- 74 

error history table (ERAP) 2-88 
error log operation 2- 77 
error recording analysis procedura (ERAP) 

arror codes 2-88, 2-89 

feature gate 
card removal and replacement 2-56 
locatiuns 2-3, 2-7, 2-56 

features and RPOa 
keylock dascription 5-1 
magnetic stripe raader (MSR) card 

description 5-1 
location 2-56 
removal and replacement 2-56 
test 2-73, 2-90 

MAPs 0800-1 
selector light pen (SLP) card 

description 5- 1 
location 2 - 56 
removal and replacement 2-56 
test 2-73, 2-90 

field attributes 2-66 
focus 1 , FOC2 

adjustments 2-24, 2-31 
description 4-8 
location 2 - 20 

free key moda 2-83 
front cover 

location 2 - 1 
removal and replacement 2-35 

FRU description (theory) 4-1 
fuseholder 

location 2 - 2 
removal and replacemant 2-41 

fuses 
locations 

F1 2-2 
F2 2-9 
F3 2-2 

wiring 
F1 
F3 

2-95 
2-103 



ground circuits 2 -1 06 

heaters, CRT 2-10, 2-12 

I/O assembly 
location 2 - 2 
removal and replacement 2-58 

I/PAR Coda Guida 7-1 
10 jumpers (keyboard jumpersl 2-34 
indicators, display screen 2-61 
intensity override switch 

description 4-11 
location 2-2. 2-13 
removal and replacemant 2-39 

intermittent MAPs 0900-1 

jumpers 
CRT heater 2-10, 2-102 
keyboard 10 2-34 

junction block 
interpoaer 2-100 
location 2-2 
removal and replecament 2-44 

keyboard 
description 4-1 
''i) 2-34, 4-1 
interface cable 2-105 
jumpers 2-34 
locations 2 -14 
MAP 0500-1 
removel and replecament 2-33 
acen codas 2-71 

keylock description 5-1 

light pen (see Selector Light Penl 
line cord 

location 2 - 2 
removal and replacement 2-42 

line filter 
location 2 - 59 
removal and replacement 2-58 
wiring 2-95 

locations 
amplifier cerd 2-2, 2-9 
analog cerd 2-2, 2-10 
base planar 2-3, 2-7 
cable connectors, chart 2-5, 2-93 
connector chart 2-5, 2-93 
covers 2-1 
display planar 2-3, 2-6 
feature card(sl 2-3, 2-56 
front view 2-1 
intensity override switch .. -4, 2-13 
junction block 2-2 
keyboard asaembly 2-14 
power supply card 2-2, 2-12 
power switch 2-1, 2-4 
rear view with logic gate open 2-2 
top view 2-3 
video card 2-2, 2-8 

magnetic slot raader (MSRI 
buzzer description 2-91 
card location 2 - 56 
dascription 5-1 
removal and replacemant 2-56 
tast 2-91 

main power and signal distribution cabla 
location 2-54 
wiring 2-98 

MAPs 
analog 0400-1 
convargence 0600-1 
display entry 0100-1 
faatures 0800-1 
intermittent 0900-' 
kayboard 0500-1 
planar 0700-1 
power 0200-1 
using 0000-1 
video 0300-1 

menus (sea screensl 
MSR/SLP cable 

planar connector location 2-6 
wiring 2-110 

Index X-5 



I 

numerical index, parts 6-24 

offline select mode 2-67 
description 2-67 
error status line 2-64 
options 2-67 

online select mode 
description 2-66 
error status line 2-62 
options 2-66 

online tests 2-64 
options, select mode 

offline 2-67 
online 2-66 

Parts Catalog 6-1 
catalog section 6-7 
how to use 6-3 
numerical index 6-24 

pincushion circuit description 4-8 
planar 

base 
description 4-2 
location 2-3, 2-7 
removal end replacement 2-55 

display 
description 4-4 
location 2-3, 2-6 
removal and replacement 2-54 

MAP 0700-1 
power cable 

location 2-41 
removal and replacement 2-41 
wiring figure 2-95 

power MAP 0200-1 
power-on diagnostics 2-79 
power-on sequence 2-78 
power supply card 

description 4-10 
location 2-2 
removal and replacement 2-40 

power switch 
locatior 2-1, 2-4 
remcwa\ and replacement 2-43 
wiring figure 2-95 

proba, CE 3-1 
probing information 3-1 
protector 

CRT 4-8 
overvoltage 4-10 
station 2-114 

X-6 

raster 
adjustments 2-24, 2-27 
description xiii 

rear cover 
location 2-1 
removal and replacement 2-36 

rempval and replacement 
adjustmant summary 2-18 
alarm assembly 2-39 
amplifier card 2-45 
amplifiar card fuse 2-40 
analog card 2-46 
base planar 2-55 
bleeder assembly 2-48 
brightness control (and override 
switch) 2-39 

convergence assembly 2-52 
covers 2-35 
CRT 2-50 
degauss coil 2-53 
display planar 2-54 
fan assembly 2-42 
feature card(s) 2 - 56 
fuse holder 2-41 
I/O assembly 2-58 
junction block 2-44 
keyboard cable 2-34 
keyboard jumpers (language 10) 
keyboard logic and key assembly 
line cord 2-42 
line filter 2-41 
override switch (and brightness 
control) 2-39 

power cable 2-41 
power supply card 2-40 
power switch 2-43 
tilt assembly 2-38 
video card 2-47 
yoke assembly 2-50 

RPQs (and features) 5-1 

Safety ix 
Csution ix 
Danger ix 

scan codes 2-71 
screens 

CE test 2-68 

2-34 
2-33 

convergence (color alignment) 2-25 
offline select mode 2-68 
online test 2-84 

selector light pen (SLP) 
card location 2 - 56 
description 5-1 
removal and replacement 2-56 
test 2-90 



service aids 2-61 
status lines 2-61. 2-62. 2-64 

sign-on procedure 2-83 
station protector 2-114 
status lines 

error 2-64 
normal 2-61 
offline 2-64 
online 2-62 

switches 
display planar 

dascription 4-4 
location 2-6 
setting 2-54 

terminator 
location 2-2 
wiring 2-104 

system cable quality check 2 -114 
system cabling 2-114 

terminator 8witc" 
location 2-2 
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